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Foreword
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERHSXLIVVIPIZERXFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWEVISRXLIJVSRXPMRISJJEGMPMXEXMRKERH
QSRMXSVMRKMRXIVREXMSREPXVEHI'YWXSQWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWEVII\TIGXIHXSQE\MQMWIXLIFIRIƤXW
WSGMIX]GERHIVMZIJVSQXLMWXVEHI[LMPIEXXLIWEQIXMQI[IEWO'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSP
SJƤGIVWXSPMQMXXLIVMWOWERHXLVIEXWXLEXWYGLGSQQIVGIGERTSWIWYGLEWYRGSRXVSPPIHERHMPPIKEPXVEHI
or criminal activities.
Certain substances and commodities that cross borders are considered to be “environmentally sensitive”
for human health or ecosystems because of their inherent hazardous qualities, their potential for misuse,
or their impact or possible impact on biodiversity or species. Such items include banned or restricted
GLIQMGEPWLE^EVHSYWERHSXLIV[EWXIWVEVIERHIRHERKIVIHWTIGMIWERHPMZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQW
Many of these environmentally sensitive substances and commodities are controlled under trade-related
multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs). Effective monitoring and control of the transboundary
movement of such substances and commodities is a key component of environmental protection and, in
many cases, national security.
*SV'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWXSHSXLIMVHEMP][SVOIJJIGXMZIP]XLI]RIIHMRJSVQEXMSR
and guidance so that they know what to look for, why they are looking for it, what the implications of its
uncontrolled or illegal trade are, and whom to contact for more specialised assistance. Such capacity
FYMPHMRKSJ'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVW[EWMRMXMEXIHYRHIVXLI'SRZIRXMSRSR-RXIVREXMSREP
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) and the Montreal Protocol on Substances
that Deplete the Ozone Layer, and it soon became evident that both illegal and legal trade needed to be
considered in a holistic manner by making links, where appropriate, with other environmental Conventions
to provide integrated training.
This Green Customs Guide is a tool that assists with this. This publication, which has been designed to be
YWIHF]'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWEWTEVXSJEXVEMRMRKGYVVMGYPYQSVEWEWXERHEPSRI
introduction to the subject, provides an overview of the Conventions, their requirements related to trade
MRXLIIRZMVSRQIRXEPP]WIRWMXMZIWYFWXERGIWERHGSQQSHMXMIWERH'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSP
SJƤGIVWŭVSPIMRJEGMPMXEXMRKXLIMVPIKEPXVEHIERHTVIZIRXMRKMPPIKEPXVEHI
This Guide has been produced by the Green Customs Initiative, an unprecedented and award-winning
collaborative effort of 11 international organizations and convention Secretariats concerned with the
MQTPIQIRXEXMSRSVIRJSVGIQIRXSJEKVIIQIRXW[MXLXVEHIVIPEXIHEWTIGXW&]ƤRHMRKPMROWFIX[IIRXLI
respective mandates and scopes of operation, the partners have joined together to engage, encourage
ERHWYTTSVX'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWMRXLIMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJ1)%WERHVIPEXIH
agreements, in a cost-effective and coordinated manner.
8SHE]'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWEVIMRGVIEWMRKP]E[EVIXLEXXLIMVXVEHMXMSREPVSPI
as guardians of the trading system is evolving into a more nuanced one encompassing different
dimensions of sustainable development related to the well-being and protection of society. Now we are
EWOMRK'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWXSFIEXXLIJVSRXPMRIRSXSRP]JSVXVEHIFYXEPWSJSV
environmental protection purposes, and to contribute to the greening of trade.
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Through this Guide, the Green Customs partners invite you to join in the effort to protect our global
common environment as well as that of your country by facilitating the implementation of important
aspects of these international agreements in your daily work. We sincerely hope that this Guide is helpful
and stimulates you to become more involved as a protector of the environment to facilitate conservation
and sustainable use through responsible trade.

Mrs. Elizabeth Maruma Mrema,
Head of the Green Customs Initiative Secretariat
UN ENVIRONMENT

Dr. Kunio Mikuriya
Secretary General
WORLD CUSTOMS ORGANIZATION
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Preface
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWIRWYVIXLEXER]KSSHWIRXIVMRKSVPIEZMRKXLIMVGSYRXV]
comply with national laws. If their country is a Party to one or more multilateral environmental agreements
(MEAs), then these agreements should be integrated in the national legal frameworks.
Environmental problems are transboundary in nature and have a global impact. They can be effectively
addressed only through international cooperation and shared responsibility, made possible through
MEAs. Several MEAs regulate the cross-border movement of items, substances and products, mainly
MRXLIJSVQSJMQTSVXWXVERWMXWI\TSVXWERHVII\TSVXW8LYWXLIJVSRXPMRI'YWXSQWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSP
SJƤGIVWVIWTSRWMFPIJSVGSRXVSPPMRKXVEHITPE]EZIV]MQTSVXERXVSPIMRTVSXIGXMRKXLIREXMSREPERHKPSFEP
environment.
3JTEVXMGYPEVMQTSVXERGIXSXLI[SVOSJ'YWXSQWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWEVIXLIXVIEXMIW[MXL
trade-related provisions, such as the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements
of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal, the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety, the Convention on the
Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and on Their
Destruction, the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES),
the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, the Rotterdam Convention on the Prior
Informed Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade and
the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants.
MEAs regulate the transboundary movement of a wide variety of items that Customs or border control
SJƤGIVWQMKLXIRGSYRXIVMRXLIMV[SVO:IVMJ]MRKWLMTQIRXWERHXLIMVHSGYQIRXEXMSRMWEPXSKIXLIVE
GSQTPI\XEWOERHEPEVKIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]EWMWZIVMJ]MRKGSQTPMERGI[MXLREXMSREPPE[WERHXEOMRKEGXMSR
when violations occur.
8LMWKYMHIMWMRXIRHIHXSLIPT'YWXSQWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWMRXLIMV[SVO'LETXIVI\TPEMRW[LEX
MEAs are and introduces the organizations that are partners to the Green Customs Initiative. Chapter 2
provides an overview of the main MEAs with trade-related provisions, with details on how they regulate
trade, the roles and responsibilities of Customs and other border authorities, the specialised terminology
EWWSGMEXIH[MXL1)%WERH[LIVIXSƤRHEHHMXMSREPMRJSVQEXMSRERHKYMHERGI'LETXIVI\TPSVIWXLI
TVEGXMGEPEWTIGXWSJMQTPIQIRXMRK1)%ŭWQSRMXSVMRKVIUYMVIQIRXWMRGPYHMRKMHIRXMƤGEXMSRERHMRWTIGXMSR
of suspicious goods, seizure and disposal, health and safety, legal issues and cooperation with other
authorities. This chapter also includes references to training and reference materials and other useful
information.
The implementation of MEA provisions at the national level requires a great deal of effort and commitment.
,S[IZIV'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWEVIRSXI\TIGXIHXSYRHIVXEOIXLMWXEWOEPSRI%XXLIREXMSREPPIZIPZEVMSYW
IRXMXMIWEVIVIWTSRWMFPIJSV1)%MQTPIQIRXEXMSRERHGEREWWMWX'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWMRXLIMV[SVO8LI]EPWS
VIP]SRXLIIJJSVXWSJXLIWISJƤGIVWXSIRWYVIREXMSREPGSQTPMERGI[MXL1)%W;MXLMRXLIMVQERHEXIWIEGL
Green Customs partner organisation is also able to produce information, training and/or other specialised
EWWMWXERGIVIPEXIHXSMXW1)%SVEVIESJI\TIVXMWI-XMWMQTSVXERXXLEXXLSWI[SVOMRKXSIRWYVIWEJIPIKEP
trade recognise that through their efforts they are helping to deliver a better environment and sustainable
future for their country and for all nations.
The information in this guide is up-to-date as of December 2017.
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List of Abbreviations
AIA
BCH
CAP
CAS
CCP
CEITs
'*'W 
CITES
CWC
ESM
FAO
GCI
+11
+13 
,*'W
HS
013 
013**4
MEA(s)
NA
NCB
NOU
ODS
OECD
OPCW
PIC
POPs
923('
WCO

Advanced Informed Agreement
Biosafety Clearing House
Compliance Assistance Programme
Chemical Abstracts Service
Container Control Programme
Countries with Economies in Transition
'LPSVSƥYSVSGEVFSRW
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Flora and Fauna
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production,
Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and their Destruction
Environmentally Sound Management
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Green Customs Initiative
+IRIXMGEPP]1SHMƤIH1MGVSSVKERMWQ
+IRIXMGEPP]1SHMƤIH3VKERMWQ
,]HVSƥYSVSGEVFSRW
Harmonized System
0MZMRK1SHMƤIH3VKERMWQ
0MZMRK1SHMƤIH3VKERMWQMRXIRHIHJSVHMVIGXYWIEWJSSHSV

feed, or for processing
Multilateral Environmental Agreement(s)
National Authority
National Contact Bureau
National Ozone Unit
Ozone Depleting Substances
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons
Prior Informed Consent
Persistent Organic Pollutants
9RMXIH2EXMSRW3JƤGIJSV(VYKWERH'VMQI
World Customs Organization
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Multilateral environmental agreements
Multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs) are
treaties between multiple States and, in some cases,
regional economic integration organizations such
EWXLI)YVSTIER9RMSRXSTYVWYIWTIGMƤGSFNIGXMZIW
aimed at protecting the environment and conserving
natural resources. The intention of the international
community to develop a new MEA is often brought
about by worldwide concerns about the actual or
potential serious impacts of human activities on the
)EVXLŭWJVEKMPIIRZMVSRQIRXERHXLIRIIHXSEHHVIWW
these through concerted efforts at the global level in
order to ensure a safe future for coming generations.
Measures that may be embodied in MEAs include for
instance the monitoring and control of production
and use of environmentally sensitive items, the
restriction or elimination of their production and
use, identifying and promoting alternatives, and
regulating the way they are disposed of. Regulating
the international trade of certain environmentally
sensitive items is at the core of the MEAs covered by
this guide.
Once an MEA enters into force, those States and
SVKERM^EXMSRWXLEXLEZII\TVIWWIHGSRWIRXXSFI
bound by it - the Parties are legally obliged to comply
with its provisions. The main MEAs with international
trade-related provisions are the following:
° Basel Convention on the Control of
Transboundary Movements of Hazardous
Wastes and Their Disposal
° Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the
Convention on Biological Diversity
° Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)
° Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete
the Ozone Layer
° Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed
Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous
Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade
° Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic
Pollutants
The Chemical Weapons Convention1 is an
international agreement whose primary purpose
is not environmental protection, but which shares
common concerns and procedures with the MEAs
1

Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production,
Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and on their Destruction

covered in this Guide. The role played by Customs
SJƤGIVWERHSXLIVFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWXS
implement and enforce each agreement is similar in
many respects.
Throughout this guide, the treaties mentioned above
will be presented in alphabetical order.

The role of Customs in MEAs
Regulating the cross-border movement in certain
environmentally sensitive items, e.g. commodities,
substances and wild species, through MEAs is one
of several means available to preserve and protect
the environment from the actual or potential adverse
IJJIGXWSJWTIGMƤGLYQEREGXMZMXMIW;LIR7XEXIW
take the legal steps to formally agree to be bound by
an MEA regulating international trade, they commit
themselves to monitor, control and, when provided,
restrict or ban trade in certain environmentally
sensitive items through the enactment of national
laws and regulations. Customs and border control
SJƤGIVWTPE]EGIRXVEPVSPIMRMQTPIQIRXMRK
international trade-related MEAs. They help regulate
legal trade and help detect illegal trade. They check
the validity of trade documents and ensure they
correspond to the actual items. They combat fraud
ERHGLIGOXVEHIVWŭGSQTPMERGI[MXLTVSLMFMXMSRERH
restriction measures. They collect the applicable
HYXMIWERHXE\IW8LI]EPWSQE]FIMRZSPZIHMR
investigation of illegal trade. Finally, they inform the
public about measures to implement and comply
with MEAs. By means of these tasks, Customs
ERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWEVIEWEJIKYEVHEKEMRWX
XLIHIXIVMSVEXMSRSJXLIMVGSYRXV]ŭWERHXLIKPSFEP
environment.

The Green Customs Initiative
The Green Customs Initiative is a partnership of
organizations aimed at raising the awareness and
building the capacity of Customs and border control
SJƤGIVWSRXVEHIVIPEXIHQYPXMPEXIVEPIRZMVSRQIRXEP
agreements (MEAs). The partners of the Green
Customs Initiative comprise the secretariats of
the above-mentioned trade related MEAs, as well
as the International Criminal Police Organization
(INTERPOL), the United Nations Environment
Programme (UN Environment), the United Nations
3JƤGISR(VYKWERH'VMQI 923(' ERHXLI;SVPH

1

Customs Organization (WCO). The following is a
brief introduction of each Partner.

Basel Convention
The Basel Convention on the Control of
Transboundary Movements of Hazardous
Wastes and Their Disposal establishes the legal
and procedural framework for the regulation of
transboundary movements of hazardous and other
wastes. The goal is to ensure that such movements
take place only when the transport and disposal
of the wastes are conducted in an environmentally
sound manner. Training and materials for Customs
ERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWEVITVSZMHIHF]XLI
Secretariat of the Basel Convention and the Basel
Convention Regional Centres.
The Secretariat of the Convention2, which is
administered by UN Environment is located in
Geneva, Switzerland.

Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety
The Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the
Convention on Biological Diversity is an international
treaty that seeks to protect biological diversity
from the potentially adverse effects that may
FIGEYWIHF]PMZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQW 013W 
produced through modern biotechnology. Such
organisms are also often referred to as genetically
QSHMƤIHSVKERMWQWSV+13W8LI4VSXSGSPMWE
supplementary agreement to the Convention on
Biological Diversity. In 2010, the Nagoya-Kuala
Lumpur Supplementary Protocol on Liability and
Redress to the Cartagena Protocol was adopted,
which provides for international rules and procedure
on liability and redress for damage to biodiversity
resulting from LMOs. The Secretariat of the
Convention on Biological Diversity is based in
Montreal, Canada.3

CITES
The Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES) establishes the legal framework and
procedural mechanism for preventing international




2

LXXT[[[FVWQIEWSVK7IGVIXEVMEX3ZIVZMI[XEFMHPERKYEKI
IR97(IJEYPXEWT\
LXXTW[[[GFHMRXWIGVIXEVMEX

trade in endangered species and regulating the
trade in other species. CITES provides training
JSV'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWF]QIERWSJEGSQTYXIV
based, self-training programme online. The CITES
Secretariat is administered by UN Environment and
is located at Geneva, Switzerland.

INTERPOL
INTERPOL (International Criminal Police Organization,
-'43 MWXLI[SVPHŭWPEVKIWXMRXIVREXMSREPGVMQMREP
police organization with 192 member countries. It
coordinates and facilitates international cooperation
among various national law enforcement agencies.
In combating environmental crime, INTERPOL has
been providing technical assistance, law enforcement
contacts and investigative support such as stopping
illegal transboundary movements of hazardous
[EWXIMPPIKEPHYQTMRKMPPIKEPXVEJƤGSJS^SRI
depleting substances and illegal trade in endangered
WTIGMIWSJ[MPHƥSVEERHJEYRE
-28)6430ŭWQMWWMSRMWLIPTMRKXSGVIEXIEWEJIV
world by providing the law enforcement community
with a unique range of essential services to
optimize international efforts to combat crime.
-28)6430ŭWQMWWMSRMWXSFIXLI[SVPHŭWTVIIQMRIRX
police organization in support of all organizations,
authorities and services whose mission is preventing,
detecting and suppressing crime. INTERPOL achieves
its mission by: providing both a global perspective
ERHEVIKMSREPJSGYWI\GLERKMRKMRJSVQEXMSRXLEXMW
timely, accurate, relevant and complete; facilitating
international co-operation; co-ordinating the joint
operational activities of its member countries; and
QEOMRKEZEMPEFPIORS[LS[I\TIVXMWIERHKSSH
practice.
INTERPOL addresses the needs and requirements
of the international law enforcement community
by anticipating and/or responding to its member
GSYRXVMIWŭHIQERHWERHI\TIGXEXMSRW[LMPI
remaining alert to developments in order to anticipate
future requirements. INTERPOL provides four core
services: 1) facilitating information sharing among
and across the international law enforcement
community through secure communication channels;
2) ensuring communication by delivering data
services and databases to police forces through
-28)6430ŭW2EXMSREP'IRXVEP&YVIEYW 2'&W  
organising and encouraging operational activities
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to combat organised crime at the national, regional
and global scale; and 4) building capacity of the
law enforcement community through trainings and
development.
INTERPOL has been working to suppress
environmental crime since 1992, when an
Environmental Crimes Committee was set up by
way of INTERPOL resolution AGN/61/RES/12.
The Committee (now known as the Environmental
Compliance and Enforcement Committee (ECEC))
comprises Working Groups on Wildlife Crime, Forestry
Crime, Fisheries Crime and Pollution Crime. In 2009,
INTERPOL established the Environmental Security
Programme, which works to protect biodiversity,
natural resources and environmental quality.
EcoMessage is a tool created by INTERPOL in 1994
for its member countries to report environmental
crime cases; it is used by INTERPOL to gather and
share information on environmental crime.

Organization for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons
The Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) – an
international treaty – bans the use of chemical
weapons and aims to eliminate chemical weapons
everywhere and forever. The Convention provides the
basis on which the Organisation for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons (OPCW) monitors the destruction
SJI\MWXMRKHIGPEVIHWXSGOWSJGLIQMGEP[IETSRWERH
the facilities formerly used to produce them, as well
as inspects industrial sites to ensure that chemicals
monitored under the Convention are produced only
for purposes not prohibited by the Convention. The
Convention requires its State Parties to restrict and
VITSVXERRYEPP]XSXLI34';EPPI\TSVXWERHMQTSVXW
SJGLIQMGEPWPMWXIHMRXLI%RRI\SJ'LIQMGEPWXSXLI
Convention. Those chemicals are considered to pose
a special risk for chemical weapons production. The
OPCW also promotes international co-operation and
XLII\GLERKISJWGMIRXMƤGERHXIGLRMGEPMRJSVQEXMSR
WSXLEXTISTPIERHKSZIVRQIRXWGERFIRIƤXJVSQ
the legitimate uses of chemistry. The Technical
Secretariat of the OPCW assists the Conference of
XLI7XEXIW4EVXMIWERHXLI)\IGYXMZI'SYRGMPMRXLI
performance of their functions4.

Montreal Protocol
The Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete
the Ozone Layer is an international agreement that
GSRXVSPWXLITVSHYGXMSRERHGSRWYQTXMSRSJWTIGMƤG
man-made chemicals that destroy the ozone layer,
XLIIEVXLŭWTVSXIGXMZIWLMIPH'YWXSQWGSRXVSPWERH
IRJSVGIQIRXSJREXMSREPMQTSVXI\TSVXPMGIRWMRK
systems is essential for developing countries to
meet their time-targeted compliance commitments
under the Montreal Protocol. The Protocol is a
supplementary agreement to the Vienna Convention
for the Protection of the Ozone Layer. The Ozone
Secretariat5 is the Secretariat for the Vienna
Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer and
for the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete
the Ozone Layer and is based at the United Nations
)RZMVSRQIRX4VSKVEQQI 92)RZMVSRQIRX SJƤGIWMR
Nairobi, Kenya

Rotterdam Convention
The Rotterdam Convention is an international
agreement designed to promote shared responsibility
and co-operative efforts among Parties in the
international trade in certain hazardous chemicals—
in particular, pesticides, industrial chemicals and
severely hazardous pesticide formulations—in order
to protect human health and the environment from
potential harm. The Secretariat of the Convention is
located in Geneva, Switzerland, and in Rome, Italy.
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO)6 and the United Nations Environment
Programme (UN Environment) jointly perform the
Secretariat7 functions for the Rotterdam Convention.

Stockholm Convention
The Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic
Pollutants is directed toward protecting human
health and the environment from one group of
hazardous chemicals—persistent organic pollutants
(POPs). The major obligations under the Convention
are aimed at reducing or eliminating releases of
POPs by the Parties. This includes obligating Parties
XSXEOIQIEWYVIWXSVIKYPEXIXLII\TSVXERHMQTSVX






LXXTW[[[STG[SVKEFSYXSTG[XIGLRMGEPWIGVIXEVMEX

LXXTS^SRIYRITSVKIREFSYXWIGVIXEVMEX
LXXT[[[JESSVKLSQIIR
LXXT[[[FVWQIEWSVK7IGVIXEVMEX3ZIVZMI[XEFMHPERKYEKI
IR97(IJEYPXEWT\
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of POPs. The Secretariat8 of the Convention, which
is administered by United Nations Environment
Programme (UN Environment) is located in Geneva,
Switzerland.

United Nations Environment Programme
(UN Environment)
The United Nations Environment Programme (UN
Environment) is the leading global environment
authority that sets the global environmental
agenda, promotes the coherent implementation
of the environmental dimension of sustainable
development within the United Nations system
and serves as an authoritative advocate for the
IRZMVSRQIRX92)RZMVSRQIRXŭW[SVOIRGSQTEWWIW
assessing global, regional and national
environmental conditions and trends, developing
international and national environmental instruments,
and strengthening institutions for the effective
management of the environment.
The mission of UN Environment is “to provide
leadership and encourage partnership in caring for
the environment by inspiring, informing, and enabling
nations and peoples to improve their quality of life
without compromising that of future generations.
UN Environment leads the international community
in the progressive development of environmental law
through the promotion of capacities, transparency
and accountability in judiciaries, legislatures and
policy making institutions. Working directly with
countries to combat environmental crime and to
meet international environmental commitments,
UN Environment improves cooperation between
lawmakers the world over who are seeking to
safeguard the environment.
7IZIVEPSJ92)RZMVSRQIRXŭWHMZMWMSRWEVIMRZSPZIHMR
implementing the Green Customs Initiative: the Law
Division9, which hosts the Secretariat of the Initiative
in Nairobi, the Economy Division, which implements
EGXMZMXMIWJVSQ4EVMWEW[IPPEWXLIVIKMSREPSJƤGIWSJ
the organization.

9RMXIH2EXMSRW3JƤGISR(VYKWERH
Crime
TLI9RMXIH2EXMSRW3JƤGISR(VYKWERH'VMQI
(UNODC) is committed to achieving health,
security and justice for all by tackling threats
from illicit drugs, organised crime and terrorism
worldwide. UNODC works directly with governments,
international organizations, other United Nations
entities and civil society groups to develop and
implement programmes that meet the needs of
the assisted countries and regions and that are
fully coordinated with the core themes of the
organisation. UNODC works towards strengthening
the capacity of law enforcement and criminal
NYWXMGISJƤGMEPWXSHIXIGXMRZIWXMKEXITVSWIGYXIERH
adjudicate environmental crimes. The transnational
nature of environmental crimes, the established
involvement of organized criminal groups and the
failings of government structures that often sustain
these forms of criminality, make them highly relevant
to the work of UNODC. Wildlife, forest products,
including timber, and hazardous waste are the
SFNIGXSJMRXIVREXMSREPXVEJƤGOMRKSJXIRTIVTIXVEXIH
by organized criminal groups that might also be
IRKEKIHMRXLIXVEJƤGOMRKSJSXLIVKSSHWSJXIR
relying on failures in the criminal justice system.
Two programmes of UNODC are particularly involved
in countering environmental crime: the UNODCWCO Container Control Programme (CCP) and
the Global Programme for Combating Wildlife and
Forest Crime (GP), which have a partnership with the
CITES Secretariat, INTERPOL, World Bank and World
Customs Organization.

World Customs Organization
The World Customs Organization (WCO), established
in 1952 as the Customs Co-operation Council, is the
only international intergovernmental organization
that specializes in Customs matters. Its 180 member
governments are responsible for processing 98
percent of world trade.
8LI;'3IRLERGIWXLIIJƤGMIRG]ERHIJJIGXMZIRIWW
of member Customs administrations, thereby
assisting them to contribute successfully to national
development goals, particularly in the areas of trade
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facilitation, revenue collection, community protection
and national security.

the global Customs community to address these
crimes in a timely, coherent and coordinated manner.

8SJYPƤPMXWQMWWMSRXLI;'3
° Develops, maintains and promotes a series of
international conventions, other instruments
and best-practice approaches in seeking to
harmonize and simplify Customs systems and
procedures
° Promotes the strategic interests of the WCO
and wider international Customs community
by cooperating, communicating and acting
in partnership with governments, other
international and regional organizations, donor
agencies and the private sector
° Provides a range of capacity-building, training
and technical assistance, and integrity programs
to increase the capacity of member Customs
administrations to contribute effectively to
national development goals
° Analyses issues and trends of strategic
importance to the WCO and member
administrations.

-RVIWTSRWIXSMXW1IQFIVWŭRIIHWXLI;'3
launched the Environmental Program12 in March 2012
to contribute to the combatting of environmental
crime, in particular, illegal wildlife trade, illegal trade
in hazardous and other waste, ozone depleting
substances (ODS) and illegal trade in timber.
The Illicit Trade Report series13 provides further
information on every component of the Program on
the annual basis.

Customs plays a very important role in the
MQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJ1)%WERHXLIƤKLXEKEMRWX
environmental crime. Since 2001, the WCO has been
an active Partner to the Green Customs Initiative
(GCI), a series of collaborative activities by partner
organizations, coordinated by UN Environment and
EMQIHEXVEMWMRKXLIE[EVIRIWWSJ'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW
to trade-related MEAs.
In 2008, the WCO Council adopted a
Recommendation concerning Actions Against CrossBorder Environmental Offences, outlining steps to
be taken by Customs administrations to enhance
their capabilities in this area. In 2010 the WCO, the
CITES Secretariat, INTERPOL, the UNODC and the
World Bank founded the International Consortium
on Combating Wildlife Crime (ICCWC)10, in order to
provide more support to the national wildlife law
enforcement agencies, as well as to the regional
and sub-regional networks combating against illegal
trade in natural resources. In June 2014, the WCO
Council adopted WCO Declaration on the Illegal
Wildlife Trade11 demonstrating the commitment of

10 LXXTWGMXIWSVKIRKTVSKMGG[GTLT
11 LXXT[[[[GSSQHSVKIREFSYXYWPIKEPMRWXVYQIRXWbQIHME
&'*)&*%()%(&&%&)EWL\

Along with different tools and instruments
offered by the WCO to its Members, ENVIRONET,
a real-time communication tool for information
I\GLERKIEQSRKEPPGSQTIXIRXREXMSREPEYXLSVMXMIW
international organizations and regional networks,
and CLiKC!14, the WCO e-learning facility containing
courses on environmental crime, is particularly worth
mentioning.
The WCO Harmonized System (HS) has been
effectively applied to implement and enforce trade
VIPEXIH1)%WF]GYWXSQWSJƤGIVW[SVPH[MHI
Based on several recommendations adopted by
the WCO Council, numerous subheadings and
XLIMVI\TPEREXSV]RSXIWLEZIFIIRMRWIVXIHMRXSXLI
HS for the purpose of monitoring and controlling
international trade in certain goods covered by the
MEAs.
Within the framework of the Environmental Program,
the WCO constantly works on broadening the scope
of partnerships with other organizations working
MRXLIEVIESJƤKLXMRKEKEMRWXIRZMVSRQIRXEP
crime. Throughout the past years, the WCO signed
Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs) with the
CITES Secretariat, Secretariat of the Basel
Convention, UN Environment, Lusaka Agreement
Task Force, and TRAFFIC, an NGO active in the area
SJXVEHIMRTPERXWERH[MPHERMQEPWMRXLIGSRXI\X
of sustainable development and biodiversity
conservation. In 2016, the WCO signed the ‘United
for Wildlife Transport Taskforce Buckingham
4EPEGI(IGPEVEXMSRŭMR0SRHSR9RMXIH/MRKHSQ

12 LXXT[[[[GSSQHSVKIRXSTMGWIRJSVGIQIRXERHGSQTPMERGIEGXMZMXMIWERHTVSKVEQQIWIRZMVSRQIRXEPTVSKVEQQIEWT\
13 LXXTWMPPMGMXXVEHIGSQVITSVXW
14 LXXTGPMOG[GSSQHSVK
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Overview of

The Treaties Covered by the Green
Customs Initiative
•
•
•
•
•
•

6

Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous
Wastes and Their Disposal
Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the Convention on Biological Diversity
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES)
Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer
Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain
Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade
Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants

BASEL CONVENTION
ON THE CONTROL OF TRANSBOUNDARY
MOVEMENTS OF HAZARDOUS WASTES
15
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How the Basel Convention regulates
transboundary movements
Wastes falling within the scope of the Basel
Convention can be shipped across international
boundaries only if certain conditions are met and
only in accordance with certain procedures. The
“Competent Authority16” will assess whether the
conditions are met and will be responsible for
ensuring that the procedures are followed (see the
FS\Ű'SRXVSPPIH;EWXIWűJSVEHIWGVMTXMSRSJXLSWI
wastes falling under the scope of the Convention).

Conditions for movement
Parties are obliged to take the appropriate
measures to ensure that the transboundary
movement of hazardous wastes and other
[EWXIWMWEPPS[IHSRP]MJ  XLI7XEXISJI\TSVX
does not have the technical capacity and the
facilities, capacity or suitable disposal sites
needed to dispose of the wastes in question in an
environmentally sound manner; or (2) the wastes in
question are required as raw material for recycling
or recovery industries in the State of import. The
Convention permits the Parties to adopt other
applicable criteria from time to time. Such criteria
are normally found in the decisions adopted by the
Conference of the Parties. These decisions can
FIJSYRHMRXLIƤREPVITSVXWSJXLIQIIXMRKWSJXLI
Conference of the Parties17.
In all cases, the Convention requires that the
standard of “environmentally sound management”
)71 MWQIX8LMWWXERHEVHMWHIƤRIHEWŰXEOMRK
all practicable steps to ensure that the wastes are
managed in a manner which will protect human
health and the environment against the adverse
effects which may result from such wastes” (Article
2(8)). What is required to meet the standard of
environmentally sound management may change
from time to time, taking into account the current
WGMIRXMƤGXIGLRMGEPIGSRSQMGERHIRZMVSRQIRXEP
information. Ministries of environment and
environment agencies are normally the best
16

The Competent Authority is the governmental authority designated to
FIVIWTSRWMFPIJSVVIGIMZMRKXLIRSXMƤGEXMSRSJEXVERWFSYRHEV]QSZIment of hazardous wastes or other wastes, and any information related
XSMXERHJSVVIWTSRHMRKXSWYGLERSXMƤGEXMSR8LIPMWXSJEPPGSQTIXIRX
EYXLSVMXMIWMWEZEMPEFPIEXLXXT[[[FEWIPMRX'SYRXVMIW'SYRXV]'SRXEGXWXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
17 LXXTFEWIPMRX8LI'SRZIRXMSR'SRJIVIRGISJXLI4EVXMIW6ITSVXWERH(IGMWMSRWXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
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WSYVGIWSJWYGLWGMIRXMƤGERHXIGLRMGEP
information, and the Secretariat of the Basel
Convention also publishes technical guidelines18
on the best practices for various waste streams.
The Basel Convention provides for, and permits
4EVXMIWXSVIWXVMGXSVTVSLMFMXI\TSVXWERHMQTSVXWSJ
covered wastes.

7TIGMƤGEPP]
° Parties have the right to prohibit the import of

hazardous wastes or other wastes into their
jurisdictions for disposal. Where a Party has
I\IVGMWIHXLMWVMKLXERHLEWRSXMƤIHEPPSXLIV
Parties, through the Secretariat, of such a
prohibition, all other Parties must prohibit the
I\TSVXSJWYGL[EWXIWXSXLI7XEXIXLEXLEW
adopted the prohibition. In this way, a Party
can prohibit the import of a particular waste
stream, such as used lead-acid batteries. A list
SJWYGLRSXMƤGEXMSRW19 are transmitted to the
Secretariat.
° 4EVXMIWQYWXRSXEPPS[XLII\TSVXSJLE^EVHSYW
wastes or other wastes to a State or group of
States belonging to an economic or political
integration organisation that has, by legislation,
TVSLMFMXIHEPPMQTSVXW*SVI\EQTPIWYGL
legislation may have been adopted by African
countries in accordance with the Bamako
Convention on the Ban of the Import Into Africa
And The Control Of Transboundary Movement
And Management Of Hazardous Wastes
Within Africa20, which prohibits the import of
hazardous wastes into Africa. Similarly, the
4EGMƤG-WPERHWXLEXEVI4EVXMIWXSXLI;EMKERM
Convention to Ban the Importation into Forum
Island Countries of Hazardous and Radioactive
Wastes and to Control the Trans-boundary
Movement and Management of Hazardous
;EWXIW[MXLMRXLI7SYXL4EGMƤG6IKMSR21, have
an obligation to introduce a similar ban.
° Parties should be aware of the “Ban
Amendment” to the Basel Convention. In 1995,
the Third Meeting of the Conference of the
Parties adopted an amendment to the Basel
Convention (the Ban Amendment) that restricts
18 LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR8IGLRMGEP1EXXIVW(IZIPSTmentofTechnicalGuidelines/AdoptedTechnicalGuidelines/tabid/2376/
(IJEYPXEWT\
 LXXTFEWIPMRX'SYRXVMIW-QTSVX)\TSVX6IWXVMGXMSRWXEFMH
(IJEYPXEWT\
20 LXXTWXEKMRKYRITSVKHIPG&EQEOS'SRZIRXMSRXEFMH
(IJEYPXEWT\
21 LXXT[[[WTVITSVKPIKEP[EMKERMGSRZIRXMSR
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XLII\TSVXSJLE^EVHSYW[EWXIWHIWXMRIHJSV
HMWTSWEPJVSQ%RRI\:--GSYRXVMIW QIQFIVW
of the European Union and the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development, and
0MIGLXIRWXIMR XSRSR%RRI\:--GSYRXVMIW EPP
other Parties to the Convention). Under Article
17(5) of the Basel Convention, the acceptance
of the Ban Amendment by three-fourths of
those Parties that were Parties at the time of
the adoption of the amendment is required for
its entry into force. While the Ban Amendment
is not yet in force, as at October 2017, 39
Parties22 to the Convention have consented to
be bound by it.
° %4EVX]QYWXRSXEPPS[I\TSVXWXSE7XEXI
when it has reason to believe that the
wastes in question will not be managed in an

IRZMVSRQIRXEPP]WSYRHQERRIV*SVI\EQTPI
if the proposed destination does not have the
appropriate technology to recycle electronic
equipment in an environmentally sound
QERRIVXLIWXEXISJI\TSVXQYWXRSXEPPS[E
shipment described as used computers for
recycling to be sent there.
° %4EVX]MWTVSLMFMXIHJVSQI\TSVXMRK[EWXIW
to, or importing wastes from, a non-Party
%VXMGPI  ,S[IZIVWYGLI\TSVXWMQTSVXW
are permitted if the Party has entered into a
bilateral agreement or arrangement on the
transboundary movements of hazardous
wastes or other wastes with the non-Party,
or is a party to a multilateral or regional
agreement that also involves the non-Party,
as long as the agreement does not derogate

ŝ'SRXVSPPIH[EWXIW
°

°

Wastes controlled by the Basel Convention
regulatory regime include “hazardous wastes”
and “other wastes”. Hazardous wastes are
PMWXIHMR%RRI\-SJXLI'SRZIRXMSRERHEVI
JYVXLIVGPEVMƤIHMR%RRI\IW:---ERH-<8LIWI
wastes include: waste pharmaceuticals, drugs
and medicines; wastes from the production,
formulation and use of organic solvents; waste
lead-acid batteries; certain waste electrical
and electronic assemblies; glass waste from
cathode-ray tubes; waste asbestos; waste oils/
[EXIVL]HVSGEVFSR[EXIVQM\XYVIWIQYPWMSRW
ERH[EWXIWSJERI\TPSWMZIREXYVIRSXWYFNIGX
to other legislation. However, such wastes
are not regarded as hazardous and subject
to the Basel Convention procedures if it can
be shown that they do not display any of the
LE^EVHSYWGLEVEGXIVMWXMGWPMWXIHMR%RRI\---SJ
XLI'SRZIRXMSRWYGLEWI\TPSWMZIƥEQQEFPI
S\MHM^MRKTSMWSRSYWSVGSVVSWMZIŰ3XLIV[EWXIWű
EVIPMWXIHMR%RRI\--SJXLI'SRZIRXMSRERH
include household wastes and residues arising
from the incineration of household wastes.
Individual codes are assigned to the wastes
covered by the Convention, and they are indicated
MR%RRI\IW---:---ERH-<EPSRKWMHIIEGL[EWXI
GPEWWMƤGEXMSR8LI7IGVIXEVMEXSJXLI&EWIP
Convention co-ordinates with the World Customs
Organization to continually review and identify
the corresponding codes under the Harmonized
System for the wastes covered by the Basel
Convention. Customs declarations may contain

°

°



either the codes assigned by the Convention or
the Harmonized System codes available on the
website of the World Customs Organization.
2EXMSREPHIƤRMXMSRWSJLE^EVHSYW[EWXIW
4EVXMIWQE]EPWSHIƤRI[EWXIWXLEXEVIRSX
PMWXIHMR%RRI\IW-ERH--EWLE^EVHSYWYRHIV
their national legislation. If Parties wish to
apply the Basel Convention procedures to such
wastes, they must notify all other Parties to the
Convention, through the Secretariat, of such
ŰREXMSREPHIƤRMXMSRWűERHSJER]VIUYMVIQIRXW
related to transboundary movement procedures
(Articles 3 and 13 of the Convention). The
REXMSREPHIƤRMXMSRW1 are transmitted to the
Secretariat.
It is the responsibility of each Party to ensure that
its enforcement agencies, including Customs
SJƤGIVWEVIE[EVISJXLITVSZMWMSRWSJTVSTIVP]
RSXMƤIHREXMSREPHIƤRMXMSRWSJLE^EVHSYW[EWXIW
so that they can ensure compliance with the
requirements, thereby preventing illegal imports
SVI\TSVXW

LXXTFEWIPMRX'SYRXVMIW2EXMSREP(IƤRMXMSRW3ZIVZMI[XEFMH
(IJEYPXEWT\

22 LXXTFEWIPMRX'SYRXVMIW7XEXYWSJ6EXMƤGEXMSRW&ER%QIRHQIRXXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
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from the environmentally sound management
of hazardous wastes and other wastes as
required by the Basel Convention (Article 11).
All Parties to the Basel Convention must notify
the Secretariat of any such agreements or
arrangements they have entered. A list23 of the
agreements or arrangements is transmitted to
the Secretariat.
° 4EVXMIWEVITVSLMFMXIHJVSQI\TSVXMRK[EWXIW
falling within the scope of the Convention for
disposal within the area south of latitude 60o
south, whether or not such wastes are subject
to trans-boundary movement (Article 4(6)).
The Competent Authority, when considering
whether to permit a transboundary movement,
must verify that the request is consistent with any
VIPIZERXVIWXVMGXMSRW JSVI\EQTPIMQTSVXFERW
on certain waste streams or special procedural
VIUYMVIQIRXWTVSZMHIHF]REXMSREPHIƤRMXMSRW 8S
JSWXIVIJJIGXMZIIRJSVGIQIRXSJXLI'SRZIRXMSRŭW
obligations, the Competent Authority should also
IRWYVIXLEX'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWEVIOITXMRJSVQIHSJ
any restrictions or requirements that derive from the
Convention or from measures adopted by individual
States, so that they can take these into account
when verifying shipments at the border.

2SXMƤGEXMSRTVSGIHYVI
To make certain that the conditions and
requirements described above are met and that

a State has the information it needs to make an
informed decision about permitting an import,
I\TSVXSVXVERWMXWLMTQIRXXLI&EWIP'SRZIRXMSR
IWXEFPMWLIWERSXMƤGEXMSRTVSGIHYVI7XEXIXS
State contacts are made through the Competent
Authorities.
Step 1. 8LII\TSVXIVKIRIVEXSVSJXLI[EWXIWERH
the proposed disposer enter into a contract that
WTIGMƤIWXLEXXLI[EWXIW[MPPFIHMWTSWIHSJMRER
environmentally sound manner (see Figure 2-1).
Steps 2 and 4.8LII\TSVXIVKIRIVEXSVRSXMƤIWXLI
Competent Authority of the State from which the
[EWXIWEVIXSFII\TSVXIHEFSYXXLITVSTSWIH
WLMTQIRX8LI7XEXISJI\TSVXXLIRMRJSVQWXLI
State of import about the proposed movement of
hazardous wastes or other wastes by means of a
RSXMƤGEXMSRHSGYQIRX WII*MKYVIWERH 
This document should contain the information set
out in Table 2-1, and it must be in a language that is
acceptable to the State of import.
Steps 3, 5 and 6. Before any movement begins, the
Competent Authority of the State of import must
TVSZMHIXLI7XEXISJI\TSVX[MXL[VMXXIRGSRWIRXERH
QYWXGSRƤVQXLII\MWXIRGISJEGSRXVEGXFIX[IIR
XLIKIRIVEXSVI\TSVXIVERHXLIHMWTSWIVWTIGMJ]MRK
environmentally sound management of the wastes.
When deciding whether to consent to the shipment,
the Competent Authority should take into account
the requirements of the Basel Convention and

Figure 2-1 depicts the procedure, which consists of the following seven steps

23 LXXTFEWIPMRX'SYRXVMIW%KVIIQIRXWXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
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8EFPI-RJSVQEXMSRXSFIMRGPYHIHMRRSXMέGEXMSRSJWXEXISJMQTSVX
 6IEWSRJSV[EWXII\TSVX
 )\TSVXIVSJXLI[EWXIa
3. Generator(s) of the waste and site of generationa
4. Disposer of the waste and actual site of disposala
5. Intended carrier(s) of the waste or their agents, if
knowna
 'SYRXV]SJI\TSVXSJXLI[EWXIŪ'SQTIXIRX
Authorityb
 )\TIGXIHGSYRXVMIWSJXVERWMXŪ'SQTIXIRX
Authorityb
8. Country of import of the waste—Competent
Authorityb
 +IRIVEPSVWMRKPIRSXMƤGEXMSR
10. Projected date(s) of shipment(s) and period of time
SZIV[LMGL[EWXIMWXSFII\TSVXIHERHTVSTSWIH
MXMRIVEV] MRGPYHMRKTSMRXWSJIRXV]ERHI\MX c
11. Means of transport envisaged (road, rail, sea, air,
inland waters)
12. Information relating to insuranced
13. Designation and physical description of the waste,
including its Ye number and UN number and its
compositionf, and information on any special
a
b
G
H
I
f
K
h
M

handling requirements, including emergency
provisions in case of accident
8]TISJTEGOEKMRKIRZMWEKIH JSVI\EQTPIFYPO
drummed, tanker)
15. Estimated quantity by weight/volumeg
16. Process by which the waste is generatedh
*SV[EWXIWPMWXIHMR%RRI\-GPEWWMƤGEXMSRWJVSQ
%RRI\---LE^EVHSYWGLEVEGXIVMWXMG,i number and
UN class
1IXLSHSJHMWTSWEPEWTIV%RRI\-:SJ'SRZIRXMSR
(IGPEVEXMSRF]XLIKIRIVEXSVERHI\TSVXIVXLEXXLI
information is correct
20. Information transmitted (including technical
description of disposal TPERX XSXLII\TSVXIVSV
generator from the disposer of the waste on which
the latter has based his assessment that there is
no reason to believe that the wastes will not be
managed in an environmentally sound manner in
accordance with the laws and regulations of the
country of import
21. Information about the contract between the
I\TSVXIVERHHMWTSWIV

Full name and address, telephone, telex or telefax number, as well as the name, address, telephone, telex or
telefax number of the person to be contacted.
Full name and address, telephone, telex or telefax number.
-RXLIGEWISJEKIRIVEPRSXMƤGEXMSRGSZIVMRKWIZIVEPWLMTQIRXWIMXLIVXLII\TIGXIHHEXIWSJIEGLWLMTQIRXSVMJ
not known, the expected frequency of the shipments will be required.
-RJSVQEXMSRWLSYPHFITVSZMHIHSRXLIVIPIZERXMRWYVERGIVIUYMVIQIRXWERHLS[XLI]EVIFIMRKQIXF]I\TSVXIV
carrier and disposer.
8LI=RYQFIVMWEGPEWWMƤGEXMSRGSHIEWWMKRIHXSMRHMGEXI[LMGLGEXIKSV]SJGSRXVSPPIH[EWXIMWFIMRKWLMTTIH
JSVI\EQTPI=MRHMGEXIWGPMRMGEP[EWXIW 8LIJYPPPMWXSJ=GSHIWGERFIJSYRHMR%RRI\-SJXLI'SRZIRXMSR
The nature and the concentration of the most hazardous components, in terms of toxicity and other dangers, of
the waste and the dangers they present both in handling and in relation to the proposed disposal method.
-RXLIGEWISJEKIRIVEPRSXMƤGEXMSRGSZIVMRKWIZIVEPWLMTQIRXWIWXMQEXIWSJFSXLXLIXSXEPUYERXMX]ERHXLI
quantity of each shipment will be required.
Insofar as this is necessary to assess the hazard and determine the appropriateness of the proposed disposal.
8LI,RYQFIVMWEGPEWWMƤGEXMSRGSHIEWWMKRIHXSMRHMGEXIXLIX]TISJLE^EVHSYWGLEVEGXIVMWXMGSJXLIWLMTQIRX
JSVI\EQTPII\TPSWMZIƥEQQEFPI 8LIPMWXSJ,GSHIWGERFIJSYRHMR%RRI\---SJXLI'SRZIRXMSR
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*MKYVI2SXMέGEXMSRHSGYQIRXJSVXVERWFSYRHEV]QSZIQIRXWWLMTQIRXWSJ[EWXI
1. )\TSVXIVRSXMƤIV6IKMWXVEXMSR2S

3. 2SXMƤGEXMSR2S

2EQI

2SXMƤGEXMSRGSRGIVRMRK

Address:

% M

Individual shipment:

F

(ii)

Multiple shipments:

& M

Disposal (1):

F

(ii)

Recovery :

'

Pre-consented recovery facility (2;3)

Contact person:
Tel:

*E\

F
F

Yes

F

F

2S

 8SXEPMRXIRHIHRYQFIVSJWLMTQIRXW

E-mail:

 8SXEPMRXIRHIHUYERXMX]  

2. -QTSVXIVGSRWMKRII6IKMWXVEXMSR2S

Tonnes (Mg):

2EQI

m 3:

Address:

6. -RXIRHIHTIVMSHSJXMQIJSVWLMTQIRX W   
First departure:

Contact person:

Last departure:

7. 4EGOEKMRKX]TI W   

Tel:

Special handling requirements (6):

*E\

E-mail:

11. Disposal / recovery operation(s) (2)

 -RXIRHIHGEVVMIV W 6IKMWXVEXMSR2S

D-code / R-code (5):

2EQI  

Technology employed (6):

Yes:

F

F

2S

Address:
Contact person:

6IEWSRJSVI\TSVX  

Tel:

*E\

E-mail:

12. (IWMKREXMSRERHGSQTSWMXMSRSJXLI[EWXI  

Means of transport (5):
 ;EWXIKIRIVEXSV W TVSHYGIV W   6IKMWXVEXMSR2S
2EQI
Address:
13. 4L]WMGEPGLEVEGXIVMWXMGW  
Contact person:
Tel:

14. ;EWXIMHIRXMƤGEXMSR ƤPPMRVIPIZERXGSHIW

*E\

E-mail:

M &EWIP%RRI\:--- SV-<MJETTPMGEFPI 

Site and process of generation (6)

(ii) OECD code (if different from (i)):
(iii) EC list of wastes:

(MWTSWEPJEGMPMX]  

F

SVVIGSZIV]JEGMPMX]  

F

6IKMWXVEXMSR2S

MZ 2EXMSREPGSHIMRGSYRXV]SJI\TSVX
Z 2EXMSREPGSHIMRGSYRXV]SJMQTSVX
(vi) Other (specify):

2EQI
Address:

(vii) Y-code:
(viii) H-code (5):

Contact person:
Tel:

M\ 92GPEWW  
*E\

\ 922YQFIV

E-mail:

\M 927LMTTMRKREQI

Actual site of disposal/recovery:

\MM 'YWXSQWGSHI W  ,7 

15. E 'SYRXVMIW7XEXIWGSRGIVRIH F 'SHIRSSJGSQTIXIRXEYXLSVMXMIW[LIVIETTPMGEFPI G 7TIGMƤGTSMRXWSJI\MXSVIRXV] FSVHIVGVSWWMRKSVTSVX
7XEXISJI\TSVXHMWTEXGL

State of import - destination

7XEXI W SJXVERWMX IRXV]ERHI\MX

(a)
(b)
(c)
16. 'YWXSQWSJƤGIWSJIRXV]ERHSVI\MXERHSVI\TSVX )YVSTIER'SQQYRMX] 
Entry:

)\MX

)\TSVX

17. )\TSVXIVŭWRSXMƤIVŭWKIRIVEXSVŭWTVSHYGIVŭW  HIGPEVEXMSR
-GIVXMJ]XLEXXLIMRJSVQEXMSRMWGSQTPIXIERHGSVVIGXXSQ]FIWXORS[PIHKI-EPWSGIVXMJ]XLEXPIKEPP]IRJSVGIEFPI[VMXXIRGSRXVEGXYEPSFPMKEXMSRWLEZIFIIR
IRXIVIHMRXSERHXLEXER]ETTPMGEFPIMRWYVERGISVSXLIVƤRERGMEPKYEVERXIIMWSVWLEPPFIMRJSVGIGSZIVMRKXLIXVERWFSYRHEV]QSZIQIRX
)\TSVXIVŭWRSXMƤIVŭWREQI

Date:

Signature:

+IRIVEXSVŭWTVSHYGIVŭWREQI

Date:

Signature:

2YQFIVSJERRI\IWEXXEGLIH
*3697)&='314)8)28%98,36-8-)7
19. Acknowledgement from the relevant competent authority of countries of
MQTSVXHIWXMREXMSRXVERWMX  I\TSVXHMWTEXGL  

20. Written consent (1;8) to the movement provided by the competent
EYXLSVMX]SJ GSYRXV] 

Country:

Consent given on:

2SXMƤGEXMSRVIGIMZIHSR

Consent valid from:

Acknowledgement sent on:

7TIGMƤGGSRHMXMSRW

2EQISJGSQTIXIRXEYXLSVMX]

2EQISJGSQTIXIRXEYXLSVMX]

Stamp and/or signature:

Stamp and/or signature:

until:
2S

F

If Yes, see block 21 (6):

F

21. 7TIGMƤGGSRHMXMSRWSRGSRWIRXMRKXSXLIQSZIQIRXHSGYQIRXSVVIEWSRWJSVSFNIGXMRK
( 6IUYMVIHF]XLI&EWIP'SRZIRXMSR  -RXLIGEWISJER66SV((STIVEXMSREPWSEXXEGLGSVVIWTSRHMRKMRJSVQEXMSRSRER]WYFWIUYIRX66SV((
JEGMPMXMIWERHSRXLIWYFWIUYIRX66SV((JEGMPMX ] MIW[LIRVIUYMVIH  8SFIGSQTPIXIHJSVQSZIQIRXW[MXLMRXLI3)'(EVIEERHSRP]MJ& MM ETTPMIW  %XXEGL
HIXEMPIHPMWXMJQYPXMTPIWLMTQIRXW  7IIPMWXSJEFFVIZMEXMSRWERHGSHIWSRXLIRI\XTEKI  %XXEGLHIXEMPWMJRIGIWWEV]  %XXEGLPMWXMJQSVIXLERSRI  -JVIUYMVIHF]REXMSREP
PIKMWPEXMSR  -JETTPMGEFPIYRHIVXLI3)'((IGMWMSR
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*MKYVI0MWXSJEFFVIZMEXMSRWERHGSHIWYWIHMRXLIRSXMέGEXMSRHSGYQIRX
(-7437%034)6%8-327 FPSGO
( (ITSWMXMRXSSVSRXSPERH IKPERHƤPPIXG
( 0ERHXVIEXQIRX IKFMSHIKVEHEXMSRSJPMUYMHSVWPYHK]HMWGEVHWMRWSMPWIXG
( (IITMRNIGXMSR IKMRNIGXMSRSJTYQTEFPIHMWGEVHWMRXS[IPPWWEPXHSQIWSVREXYVEPP]SGGYVVMRKVITSWMXSVMIWIXG
( 7YVJEGIMQTSYRHQIRX IKTPEGIQIRXSJPMUYMHSVWPYHKIHMWGEVHWMRXSTMXWTSRHWSVPEKSSRWIXG
( 7TIGMEPP]IRKMRIIVIHPERHƤPP IKTPEGIQIRXMRXSPMRIHHMWGVIXIGIPPW[LMGLEVIGETTIHERHMWSPEXIHJVSQSRIERSXLIVERHXLI
IRZMVSRQIRXIXG
( 6IPIEWIMRXSE[EXIVFSH]I\GITXWIEWSGIERW
D7 Release into seas/oceans including sea-bed insertion
( &MSPSKMGEPXVIEXQIRXRSXWTIGMƤIHIPWI[LIVIMRXLMWPMWX[LMGLVIWYPXWMRƤREPGSQTSYRHWSVQM\XYVIW[LMGLEVIHMWGEVHIHF]
means of any of the operations in this list
( 4L]WMGSGLIQMGEPXVIEXQIRXRSXWTIGMƤIHIPWI[LIVIMRXLMWPMWX[LMGLVIWYPXWMRƤREPGSQTSYRHWSVQM\XYVIW[LMGLEVI
HMWGEVHIHF]QIERWSJER]SJXLISTIVEXMSRWMRXLMWPMWX IKIZETSVEXMSRHV]MRKGEPGMREXMSRIXG
D10 Incineration on land
D11 Incineration at sea
( 4IVQERIRXWXSVEKI IKIQTPEGIQIRXSJGSRXEMRIVWMREQMRIIXG
( &PIRHMRKSVQM\MRKTVMSVXSWYFQMWWMSRXSER]SJXLISTIVEXMSRWMRXLMWPMWX
D14 Repackaging prior to submission to any of the operations in this list
D15 Storage pending any of the operations in this list
6)'3:)6=34)6%8-327 FPSGO 
R1 Use as a fuel (other than in direct incineration) or other means to generate energy (Basel/OECD) - Use principally as a fuel or
other means to generate energy (EU)
R2 Solvent reclamation/regeneration
R3 Recycling/reclamation of organic substances which are not used as solvents
R4 Recycling/reclamation of metals and metal compounds
R5 Recycling/reclamation of other inorganic materials
R6 Regeneration of acids or bases
R7 Recovery of components used for pollution abatement
R8 Recovery of components from catalysts
6 9WIHSMPVIVIƤRMRKSVSXLIVVIYWIWSJTVIZMSYWP]YWIHSMP
6 0ERHXVIEXQIRXVIWYPXMRKMRFIRIƤXXSEKVMGYPXYVISVIGSPSKMGEPMQTVSZIQIRX
R11 Uses of residual materials obtained from any of the operations numbered R1-R10
6 )\GLERKISJ[EWXIWJSVWYFQMWWMSRXSER]SJXLISTIVEXMSRWRYQFIVIH66
6 %GGYQYPEXMSRSJQEXIVMEPMRXIRHIHJSVER]STIVEXMSRMRXLMWPMWX
4%'/%+-2+8=4)7 FPSGO
 Drum
 Wooden barrel
 Jerrican
 &S\
 Bag
 Composite packaging
 Pressure receptacle
 Bulk
 Other (specify)
1)%273*86%274368 FPSGO
R = Road
T = Train/rail
S = Sea
A = Air
W = Inland waterways
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS (block 13)
 Powdery/powder
 Solid
 :MWGSYWTEWXI
 Sludgy
 Liquid
 Gaseous
 Other (specify)

,'3()%2(92'0%77 FPSGO
92'PEWW
,GSHI
'LEVEGXIVMWXMGW

3



,
H3
,
,







8






,

,
,
,
,
H8
,
,
,
,


)\TPSWMZI
Flammable liquids
*PEQQEFPIWSPMHW
7YFWXERGIWSV[EWXIWPMEFPIXSWTSRXERISYW
combustion
7YFWXERGIWSV[EWXIW[LMGLMRGSRXEGX[MXL
[EXIVIQMXƥEQQEFPIKEWIW
3\MHM^MRK
3VKERMGTIVS\MHIW
4SMWSRSYW EGYXI
-RJIGXMSYWWYFWXERGIW
Corrosives
0MFIVEXMSRSJXS\MGKEWIWMRGSRXEGX[MXLEMVSV[EXIV
8S\MG HIPE]IHSVGLVSRMG
)GSXS\MG
'ETEFPIF]ER]QIERWEJXIVHMWTSWEPSJ]MIPHMRK
ERSXLIVQEXIVMEPIKPIEGLEXI[LMGLTSWWIWWIW
any of the characteristics listed above

2SXI*YVXLIVMRJSVQEXMSRMRTEVXMGYPEVVIPEXIHXS[EWXIMHIRXMƤGEXMSR FPSGO nŪXLEXMWSR&EWIP%RRI\IW:---ERH-<GSHIW3)'(GSHIWERH=GSHIWŪGERFI
JSYRHMREKYMHERGIMRWXVYGXMSRQERYEPEZEMPEFPIJVSQXLI3)'(ERHXLI7IGVIXEVMEXSJXLI&EWIP'SRZIRXMSR
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of national law, the information provided in the
RSXMƤGEXMSRHSGYQIRXERHXLITVSZMWMSRWSJXLI
HMWTSWEPGSRXVEGX7MQMPEVRSXMƤGEXMSRWQYWXFI
sent to the Competent Authorities of any proposed
States of transit, which also must provide written
consent before the movement may commence.
However, the consent of the State of transit is not
required if it has waived its right to prior written
GSRWIRXERHLEWRSXMƤIHXLISXLIV4EVXMIWXSXLI
Convention to that effect.
Step 7. Upon receipt of the written consent from
the State of import and any states of transit, the
'SQTIXIRX%YXLSVMX]SJXLI7XEXISJI\TSVXQE]
permit the shipment to start.
8LIHMWTSWIVQYWXMRJSVQXLII\TSVXIVKIRIVEXSV
and the Competent Authority of the State of
I\TSVX[LIRMXLEWVIGIMZIHXLI[EWXIWERHMRHYI
course, when the disposal has been completed in
accordance with the terms of the disposal contract.
8LI7XEXISJI\TSVXMWSFPMKEXIHXSVIMQTSVXXLI
wastes if the disposal cannot be completed in

accordance with the terms of the contract, unless
alternative arrangements can be made for their
disposal in an environmentally sound manner
(Article 8).
The wastes must be accompanied throughout the
entire shipment by a movement document (see
Table 2-2 and Figures 2-4 and 2-5). The generator/
I\TSVXIVQYWXVIXEMREGST]SJXLIQSZIQIRX
document and give copies to the transporter. Each
person who takes charge of the wastes must
sign the movement document upon delivery or
receipt of the wastes. Once the hazardous wastes
LEZIVIEGLIHXLIMVƤREPHMWTSWEPWMXIEGST]SJ
the movement document should be sent to the
'SQTIXIRX%YXLSVMX]SJXLI7XEXISJI\TSVXF]XLI
disposer. The information to be included in the
movement document is listed in Table 2-2. Customs
SJƤGIVWSVFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWQYWXZIVMJ]XLI
contents of the shipment against the information
MRXLIQSZIQIRXHSGYQIRXJSVI\EQTPIGLIGOMRK
if the type and number of packages on the truck
match those indicated in the document.

Table 2-2 Information to be included in movement document
)\TSVXIVSJXLI[EWXIa
Generator(s) of the waste and site of generationa
Disposer of the waste and actual site of disposala
Carrier(s) of the waste a or his agent(s)
7YFNIGXSJKIRIVEPSVWMRKPIRSXMƤGEXMSR
Date the transboundary movement started and date(s) and signature on receipt by each person who takes
charge of the waste
 1IERWSJXVERWTSVX VSEHVEMPMRPERH[EXIV[E]WIEEMV MRGPYHMRKGSYRXVMIWSJI\TSVXXVERWMXERHMQTSVXERH
TSMRXWSJIRXV]ERHI\MX[LIVIXLIWILEZIFIIRHIWMKREXIH
8. General description of the waste (physical state, proper UN shipping name and class, UN number, Y number and
H number as applicable)
9. Information on special handling requirements, including emergency provision in case of accident Type and
number of packages
11. Quantity in weight/volume
 (IGPEVEXMSRF]XLIKIRIVEXSVSVI\TSVXIVXLEXXLIMRJSVQEXMSRMWGSVVIGX
 (IGPEVEXMSRF]XLIKIRIVEXSVSVI\TSVXIVXLEXRSSFNIGXMSRWLEZIFIIRVEMWIHF]XLI'SQTIXIRX%YXLSVMXMIWSJEPP
states concerned that are Parties
 'IVXMƤGEXMSRF]HMWTSWIVSJVIGIMTXSJ[EWXIEXHIWMKREXIHHMWTSWEPJEGMPMX]ERHMRHMGEXMSRSJQIXLSHSJHMWTSWEP
ERHSJXLIETTVS\MQEXIHEXISJHMWTSWEP


2.
3.
4.

6.

2SXI8LIMRJSVQEXMSRVIUYMVIHMRXLIQSZIQIRXHSGYQIRXWLSYPH[LIVITSWWMFPIFIMRXIKVEXIH[MXLXLEXVIUYMVIHYRHIVXVERWTSVXVYPIWMRXSSRIHSGYQIRX
;LIVIXLMWMWRSXTSWWMFPIXLIMRJSVQEXMSRWLSYPHGSQTPIQIRXVEXLIVXLERHYTPMGEXIXLEXVIUYMVIHYRHIVXLIXVERWTSVXVYPIW8LIQSZIQIRXHSGYQIRXWLSYPH
GEVV]MRWXVYGXMSRWEFSYX[LSMWXSTVSZMHIMRJSVQEXMSRERHƤPPSYXER]JSVQ
a
*YPPREQIERHEHHVIWWXIPITLSRIXIPI\SVXIPIJE\RYQFIVEW[IPPEWXLIREQIEHHVIWWXIPITLSRIXIPI\SVXIPIJE\RYQFIVSJXLITIVWSRXSFIGSRXEGXIHMRER
IQIVKIRG]
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*MKYVI1SZIQIRXHSGYQIRXJSVXVERWFSYRHEV]QSZIQIRXWWLMTQIRXWSJ[EWXI
1. 'SVVIWTSRHMRKXSRSXMƤGEXMSR2S
3. )\TSVXIVRSXMƤIV6IKMWXVEXMSR2S
2EQI
Address:
Contact person:
Tel:
E-mail:
5. %GXYEPUYERXMX] Tonnes (Mg):

7IVMEPXSXEPRYQFIVSJWLMTQIRXW



4. -QTSVXIVGSRWMKRII6IKMWXVEXMSR2S
2EQI
Address:
Contact person:
Tel:
*E\
E-mail:
 %GXYEPHEXISJWLMTQIRX

*E\
m 3:



7. Packaging
Type(s) (1):
2YQFIVSJTEGOEKIW
Special handling requirements: (2)
Yes:
2S
F
F
8. E WX'EVVMIV  
8. F RH'EVVMIV
8. G 0EWX'EVVMIV
6IKMWXVEXMSR2S
6IKMWXVEXMSR2S
6IKMWXVEXMSR2S
2EQI
2EQI
2EQI
Address:
Address:
Address:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
*E\
*E\
*E\
E-mail:
E-mail:
E-mail:
8SFIGSQTPIXIHF]GEVVMIVŭWVITVIWIRXEXMZI
More than 3 carriers (2) F
Means of transport (1):
Means of transport (1):
Means of transport (1):
Date of transfer:
Date of transfer:
Date of transfer:
Signature:
Signature:
Signature:
9. ;EWXIKIRIVEXSV W TVSHYGIV W   
12. (IWMKREXMSRERHGSQTSWMXMSRSJXLI[EWXI  
6IKMWXVEXMSR2S
2EQI
Address:
Contact person:
13. 4L]WMGEPGLEVEGXIVMWXMGW  
Tel:
E-mail:
Site of generation (2):
10. Disposal facility
6IKMWXVEXMSR2S
2EQI
Address:

*E\

F

or recovery facility

14. ;EWXIMHIRXMƤGEXMSR ƤPPMRVIPIZERXGSHIW
M &EWIP%RRI\:--- SV-<MJETTPMGEFPI 
(ii) OECD code (if different from (i)):

F

(iii) EC list of wastes:
MZ 2EXMSREPGSHIMRGSYRXV]SJI\TSVX
Z 2EXMSREPGSHIMRGSYRXV]SJMQTSVX
(vi) Other (specify):
(vii) Y-code:
(viii) H-code (1):
M\ 92GPEWW  
\ 922YQFIV
\M 927LMTTMRKREQI
\MM 'YWXSQWGSHI W  ,7 

Contact person:
Tel:
*E\
E-mail:
Actual site of disposal/recovery (2)
11. Disposal/recovery operation(s)
D-code / R-code (1):
15. )\TSVXIVŭWRSXMƤIVŭWKIRIVEXSVŭWTVSHYGIVŭW  HIGPEVEXMSR
-GIVXMJ]XLEXXLIEFSZIMRJSVQEXMSRMWGSQTPIXIERHGSVVIGXXSQ]FIWXORS[PIHKI-EPWSGIVXMJ]XLEXPIKEPP]IRJSVGIEFPI[VMXXIRGSRXVEGXYEPSFPMKEXMSRWLEZIFIIR
IRXIVIHMRXSXLEXER]ETTPMGEFPIMRWYVERGISVSXLIVƤRERGMEPKYEVERXIIMWMRJSVGIGSZIVMRKXLIXVERWFSYRHEV]QSZIQIRXERHXLEXEPPRIGIWWEV]GSRWIRXWLEZI
FIIRVIGIMZIHJVSQXLIGSQTIXIRXEYXLSVMXMIWSJXLIGSYRXVMIWGSRGIVRIH
2EQI
Date:
Signature:
16. For use by any person involved in the transboundary movement in case additional information is required
17. 7LMTQIRXVIGIMZIHF]MQTSVXIVGSRWMKRII MJRSXJEGMPMX] 
Date:
2EQI
Signature:
83&)'3140)8)(&=(-7437%06)'3:)6=*%'-0-8=
18. Shipment received at disposal facility

F

Date of reception:
Accepted:
Quantity received:
Tonnes (Mg):
m 3:
%TTVS\MQEXIHEXISJHMWTSWEPVIGSZIV]
Disposal/recovery operation (1):
2EQI
Date:
Signature:
 7IIPMWXSJEFFVIZMEXMSRWERHGSHIWSRXLIRI\XTEKI
(2) Attach details if necessary
 -JQSVIXLERGEVVMIVWEXXEGLMRJSVQEXMSREWVIUYMVIHMRFPSGOW EFG 

or recovery facility

F

F

Rejected*:
F
*immediately contact
competent authorities

19. I certify that the disposal/recovery
of the waste described above has
FIIRGSQTPIXIH
2EQI
Date:
Signature and stamp:

(4) Required by the Basel Convention
(5) Attach list if more than one
(6) If required by national legislation

FOR USE BY CUSTOMS OFFICES (if required by national legislation)
20. 'SYRXV]SJI\TSVXHMWTEXGLSVGYWXSQWSJƤGISJI\MX
The waste described in this movement document left the country on:
Signature:

The waste described in this movement document entered the country on:
Signature:

Stamp:

Stamp:

 'SYRXV]SJMQTSVXHIWXMREXMSRSVGYWXSQWSJƤGISJIRXV]

22. 7XEQTWSJGYWXSQWSJƤGIWSJXVERWMXGSYRXVMIW
2EQISJGSYRXV]
Entry:
2EQISJGSYRXV]
Entry:

)\MX
)\MX

2EQISJGSYRXV]
Entry:
2EQISJGSYRXV]
Entry:

)\MX
)\MX
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Figure 2-5 List of abbreviations and codes used in movement document
(-7437%034)6%8-327 FPSGO
( (ITSWMXMRXSSVSRXSPERH IKPERHƤPPIXG
( 0ERHXVIEXQIRX IKFMSHIKVEHEXMSRSJPMUYMHSVWPYHK]HMWGEVHWMRWSMPWIXG
( (IITMRNIGXMSR IKMRNIGXMSRSJTYQTEFPIHMWGEVHWMRXS[IPPWWEPXHSQIWSV

REXYVEPP]SGGYVVMRKVITSWMXSVMIWIXG
( 7YVJEGIMQTSYRHQIRX IKTPEGIQIRXSJPMUYMHSVWPYHKIHMWGEVHWMRXSTMXW

TSRHWSVPEKSSRWIXG
( 7TIGMEPP]IRKMRIIVIHPERHƤPP IKTPEGIQIRXMRXSPMRIHHMWGVIXIGIPPW[LMGL

EVIGETTIHERHMWSPEXIHJVSQSRIERSXLIVERHXLIIRZMVSRQIRX IXG
( 6IPIEWIMRXSE[EXIVFSH]I\GITXWIEWSGIERW
D7 Release into seas/oceans including sea-bed insertion
( &MSPSKMGEPXVIEXQIRXRSXWTIGMƤIHIPWI[LIVIMRXLMWPMWX[LMGLVIWYPXW

MRƤREPGSQTSYRHWSVQM\XYVIW[LMGLEVIHMWGEVHIHF]QIERWSJER]SJXLI
operations in this list
( 4L]WMGSGLIQMGEPXVIEXQIRXRSXWTIGMƤIHIPWI[LIVIMRXLMWPMWX[LMGLVIWYPXWMR

ƤREPGSQTSYRHWSVQM\XYVIW[LMGLEVIHMWGEVHIHF]QIERWSJER]SJXLI
operations

MRXLMWPMWX IKIZETSVEXMSRHV]MRKGEPGMREXMSRIXG
D10 Incineration on land
D11 Incineration at sea
( 4IVQERIRXWXSVEKI IKIQTPEGIQIRXSJGSRXEMRIVWMREQMRIIXG
( &PIRHMRKSVQM\MRKTVMSVXSWYFQMWWMSRXSER]SJXLISTIVEXMSRWMRXLMWPMWX
D14 Repackaging prior to submission to any of the operations in this list
D15 Storage pending any of the operations in this list

4%'/%+-2+8=4)7 FPSGO
 Drum
 Wooden barrel
 Jerrican
 &S\
 Bag
 Composite packaging
 Pressure receptacle
 Bulk
 Other (specify)
1)%273*86%274368 FPSGO
R = Road
A = Air
T = Train/rail
W = Inland waterways
S = Sea
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(block 13)
 4S[HIV]TS[HIV
 7SPMH
 :MWGSYWTEWXI
 7PYHK]
 0MUYMH
 +EWISYW
 3XLIV WTIGMJ]

6)'3:)6=34)6%8-327 FPSGO 
R1 Use as a fuel (other than in direct
incineration) or other means to generate
energy (Basel/OECD) - Use principally as
a fuel or other means to generate energy
(EU)
R2 Solvent reclamation/regeneration
R3 Recycling/reclamation of organic
substances which are not used as
solvents
R4 Recycling/reclamation of metals and
metal compounds
R5 Recycling/reclamation of other inorganic
materials
R6 Regeneration of acids or bases
R7 Recovery of components used for
pollution abatement
R8 Recovery of components from catalysts
6 9WIHSMPVIVIƤRMRKSVSXLIVVIYWIWSJ
previously used oil
6 0ERHXVIEXQIRXVIWYPXMRKMRFIRIƤXXS
agriculture or ecological improvement
R11 Uses of residual materials obtained from
any of the operations numbered R1-R10
6 )\GLERKISJ[EWXIWJSVWYFQMWWMSRXSER]
of the operations numbered R1-R11
R13 Accumulation of material intended for any
operation in this list

,'3()%2(92'0%77 FPSGO 
92GPEWW
,GSHI
'LEVEGXIVMWXMGW
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)\TPSWMZI
Flammable liquids
*PEQQEFPIWSPMHW
7YFWXERGIWSV[EWXIWPMEFPIXSWTSRXERISYW 
combustion
7YFWXERGIWSV[EWXIW[LMGLMRGSRXEGX[MXL[EXIV
IQMXƥEQQEFPIKEWIW
3\MHM^MRK
3VKERMGTIVS\MHIW
4SMWSRSYW EGYXI
-RJIGXMSYWWYFWXERGIW
Corrosives
0MFIVEXMSRSJXS\MGKEWIWMRGSRXEGX[MXLEMVSV 
water
8S\MG HIPE]IHSVGLVSRMG
)GSXS\MG
'ETEFPIF]ER]QIERWEJXIVHMWTSWEPSJ]MIPHMRK
ERSXLIVQEXIVMEPIK
leachate, which possesses any of the
characteristics listed above

Note: -RWXVYGXMSRWJSVGSQTPIXMRKXLIRSXMƤGEXMSRERHQSZIQIRXHSGYQIRXWGERFIJSYRHEX
LXXT[[[FEWIPMRXXIGLQEXXIVWJSVQWRSXMJQSZZ'34HSG
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PPIKEPXVEJƤG
-PPIKEPXVEJƤGSGGYVWMJXLIXVERWFSYRHEV]QSZIQIRX
of hazardous wastes takes place under any of the
following conditions, as provided for in Article 9:
°

°
°
°
°

;MXLSYXRSXMƤGEXMSRTYVWYERXXSXLITVSZMWMSRW
of the Basel Convention of all States
concerned - that is, Parties that are States of
I\TSVXSVMQTSVXSVXVERWMX7XEXIW [LIXLIVSV
not Parties to the Basel Convention)
Without the consent of a State concerned
8LVSYKLGSRWIRXSFXEMRIHF]JEPWMƤGEXMSR
misinterpretation or fraud
When the movement does not conform in a
material way with the documents
When the movement results in deliberate
disposal of hazardous wastes in contravention
of the Convention and of general principles of
international law.

-PPIKEPXVEJƤGMRLE^EVHSYW[EWXIWSVSXLIV[EWXIW
is criminal, and Parties are obligated to “introduce
appropriate national/domestic legislation to
TVIZIRXERHTYRMWLMPPIKEPXVEJƤGű %VXMGPIW
ERH 8SIJJIGXMZIP]GSQFEXWYGLMPPIKEPXVEJƤG
law enforcement agencies and other relevant
authorities must know the provisions of these
laws and have the legal and technical capacity to
enforce them. The formulation of such laws and
regulations will normally be the responsibility of
the ministry charged with legal affairs and the
ministry or agency responsible for regulation of
environmental matters. These entities should
IRWYVIXLEX'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWSVFSVHIVGSRXVSP
SJƤGIVWEVIE[EVISJXLIVIPIZERXREXMSREPPE[WERH
VIKYPEXMSRW'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWTPE]ERMQTSVXERX
VSPIMRHIXIGXMRKMPPIKEPXVEJƤGERHMRIRWYVMRKXLEX
IEGLWYWTMGMSYWWLMTQIRXMHIRXMƤIHMWLERHPIHMRE
way that will promote the chances of a successful
TVSWIGYXMSRSJMPPIKEPXVEJƤG
-RGEWIWMR[LMGLXLIMPPIKEPXVEJƤGVIWYPXWJVSQ
GSRHYGXSRXLITEVXSJXLII\TSVXIVSVKIRIVEXSV
XLI7XEXISJI\TSVXMWSFPMKEXIHXSIRWYVIXLEXXLI
[EWXIWMRUYIWXMSREVIXEOIRFEGOF]XLII\TSVXIV
KIRIVEXSVSVMJRIGIWWEV]XLI7XEXISJI\TSVXXEOIW
the wastes back itself. If this is impracticable,
XLI7XEXISJI\TSVXQYWXIRWYVIXLEXXLI[EWXIW
are otherwise disposed of in accordance with
the Convention (Article 9 paragraph 2). If the
MPPIKEPXVEJƤGVIWYPXWJVSQGSRHYGXSRXLITEVXSJ

the importer or disposer, the State of import has
to ensure that the wastes are disposed of in an
environmentally sound manner (Article 9 paragraph
 -JVIWTSRWMFMPMX]JSVXLIMPPIKEPXVEJƤGGERRSX
FIEWWMKRIHXLI7XEXIWSJMQTSVXERHI\TSVX
must co-operate to ensure that the wastes in
question are disposed of as soon as possible in an
environmentally sound manner.

The role of Customs and border
TVSXIGXMSRSJƤGIW
8LIRSXMƤGEXMSRTVSGIHYVIIRWYVIWXLEX[EWXIW
do not leave a State without being authorized
to do so. It also ensures that the wastes do not
enter a State of import or transit without that
State having an opportunity to make an informed
decision as to whether it wishes to permit the entry
of such wastes. That consent is provided on the
FEWMWSJXLIMRJSVQEXMSRWYTTPMIHF]XLII\TSVXIV
generator and, for that reason, it is imperative
XLEX'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVW
ZIVMJ]GSQTPMERGI[MXLXLIRSXMƤGEXMSRTVSGIHYVI
and that the wastes being shipped conform to
the information on which consent to import or
XVERWMX[EWFEWIHEWVIƥIGXIHMRXLIQSZIQIRX
document.
Shipments should be appropriately packaged and
accompanied by all the appropriate documentation,
including a hazardous waste movement
document, hazardous materials placards and an
“Acknowledgement of Consent” from the State
of import. Discrepancies between documents
QE]FIIZMHIRGISJMPPIKEPXVEJƤGOMRKERH[EVVERX
further investigation. Even when accompanied by
documentation for wastes, chemical products or
hazardous materials, the actual contents of the
WLMTQIRXQYWXQEXGLXLIPEFIPWRSXMƤGEXMSRW
and information on the movement document,
particularly with respect to the nature and quantity
of the substance. A discrepancy, or packaging not
appropriate for the type of substance declared,
QE]FIIZMHIRGISJMPPIKEPXVEJƤGOMRK;LIRE
shipment gives rise to suspicions, the Customs
SJƤGIVSVFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWLSYPHGSRXEGX
the Competent Authority at the earliest possible
STTSVXYRMX]XSGSRƤVQXLEXXLIVIMWKIRYMRI
consent from the State of import and, if so, for
what substance, in what amount and under what
conditions.
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Successful detection and prosecution of illegal
XVEJƤGVIUYMVIXLIGSSTIVEXMSRSJEPPIRJSVGIQIRX
EKIRGMIWEXXLIREXMSREPPIZIP'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWSV
FSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWGERRSXGSQFEXMPPIKEPXVEJƤG
alone; they have to rely on the relevant national
environmental and health agencies to provide
them with the appropriate legal and technical
information so they are in a position to identify
MRWXERGIWSJMPPIKEPXVEJƤGERHORS[[LEXWXITWXS
take. Conversely, national environment agencies
and enforcement agencies need the support of
the Customs and border protection agencies to
IRWYVIXLEXGEWIWSJWYWTIGXIHMPPIKEPXVEJƤGEVI
detected as early as possible at the border and are
signalled to the appropriate national authorities. For
I\EQTPIE'YWXSQWSJƤGIVSVFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIV
may detect a cargo containing waste prohibited
JVSQMQTSVXMRXSXLIMHIRXMƤIH7XEXISJMQTSVXSV
perhaps the nature of the goods does not conform
to their description in the movement document,
or there is no movement document because the
RSXMƤGEXMSRTVSGIHYVILEWRSXFIIRJSPPS[IH
Because all these situations present the possibility
SJMPPIKEPXVEJƤG'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWSVFSVHIVGSRXVSP
SJƤGIVWWLSYPHWXSTXLIWLMTQIRXWERHMRJSVQXLI
ETTVSTVMEXIEYXLSVMXMIW%R]SJƤGIVJEGIH[MXLE
TSWWMFPIGEWISJMPPIKEPXVEJƤGWLSYPHTYVWYIXLI
EGXMSRWWTIGMƤIHF]REXMSREPPE[WERHVIKYPEXMSRW

&EWIP'SRZIRXMSRũWTIGMƤGKYMHERGIERH
XVEMRMRKQEXIVMEPWJSV'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW

for Safe and Effective Detection, Investigation,
ERH4VSWIGYXMSRSJ-PPIKEP8VEJƤGMR,E^EVHSYW
ERH3XLIV;EWXIWűEHHVIWWIWWTIGMƤGMWWYIWSJ
VIPIZERGIXSIRJSVGIQIRXSJƤGIVW-REHHMXMSRXLI
“Instruction Manual on the Prosecution of Illegal
8VEJƤGű is more targeted to prosecutors. All three
guidance documents are available on the Basel
Convention website26.
Finally, the Secretariat has developed an interactive
Manual for Customs on hazardous chemicals and
wastes under the Basel, Rotterdam and Stockholm
'SRZIRXMSRW27.
The Parties to the Convention have developed
numerous technical guidelines for particular waste
streams or methods of disposal that may be useful
XS'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWEWXLI][SVOXSMHIRXMJ]ERH
handle certain substances that fall within the
'SRZIRXMSR)\EQTPIWEVIXLIŰ8IGLRMGEP+YMHIPMRIW
JSVXLI-HIRXMƤGEXMSRERH)RZMVSRQIRXEPP]7SYRH
Management of Plastic Wastes and for Their
Disposal” and the “Basel Convention Technical
+YMHIPMRIWSRXLI-HIRXMƤGEXMSRERH1EREKIQIRX
of Used Tyres”. Technical guidelines also address
QSVIWTIGMƤGEPP]XLIMWWYISJXVERWFSYRHEV]
movements - see the technical guidelines on
transboundary movements of electrical and
electronic waste and used electrical and electronic
equipment, in particular regarding the distinction
between waste and non-waste under the Basel
Convention28.

The “Manual on the Implementation of the Basel
Convention” and the “Guide to the Control System,”
published by the Basel Secretariat, offer a basic
SYXPMRISJXLI'SRZIRXMSRŭWVIKYPEXSV]VIKMQI24.
7EQTPIQSZIQIRXERHRSXMƤGEXMSRHSGYQIRXW
approved by the Conference of the Parties, are also
available25.
“Guidance Elements for the Detection, Prevention
ERH'SRXVSPSJ-PPIKEP8VEJƤGMR,E^EVHSYW;EWXIWű
highlights matters that should be considered by
national enforcement agencies to ensure effective
implementation of the Basel Convention. The
“Training Manual for the Enforcement of Laws
Implementing the Basel Convention: Guidance
24 LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR4YFPMGEXMSRW+YMHERGI1ERYEPW
XEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
25 LXXTFEWIPMRX4VSGIHYVIW2SXMƤGEXMSR1SZIQIRX(SGYQIRXW
XEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
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26 LXXTFEWIPMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR0IKEP1EXXIVW-PPIKEP8VEJƤG+YMHERGI
XEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
27 LXXTW]RIVKMIWTSTWMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR8IGLRMGEP%WWMWXERGI8SSPWERH1IXLSHSPSKMIW1ERYEPJSV'YWXSQW3JƤGIVWXEFMHPERKYEKI
IR97(IJEYPXEWT\
28 LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR)[EWXI8IGLRMGEP+YMHIPMRIW
(IZIPSTQIRXSJ8+WXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
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For more information
Contact the Secretariat of the Basel Convention:
Secretariat of the Basel Convention
United Nations Environment Programme (UN Environment)
11-13, Chemin des Anémones
CH - 1219 Châtelaine
Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: (+41 22) 917 8271
*E\  ɅɅ
E-mail: brs@brsmeas.org
http://www.basel.int.
Or contact the nearest Basel Convention Regional Centre.
Contact details for the Regional Centres appear at:
LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX4EVXRIVW6IKMSREP'IRXVIW3ZIVZMI[XEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
The following links will be helpful to those seeking more information on the Basel Convention:
List of Competent Authorities and Focal Points: http://www.basel.int/Countries/CountryContacts/tabid/1342/
(IJEYPXEWT\
Lists of wastes covered by the Basel Convention (these lists, which appear at
XLIIRHSJXLI'SRZIRXMSRXI\XEXXLMWPMROEVIWYFNIGXXSGLERKI 
LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX8LI'SRZIRXMSR3ZIVZMI[8I\XSJXLI'SRZIRXMSRXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
Parties to the Convention
LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX'SYRXVMIW7XEXYWSJ6EXMƤGEXMSRW4EVXMIW7MKREXSVMIWXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
8I\XSJXLI'SRZIRXMSR
LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX8LI'SRZIRXMSR3ZIVZMI[8I\XSJXLI'SRZIRXMSRXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
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Which transboundary movements of
LMOs are subject to the Cartagena
Protocol on Biosafety?
LMOs intended for introduction into the
environment of the Party of import
Intentional introduction into the environment
refers to the deliberate release of an LMO into
the environment. This may be sought for various
VIEWSRWWYGLEWI\TIVMQIRXEPXVMEPWXSIZEPYEXIER
013ŭWTIVJSVQERGIERHJYVXLIVEWWIWWMXWTSXIRXMEP
adverse effects; commercial production, releasing
transgenic mosquitoes to control certain diseases
or releasing transgenic animals for biological
control.
Shipments of LMOs intended for introduction
into the environment could consist of seeds,
XVIIWWIIHPMRKWPMZIƤWLERMQEPWJSVFVIIHMRK
bacteria or any other micro-organism for use in the
open environment, as well as other propagating
QEXIVMEPW8LMWPMWXMWRSXI\LEYWXMZIERH'YWXSQW
SJƤGIVWWLSYPHFIE[EVIXLEXSXLIVX]TIWSJ
organisms could be LMOs intended for introduction
into the environment as well.
The transboundary movements of LMOs intended
for intentional introduction into the environment
of the Party of import are subject to the advance
informed agreement (AIA) procedure, which
ETTPMIWTVMSVXSXLIƤVWXMRXIRXMSREPXVERWFSYRHEV]
movement of the LMO.

The AIA procedure
The AIA procedure is intended to ensure that
XLII\TSVXIVTVSZMHIWXLIMRJSVQEXMSRRIIHIHF]
the Party of import to make informed decisions
regarding the import of an LMO into its territory. The
procedure consists of three steps:
° 7XIT2SXMƤGEXMSRF]I\TSVXIV. The AIA
TVSGIHYVIVIUYMVIWXLI4EVX]SJI\TSVXSVXLI
I\TSVXIVMXWIPJXSRSXMJ]XLI'SQTIXIRX2EXMSREP
Authority of the Party of import prior to the
intentional transboundary movement of an LMO
covered by this procedure.
° 7XIT%GORS[PIHKIQIRXSJVIGIMTXSJ

RSXMƤGEXMSRF]MQTSVXIV The Party of import
QYWXEGORS[PIHKIVIGIMTXSJXLIRSXMƤGEXMSR
The acknowledgement must state, among

other things, whether decision making will
proceed according to the domestic regulatory
framework of the Party of import or according
to the procedure outlined in Article 10 of the
Protocol.
° 7XIT(IGMWMSRQEOMRK If decision-making is

to proceed according to the domestic regulatory
framework of the Party of import, then the rules
and procedures of this regulatory framework
will apply. Since each of these regulatory
JVEQI[SVOWMWHMJJIVIRX'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW[MPP
have to familiarise themselves with the rules
and procedures in their country.
Article 10 of the Protocol allows the Party of
import to decide to approve the import with or
without conditions or prohibit the import. The
Party of import must communicate its decision to
XLIRSXMƤIV,S[IZIVJEMPYVIXSGSQQYRMGEXIXLI
decision within the prescribed time period does
RSXMQTP]XLI4EVX]ŭWGSRWIRXXSERMRXIRXMSREP
transboundary movement.
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWGERVIGIMZIMRJSVQEXMSRSR
decisions that have been taken under the AIA
TVSGIHYVIJVSQGSYRXV]ŭW'SQTIXIRX2EXMSREP
%YXLSVMXMIWERHƤRHMXMRXLI&MSWEJIX]'PIEVMRK
House (instructions on accessing the Biosafety
Clearing-House appear later in this chapter).

Shipment documentation
The documentation that must accompany
shipments of LMOs for intentional introduction
into the environment must contain the following
information and declaration:
° 'PIEVMHIRXMƤGEXMSREWŰPMZMRKQSHMƤIH
organisms” and a brief description of the
SVKERMWQWMRGPYHMRKGSQQSRERHWGMIRXMƤG
REQIWVIPIZERXXVEMXWERHKIRIXMGQSHMƤGEXMSR
transgenic traits and characteristics such as
event(s) of transformation or, where available
and applicable, a reference to a system
SJYRMUYIMHIRXMƤGEXMSR WIIFS\Ű9RMUYI
-HIRXMƤGEXMSR7]WXIQWűSRTEKI 
° Any requirements for the safe handling,
storage, transport and use of the LMOs
EWTVSZMHIHYRHIVXLIETTPMGEFPII\MWXMRK
international requirements, domestic regulatory
frameworks or any agreement entered into
F]XLIMQTSVXIVERHI\TSVXIV-JXLIVIMWRS
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ŝ-QTSVXERXHIƤRMXMSRW
Advance informed agreement (AIA)
%TVSGIHYVIYRHIVXLI4VSXSGSPXLEXETTPMIWXSXLIƤVWXMRXIRXMSREPXVERWFSYRHEV]QSZIQIRXSJPMZMRKQSHMƤIH
organisms for intentional introduction into the environment of the Party of import. The AIA procedure includes
WIZIVEPWXITWRSXMƤGEXMSRF]XLII\TSVXMRK4EVX]SVI\TSVXIVEGORS[PIHKIQIRXSJRSXMƤGEXMSRERHVMWOEWWIWWQIRX
by the importing Party as the prelude to a decision.
Biosafety Clearing-House (BCH)
%QIGLERMWQEMQIHEXJEGMPMXEXMRKXLII\GLERKISJWGMIRXMƤGXIGLRMGEPIRZMVSRQIRXEPERHPIKEPMRJSVQEXMSRSR
ERHI\TIVMIRGI[MXLPMZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQWERHEWWMWXMRKXLI4EVXMIWMRMQTPIQIRXMRKXLI4VSXSGSP
'SQTIXIRX2EXMSREP%YXLSVMX]
%RIRXMX]HIWMKREXIHERHEYXLSVMWIHF]EKSZIVRQIRXXSJYPƤPXLIHIGMWMSRQEOMRKVIUYMVIQIRXWSJXLI4VSXSGSPŪ
JSVI\EQTPIYRHIVXLIEHZERGIMRJSVQIHEKVIIQIRXTVSGIHYVI
Contained use
%WHIƤRIHMRXLI4VSXSGSPER]STIVEXMSRYRHIVXEOIR[MXLMREJEGMPMX]MRWXEPPEXMSRSVSXLIVTL]WMGEPWXVYGXYVIXLEX
MRZSPZIWPMZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQWGSRXVSPPIHF]WTIGMƤGQIEWYVIWXLEXIJJIGXMZIP]PMQMXXLIMVGSRXEGX[MXLERHXLIMV
MQTEGXSRXLII\XIVREPIRZMVSRQIRX
Focal Point.
A person, designated by each Party to the Protocol, who is responsible for communicating with the Secretariat of
the Convention on Biological Diversity on a particular topic.
0MZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQ 013
%WHIƤRIHMRXLI4VSXSGSPEŰPMZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQűQIERWER]PMZMRKSVKERMWQXLEXTSWWIWWIWERSZIP
GSQFMREXMSRSJKIRIXMGQEXIVMEPSFXEMRIHXLVSYKLXLIYWISJQSHIVRFMSXIGLRSPSK]0MZMRKSVKERMWQMWHIƤRIHEW
any biological entity capable of transferring or replicating genetic material, including sterile organisms, viruses and
ZMVSMHW1SHIVRFMSXIGLRSPSK]MWHIƤRIHEWXLIETTPMGEXMSRSJ
1. MRZMXVSRYGPIMGEGMHXIGLRMUYIWMRGPYHMRKVIGSQFMRERXHIS\]VMFSRYGPIMGEGMH (2% ERHHMVIGXMRNIGXMSRSJ
nucleic acid into cells or organelles, or
2. XLIJYWMSRSJGIPPWFI]SRHXLIXE\SRSQMGJEQMP]
that overcome natural physiological reproductive or recombination barriers and that are not techniques used in
traditional breeding and selection.
0MZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQMRXIRHIHJSVHMVIGXYWIEWJSSHSVJIIHSVJSVTVSGIWWMRK 013**4
LMO-FFPs represent a large category of agricultural commodities that are intended to be directly consumed by
humans or animals or to be processed into other goods or substances. They are not meant for intentional release
into the environment.
Party
%7XEXISVVIKMSREPIGSRSQMGMRXIKVEXMSRSVKERM^EXMSRXLEXLEWVEXMƤIHEGGITXIHETTVSZIHSVEGGIHIHXSXLI
Protocol.
Transboundary movement
%WHIƤRIHMRXLI4VSXSGSPEŰXVERWFSYRHEV]QSZIQIRXŰQIERWXLIQSZIQIRXSJEPMZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQJVSQ
one Party to another Party. For the purposes of unintentional transboundary movements and emergency measures
%VXMGPI ERHXVERWFSYRHEV]QSZIQIRXFIX[IIR4EVXMIWERHRSR4EVXMIW %VXMGPI XLI4VSXSGSPI\XIRHWXS
movement between Parties and non-Parties.

°
°

°

°
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WTIGMƤGVIUYMVIQIRXXLIHSGYQIRXEXMSRQYWX
say so.
2EQIERHEHHVIWWSJXLII\TSVXIVERHSJXLI
importer.
Details of the contact point for further
information, including an individual or
organisation that has the information needed
to handle an emergency.
A declaration that the movement of the
PMZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQWGSRJSVQW[MXLXLI
requirements of the Cartagena Protocol on
&MSWEJIX]ETTPMGEFPIXSXLII\TSVXIV
Where appropriate, further information should
include the commercial name, risk class and

MQTSVXETTVSZEPJSVXLIƤVWXXVERWFSYRHEV]
movement of LMOs.

Other types of documents accompanying
shipments
)\TSVXIVWSJ013WMRXIRHIHJSVMRXVSHYGXMSR
into the environment may incorporate the
required information into one of the following
documents that usually accompany the shipment:
a commercial invoice; a document required or
YXMPMWIHF]I\MWXMRKHSGYQIRXEXMSRW]WXIQWWYGLEW
TL]XSWERMXEV]GIVXMƤGEXIWSVSXLIVHSGYQIRXEXMSR
as required by domestic regulatory or administrative
frameworks.
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Possible formats for these documents appear in
*MKYVIJSVMPPYWXVEXMZITYVTSWIW8LIƥS[GLEVX
MR*MKYVITVIWIRXWEL]TSXLIXMGEPI\EQTPISJ
how a country might make decisions on LMOs
intended for release into the environment and the
VSPISJ'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWMRXLMWTVSGIWW

0MZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQWMRXIRHIH
for direct use as food or feed, or for
processing
8LIHIWMKREXMSRŬPMZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQW
intended for direct use as food or feed, or for
TVSGIWWMRKŭ 013W**4 VIJIVWXS013WMRXIRHIH
for direct consumption by humans or animals or
to be processed into other goods or substances.

They are not meant for intentional release into the
environment.
0MZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQWJSVHMVIGXYWIEW
food or feed, or for processing, are the largest
GEXIKSV]SJKIRIXMGEPP]QSHMƤIHSVKERMWQWXVEHIH
internationally. They may appear as bulk shipments
of agricultural commodities, including genetically
QSHMƤIHWS]FIERWGSVRQEM^IGSXXSRGERSPE
rapeseed and rice, as well as other products.
8LMWPMWXMWRSXI\LEYWXMZILS[IZIVERH'YWXSQW
SJƤGIVWWLSYPHFIE[EVIXLEXSXLIVX]TIWSJ
organisms—including other species of plants as
well as other non-plants organisms —can also be
LMOs intended for direct use as food or feed, or for
processing.

*MKYVI,]TSXLIXMGEPI\EQTPISJHIGMWMSRQEOMRKYRHIVXLI%-%TVSGIHYVIERHXLIVSPISJ'YWXSQWSJέGIVW

Notification – Exporter notifies country of proposed intentional transboundary
movement of an LMO for intentional introduction into the environment

Competent National Authority of country of import conducts risk
assessment and follows either domestic decision-making process or
decision-making process under Article 10 of Protocol

Import of LMO
approved without
conditions

Import of LMO
approved with
conditions

Import of LMO
prohibited

Decision communicated to notifier, Biosafety
Clearing-House (BCH) and customs authorities

Decision communicated
to notifier, BCH and
customs authorities

Shipment arrives at port of entry
accompanied by documentation

Customs officers verify
that documentation is
complete and follow
applicable domestic rules
regarding inspection of
shipment

If not OK

Follow domestic rules and
procedures and inform appropriate
authorities

If OK

Admit shipment to country and notify appropriate
authorities of transboundary movement

Appropriate authorities
notify BCH
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Transboundary movements of LMOs-FFP
Transboundary movements of LMOs-FFP are
subject to the following two-step procedure:
° Step 1: Informing the Biosafety Clearing-House
SJEƤREPHIGMWMSRSRHSQIWXMGYWI%4EVX]
XLEXQEOIWEƤREPHIGMWMSREFSYXXLIHSQIWXMG
use of an LMO-FFP that may be subject to
transboundary movement, including placing it
on the market, must inform the other Parties
of this decision through the Biosafety ClearingHouse. 7II*MKYVIJSVERI\EQTPISJE
RSXMƤGEXMSRYRHIVXLI013**4TVSGIHYVI

*MKYVI  7GVIIRWLSX JVSQ XLI &', [MXL E HIGMWMSR F]
8YVOI]TVSLMFMXMRKXLIMQTSVXSJER013JSVYWIEWJIIH

° Step 2: Decision making by a potential

importing Party. A Party may take a decision on
the import of an LMO-FFP under its domestic
regulatory framework. A developing country
Party or Party with an economy in transition
may, in the absence of a domestic regulatory
framework, declare through the Biosafety
Clearing-House that its decision prior to the
ƤVWXMQTSVXSJER013**4[MPPFIXEOIRMR
accordance with a risk assessment and a
decision taken within a predictable timeframe
RSXI\GIIHMRKHE]W
*MKYVI7GVIIRWLSXJVSQXLI&',SJERSXMέGEXMSR
F]2I[>IEPERHSJEHIGMWMSRSRXLIHSQIWXMGYWISJ
KIRIXMGEPP]QSHMέIHGSXXSR

Shipment documentation
The documentation accompanying shipments of
LMOs-FPP must clearly state the following:
° In cases in which the identity of the LMOs
is known through means such as identity
preservation systems, that the shipment
contains LMOs intended for direct use as food
or feed, or for processing.
° In cases in which the identity of the LMOs is
not known through means such as identity
preservation systems, that the shipment may
contain one or more LMOs intended for direct
use as food or feed, or for processing.
° That the LMOs are not intended for intentional
introduction into the environment.
° 8LIGSQQSRWGMIRXMƤGERH[LIVIEZEMPEFPI
commercial names of the LMOs.
° The transformation event code of the LMOs
or, where available, as a key to accessing
information in the Biosafety Clearing-House,
MXWYRMUYIMHIRXMƤIVGSHI WIIFS\Ű9RMUYI
-HIRXMƤGEXMSR7]WXIQWű 
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° The Internet address of the Biosafety Clearing-

House for further information.
The document accompanying such shipments
must also contain the details of a contact point
JSVJYVXLIVMRJSVQEXMSRXLII\TSVXIVXLIMQTSVXIV
or any appropriate authority when designated by
a government as the contact point. Using this
MRJSVQEXMSR'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWSVXLI'SQTIXIRX
National Authorities can easily direct any questions
XLI]QE]LEZIEFSYXEWLMTQIRX'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW
should also verify that the LMOs in question
are in commercial production and authorised
in accordance with the domestic regulatory
JVEQI[SVOWSJFSXLXLII\TSVXMRKERHMQTSVXMRK
countries.

Other types of documents accompanying
shipments
Other types of documents that may accompany
shipments of LMOs-FFP include a commercial
MRZSMGIEHSGYQIRXVIUYMVIHSVYXMPMWIHF]I\MWXMRK
documentation systems or other documentation as
required by domestic regulatory or administrative
frameworks. The required information may be
MRGSVTSVEXIHMRXSWYGLI\MWXMRKHSGYQIRXW
Possible formats for these documents appear in
Figure 2-12 for illustrative purposes.
8LIƥS[GLEVXMR*MKYVITVIWIRXWEL]TSXLIXMGEP
I\EQTPISJXLITVSGIWWXLEXYRHIVPMIWXLI
transboundary movement of an LMO-FFP and the
VSPISJ'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWMRXLMWTVSGIWW

*MKYVI,]TSXLIXMGEPI\EQTPISJHIGMWMSRQEOMRKYRHIVP]MRKXLIXVERWFSYRHEV]QSZIQIRXSJER013**4ERHXLI
VSPISJ'YWXSQWSJέGIVWMRXLITVSGIWW

Party informed through Biosafety Clearing-House (BCH) of another
Party’s approval for domestic use of an LMO-FFP

Party takes a decision on import of the LMO-FFP in
accordance with domestic regulatory framework

Future importation of the
LMO-FFP approved (with
or without conditions)

Future importation of
the LMO-FFP
prohibited

Decision communicated to
BCH and customs authorities

Decision communicated
to BCH and Customs
authorities

Note: The decision on an LMO-FFP is not necessarily taken
because a shipment is expected to arrive. For the sake of the
example, however, the flow chart illustrates the role of
Customs officers in implementing a decision on an LMO-FFP.
Shipment arrives at port of entry accompanied
by documentation

Customs officers verify
that documentation is
complete and follow the
applicable domestic rules
on inspection of the
shipment.

If not OK

Follow domestic rules and
procedures and notify appropriate
authorities

If OK

Admit shipment to country and notify appropriate
authorities of transboundary movement

Appropriate authorities
notify BCH
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LMOs destined for contained use

*MKYVI7GVIIRWLSXJVSQXLI&',[MXLERI\EQTPISJ
EYRMUYIMHIRXMέIVVIGSVH

LMOs destined for contained use may include any
LMO intended for use in a facility, installation or
other physical structure where LMOs are controlled
F]WTIGMƤGQIEWYVIWXLEXIJJIGXMZIP]PMQMXXLIMV
GSRXEGX[MXLERHXLIMVMQTEGXSRXLII\XIVREP
environment, such as a laboratory or other similar
settings.
The Cartagena Protocol attaches no procedure to
the transboundary movement of LMOs destined
for contained use. Nevertheless, shipments of
such LMOs are subject to a general requirement of
safe handling, transport and packaging, as well as
WTIGMƤGVIUYMVIQIRXWXLEXETTP]JSVXLITYVTSWI
of identifying such LMOs during a transboundary
movement.

Shipment documentation
The documentation accompanying shipments of
LMOs destined for contained use must include the
following information and declaration:
° 'PIEVMHIRXMƤGEXMSREWŰPMZMRKQSHMƤIH
SVKERMWQWűMRGPYHMRKGSQQSRERHWGMIRXMƤG
names of the organisms, and as “destined for
contained use”.
° Name and address of the consignee, and
I\TSVXIVSVMQTSVXIVEWETTVSTVMEXIMRGPYHMRK
the contact details needed to reach them as
fast as possible in an emergency.
° Any requirements for the safe handling,

LMO Quick-links
LMO Quick Links1EVIWQEPPMQEKIƤPIW[LMGL
can be easily copied and pasted, that identify an
013XLVSYKLMXWYRMUYIMHIRXMƤIVXVEHIREQIERH
a link to the BCH where information on the LMO
MWEZEMPEFPI IK013GLEVEGXIVMWXMGWGSYRXVMIWŭ
decisions, risk assessments). LMO Quick Links
can be used in documentation accompanying
LMO shipments and facilitate access to the BCH.
*MKYVIͬ013UYMGOPMRO

1
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LXXTFGLGFHMRXVIWSYVGIWUYMGOPMROWWLXQP

storage, transport and use of the LMOs under
ETTPMGEFPII\MWXMRKMRXIVREXMSREPMRWXVYQIRXW
(such as the United Nations Recommendations
on the Transport of Dangerous Goods, the
International Plant Protection Convention and
the Organisation International des Epizooties),
domestic regulatory frameworks or any
agreements entered into by the importer
ERHI\TSVXIV-JXLIVIMWRSVIUYMVIQIRXXLI
documentation should say so.
° Where appropriate, further information
should include the commercial names of
XLI013WMJEZEMPEFPIRI[SVQSHMƤIHXVEMXW
and characteristics such as event(s) of
XVERWJSVQEXMSRVMWOGPEWWWTIGMƤGEXMSRSJYWI
EW[IPPEWER]YRMUYIMHIRXMƤGEXMSR[LIVI
available, as a key to accessing information in
XLI&MSWEJIX]'PIEVMRK,SYWI WIIFS\Ű9RMUYI
-HIRXMƤGEXMSR7]WXIQW”).
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Other types of documents accompanying
shipments
Other types of documents that may accompany
shipments of LMOs intended for contained
use include a commercial invoice, a document
VIUYMVIHSVYXMPMWIHF]I\MWXMRKHSGYQIRXEXMSR
systems, or other documentation as required by
domestic regulatory or administrative frameworks.
Shipments of LMOs destined for contained use
could also be accompanied by the shipping
documentation that is presently in use in the
GSRXI\XSJXLI92ŭW1SHIP6IKYPEXMSRWSRXLI
8VERWTSVXSJ(ERKIVSYW+SSHW WIIFS\ *MKYVI
WLS[WI\EQTPIWSJMRJSVQEXMSRVIUYMVIQIRXW
MRXSI\MWXMRKHSGYQIRXEXMSR

Unintentional transboundary movements
The Cartagena Protocol requires Parties to
notify affected or potentially affected States, the
Biosafety Clearing-House and, where appropriate,
the relevant international organizations when they
know of a release that has led or may lead to an
unintentional transboundary movement of an LMO
PMOIP]XSLEZIWMKRMƤGERXEHZIVWIIJJIGXWSRXLI
conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity
and perhaps pose risks to human health.
Parties are also to provide the Biosafety ClearingHouse with the information of a point of contact
for the purposes of receiving information
about releases that have led or may lead to an
unintentional transboundary movement.
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWTPE]EVSPIMRTVIZIRXMRK
unintentional transboundary movements through
border checkpoints such as airports or seaports.
)EGLGSYRXV]ŭWTSMRXSJGSRXEGXJSVRSXMƤGEXMSR
of releases that have led or may lead to an
unintentional transboundary movement should
GSQQYRMGEXI[MXL'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWYTSRVIGIMZMRK
WYGLERSXMƤGEXMSR
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWRIIHXSORS[[LEXX]TISJ
organism may be involved, how the unintentional
transboundary movement may take place, and what
to do if they detect an unintentional transboundary
movement.

Illegal transboundary movements of
LMOs
The Protocol on Biosafety requires Parties to
adopt appropriate domestic measures aimed
at preventing and, if appropriate, penalizing
transboundary movements of LMOs carried out in
contravention of domestic measures to implement
the Protocol. The Protocol also provides that such
movements are illegal transboundary movements.
In case of illegal transboundary movements, the
affected Party may request the Party of origin to
HMWTSWIEXMXWS[RI\TIRWISJXLI013MRUYIWXMSR
by repatriation or destruction, as appropriate. The
Protocol also requires Parties to make available
to the Biosafety Clearing-House information
concerning cases of illegal transboundary
movements pertaining to it.
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWTPE]EVSPIMRTVIZIRXMRKMPPIKEP
transboundary movements through border
checkpoints. Competent National Authorities and
Customs should inform one another immediately of
possible illegal transboundary movements of which
they become aware.
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWRIIHXSORS[[LEXX]TISJ
LMOs may be involved in the illegal transboundary
movement, how the illegal transboundary movement
takes place, how to detect the LMO and what to do if
an illegal transboundary movement is detected.

Other procedures that may apply to
certain transboundary movements of
LMOs
7MQTPMƤIHTVSGIHYVI
Under the Cartagena Protocol a Party may apply
EWMQTPMƤIHTVSGIHYVIJSVXLIMQTSVXSJGIVXEMR
LMOs, but the Party of import must inform the
Biosafety Clearing-House in advance that it intends
XSYWIXLITVSGIHYVI8LIWMQTPMƤIHTVSGIHYVIGER
take one of two forms:
1. The Party of import can specify cases in which
an intentional transboundary movement to
it may take place at the same time that it is
RSXMƤIHSJXLIQSZIQIRX
2. The Party of import can specify imports of
013WXSMXXLEXEVII\IQTXJVSQXLIEHZERGI
informed agreement procedure.
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*MKYVI)\EQTPIWSJMRXIKVEXMSRSJMRJSVQEXMSRVIUYMVIQIRXWMRXSI\MWXMRKHSGYQIRXEXMSR
)\EQTPISJXIQTPEXIJSV%VXMGPI F SJXLI'EVXEKIRE4VSXSGSP'SRXEMRIHYWI
'314%2=36-278-898-320)88)6,)%(
-2:3-')
Date _________________________
Exporter

Company or institution

Consignee

XXXX

Contact point
)<4368)6
'327-+2))
OTHER

F
F
F

YYYY

Contact person
Street
City, Postal Code
Country
4LSRI*E\
Email
Shipping details

Shipper reference number

Shipper contact details

Item

Amount

Weight/Volume

Description

Value

1

bag

50 g

0MZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQW
Destined for contained use
Papaya
Research material
WIIHW467: 4ETE]E6MRK7TSX:MVYW VIWMWXERX

none

Any requirements for safe handling, storage, transport and use

Should only be used in registered facilities

)\EQTPISJXIQTPEXIJSV%VXMGPI F SJXLI'EVXEKIRE4VSXSGSP'SRXEMRIHYWI
Shippers Declaration of Dangerous Goods
Shipper:

2EQI

Ʉ

%MV;E]FMPP2S

Ʉ

Ʉ

Company or Institution

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Address

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Page 1 of 1 Pages

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

7LMTTIVŭW6IJIVIRGI2YQFIV

Ʉ

Phone number

Consignee :

Ʉ

(optional)

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ'SRXEGX4SMRX

7LMTTIVɄ

F

Other

F

Ʉ

Company or Institution

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Contact Person

Ʉ

Ʉ

Company or Institution

Ʉ

Street, City

Ʉ

Postal Code, Country

Ʉ

Ʉ

Contact Person

Ʉ

Street, City

Ʉ

4LSRI*E\

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Postal Code, Country

Email

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

4LSRI*E\

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Airport of Departure

This shipment is within the

Ʉ

limitations prescribed for:

Ʉ

delete non-applicable)
4%77)2+)6

Ʉ
'%6+3Ʉ

%2('%6+3

%-6'6%*8Ʉ

AIRCRAFT

320=Ʉ

Airport of Destination:
Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ
Ʉ

Ʉ
Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

86%274368()8%-07

Ʉ'SRWMKRII F

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

8[S'SQTPIXIHERHWMKRIHGSTMIWSJXLMW(IGPEVEXMSRQYWX
FILERHIHXSXLISTIVEXSVɄ
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Ʉ
WWSɄ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ
Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ;%62-2+
Ʉ
Ʉ
Failure to comply in all respects with the applicable
Dangerous Goods Regulations may be in breach of
XLIETTPMGEFPIPE[WYFNIGXXSPIKEPTIREPXMIW8LMW
Declaration must not, in any circumstances, be
Completed and/or signed by a consolidator, a
*SV[EVHIVSVER-%8%GEVKSEKIRX

Shipment Type: (delete non-applicable)
2326%(-3%'8-:)6%(-3%'8-:)
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2%896)%2(59%28-8=3*(%2+)6397+33(7

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

(ERKIVSYW+SSHW-HIRXMƤGEXMSR
Ʉ4VSTIV7LMTTMRK2EQI
Ʉ

Class or
Division

Infectious Substances



Affecting Humans
,-:KIRIFEROMR)GSPM/Ʉ

92SV-(
2S

Packing
Group

Subsidiary
Risk

Quantity and Type of
Packing

Ʉ4EGOMRK
Instruction

Authorization

92

Ʉ

Ʉ

*MFIVFSEVH&S\

602

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

(“Safe-T-Pak”)

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

\Q0

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

0MZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQW

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Dry Ice

Ʉ



92

III

Ʉ

\/K

Ʉ



Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

1 Overpack Used

Ʉ

Ʉ

%HHMXMSREP6IUYMVIQIRXWJSV7EJI,ERHPMRK7XSVEKI8VERWTSVXERH9WIɄ
4VMSV%VVERKIQIRXW%W6IUYMVIH&]8LI-%8%(ERKIVSYW+SSHW6IKYPEXMSRW,EZI

Ʉ
IATA/ICAO USED

&IIR1EHI
8LMWQEXIVMEPMWJSVGSRXEMRIHYWISRP]MREGIVXMƤIH7EJIX]0IZIP*EGMPMX]
Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

ɄLV)QIVKIRG]'SRXEGX8IPITLSRI2SɄ

I hereby declare that the contents of this consignment are fully and accurately
HIWGVMFIHEFSZIF]XLITVSTIVWLMTTMRKREQIERHEVIGPEWWMƤIHTEGOEKIHQEVOIHERH
labeled/placarded, and are in all respects in proper condition for transport according to
ETTPMGEFPIMRXIVREXMSREPERHREXMSREPKSZIVRQIRXEPVIKYPEXMSRW
Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

Ʉ

'LIQXVIG

2EQI8MXPISJ7MKREXSV]Ʉ
2EQI8MXPISJ7MKREXSV]Ʉ
4PEGIERH(EXIɄ
City, State, Country

Date

WII[EVRMRKEFSZI

Ʉ

)\EQTPISJXIQTPEXIJSV%VXMGPI G SJXLI'EVXEKIRE4VSXSGSP-RXIRXMSREPMRXVSHYGXMSRMRXSXLIIRZMVSRQIRX
'314%2=36-278-898-320)88)6,)%(
-2:3-')
Date _________________________
Exporter

Company or institution

Importer

XXXX

Contact point
Exporter
Importer
Other

YYYY

F
F
F

ZZZZ

Contact person
Street
City, Postal Code
Country
4LSRI*E\
Email
Shipping details

Shipper reference number

Shipper contact details

Item

Amount

;IMKLX:SPYQI

Description

:EPYI

1

1000 bags

ŭTSYRHW

0MZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQ

ŭƅ

Soybean WSD 432, high oleic acid, HOA
4IVQMX+1JSVTPERXMRK
3)'(9-&-%&'Ʉ
Commercial seeds material
Any requirements for safe handling, storage, transport and use

2SWTIGMƤGVIUYMVIQIRX

I declare that this transboundary movement/shipment is in conformity with the requirements of the Cartagena Protocol applicable to
XLII\TSVXIV
7MKREXYVISJI\TSVXIVCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

Date____________________
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9RMUYIMHIRXMƤGEXMSRW]WXIQW
(IGMWMSRWXEOIRF]XLI4EVXMIWXSXLI4VSXSGSPLEZILIPTIHMRIPEFSVEXMRKXLIHSGYQIRXEXMSRERHMHIRXMƤGEXMSR
requirements associated with the transboundary movements of LMOs. One aspect of these requirements is the
YWISJYRMUYIMHIRXMƤGEXMSRW]WXIQW9RHIVEYRMUYIMHIRXMƤGEXMSRW]WXIQEREPTLERYQIVMGGSHIMWEWWMKRIHXS
ER013FEWIHSRMXWXVERWJSVQEXMSRIZIRXXLEXMWMXWKIRIXMGQSHMƤGEXMSR8LIGSHIMWXLIRYWIHXSJEGMPMXEXIXLI
search for and retrieval of information, particularly in the Biosafety Clearing-House.
'YVVIRXP]XLISRP]I\MWXMRKYRMUYIMHIRXMƤGEXMSRW]WXIQMRMRXIVREXMSREPYWIMWXLI3VKERMWEXMSRJSV)GSRSQMG
'SSTIVEXMSRERH(IZIPSTQIRXŭW 3)'( 9RMUYI-HIRXMƤIVJSV8VERWKIRMG4PERXW8LI3)'(MHIRXMƤGEXMSRW]WXIQ
LEWFIIRHIWMKRIHWYGLXLEXHIZIPSTIVWSJERI[XVERWKIRMGTPERXGERKIRIVEXIEYRMUYIMHIRXMƤIVERHMRGPYHIMXMR
the dossiers they forward to national authorities during the risk assessment process. Once the national authority
ETTVSZIWXLITPERXJSVETEVXMGYPEVYWIMXWLSYPHXLIRJSV[EVHXLIYRMUYIMHIRXMƤIVXSXLI3)'(7IGVIXEVMEXJSV
MRGPYWMSRMRXLI3)'(ŭWTVSHYGXHEXEFEWIJVSQ[LMGLXLIMRJSVQEXMSRMWEYXSQEXMGEPP]WLEVIH[MXLXLI4VSXSGSPŭW
Biosafety Clearing-House.
8LI3)'(YRMUYIMHIRXMƤIVMWERMRIHMKMXGSHIGSQTSWIHSJXLVIIIPIQIRXWWITEVEXIHF]HEWLIW
° Two or three alphanumeric digits to designate the applicant
° *MZISVWM\EPTLERYQIVMGHMKMXWXSHIWMKREXIXLIXVERWJSVQEXMSRIZIRX
° 3RIRYQIVMGEPHMKMXJSVZIVMƤGEXMSR
7II*MKYVIJSVERI\EQTPISJER013VIGSVHERHMXWYRMUYIMHIRXMƤIVMRXLI&',
1

http://www.oecd.org/science/biotrack/uniqueidentiﬁerfortransgenicplants.htm

ŝŝ92ŭW1SHIP6IKYPEXMSRWSRXLI8VERWTSVXSJ(ERKIVSYW+SSHW
9RHIVXLI92ŭW1SHIP6IKYPEXMSRWSRXLI8VERWTSVXSJ(ERKIVSYW+SSHWWLMTQIRXWSJKIRIXMGEPP]QSHMƤIHQMGVS
SVKERMWQW +11W ERHKIRIXMGEPP]QSHMƤIHSVKERMWQW +13W GERJEPPYRHIVIMXLIV'PEWWXS\MGERHMRJIGXMSYW
substances, or Class 9, miscellaneous dangerous substances. Class 6 is divided into two divisions. Of most
relevance here is Division 6.2, which covers infectious substances.
%GGSVHMRKXSXLI1SHIP6IKYPEXMSRWMRJIGXMSYWWYFWXERGIWEVIXLSWIORS[RSVVIEWSREFP]I\TIGXIHXS
GSRXEMRTEXLSKIRW4EXLSKIRWMRXYVREVIHIƤRIHEWQMGVSSVKERMWQW MRGPYHMRKFEGXIVMEZMVYWIWVMGOIXXWMEI
parasites and fungi) and other agents such as prions that can cause disease in humans or animals. On shipping
documentation, GMMs and GMOs in Division 6.2 are required to be assigned to:
°
°
°

UN 2814 if they cause disease in humans or in both humans and animals
UN 2900 if they cause disease only in animals
UN 3373 as appropriate.

+11WERH+13WXLEXHSRSXQIIXXLIHIƤRMXMSRSJERMRJIGXMSYWWYFWXERGIFYXEVIGETEFPISJEPXIVMRKERMQEPW
plants or microbiological substances in a way that is not normally the result of natural reproduction, fall into Class
9. They are to be assigned to UN 3245.

'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWLSYPHWXE]MRJSVQIHEFSYX
REXMSREPHIGMWMSRWXSETTP]XLIWMQTPMƤIHTVSGIHYVI
to any LMOs. They must continue, however, to
verify the documentation that accompanies any
WLMTQIRXWSJ013WXS[LMGLEWMQTPMƤIHTVSGIHYVI
applies and follow the applicable domestic rules on
inspection of the shipment. Figure 2.13 reproduces
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ERI\EQTPIJVSQXLI&',SJEHIGPEVEXMSRF]7SYXL
%JVMGESJERMQTSVXI\IQTXJVSQXLI%-%TVSGIHYVI

Bilateral, regional and multilateral
agreements and arrangements
The Protocol allows Parties to enter into bilateral,
regional and multilateral agreements and
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Figure 2-13

procedure for LMOs-FFP in the Protocol29.

Inspecting documentation
%WRSXIHMRIEVPMIVWIGXMSRW'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW
inspecting shipments should be aware that different
categories of LMOs have different documentation
VIUYMVIQIRXW%GSYRXV]ŭWS[RFMSWEJIX]VIKYPEXSV]
regime may also include additional documentation
and information requirements. Before inspecting
WLMTQIRXHSGYQIRXW'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWLSYPH
verify these requirements with the appropriate
Competent National Authority. They should also
ensure that any handling requirements for the
shipment are met.

Inspecting shipments

arrangements on the intentional transboundary
movements of LMOs. The Protocol may not apply
to the intentional transboundary movements that
take place under the terms of these agreements or
arrangements, which can cover any aspect of the
intentional transboundary movement of LMOs such
as documentation requirements and LMOs destined
for contained use. Parties are to inform each other
through the Biosafety Clearing House of any such
agreements or arrangements.
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWLSYPHEPWSWXE]MRJSVQIHSJ
any bilateral, regional or multilateral agreement
or arrangement their country has entered, the
other country or countries Party to the agreement
or arrangement, and how the terms of the
agreement or arrangement apply to the intentional
transboundary movement of LMOs.

'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERH013W%WYQQEV]
'YWXSQWSVFSVHIVTVSXIGXMSRSJƤGMEPWGSRXVMFYXI
to the implementation of the Cartagena Protocol
by inspecting shipment documents to verify
their validity and shipped goods to ensure they
correspond to the documentation. They also
enforce any restrictions or prohibitions placed on
the import of an LMO through a domestic biosafety
regulatory system, the AIA procedure or the

In addition to verifying documentation, Customs
SJƤGIVWQE]RIIHXSMRWTIGXMRGSQMRKWLMTQIRXW
of LMOs to ensure their contents correspond to
the documentation. Since different countries have
different rules and procedures for determining when
WLMTQIRXWQYWXFIMRWTIGXIH'YWXSQWSJƤGMEPW
should familiarise themselves with the situation in
their country. Inspecting shipments involves taking
samples and identifying the LMOs, where sampling
and detection techniques and technologies are
available.
A number of methodologies and techniques are
available to detect, identify and quantify living
QSHMƤIHSVKERMWQW8LIWIQIXLSHSPSKMIWVERKI
from those that are fast and more cost-effective
MHIRXMƤGEXMSRXIGLRMUYIWXLEXGERFITIVJSVQIHSR
WMXIF]'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW[LMPIXLI]EVIMRWTIGXMRK
WLMTQIRXWWYGLEWPEXIVEPƥS[XIWXW3XLIV
QIXLSHSPSKMIWEVIQSVIGSQTPI\ERHVIUYMVI
WGMIRXMƤGI\TIVXMWIERHIUYMTQIRX7YGLXIWXW
may be offered by specialized laboratories that are
authorized to receive samples of shipments that
LEZIFIIRGSPPIGXIHF]'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWMRSVHIVXS
analytically verify the identity of the LMOs that may
be present in the shipment.

Reporting information to national authorities
Just as Competent National Authorities should
be communicating their decisions on the import
SJ013WXS'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWSXSSWLSYPH
 More information on some issues addressed in this section are
HMWGYWWIHMR'LETXIV
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'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWGSQQYRMGEXIMRJSVQEXMSRXSXLI
Competent National Authorities on LMOs that arrive
at a port of entry.
Copies of documents that accompany a shipment
should be forwarded to the appropriate Competent
National Authorities so they can verify compliance
with their decisions and stay abreast of the LMOs
that have entered the country.

Taking into account relevant domestic
regulations or administrative rules
Unlike some of the other MEAs that prohibit or
VIWXVMGXXLIXVERWFSYRHEV]QSZIQIRXSJWTIGMƤG
chemicals or species, the Cartagena Protocol
leaves it up to each Party to decide which LMOs
it will allow into the country and which it will
VIWXVMGXSVTVSLMFMX'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWXLYWRIIHXS
familiarise themselves with:
° How decisions on LMOs are made in their
country in order to verify whether or not
a transboundary movement of LMOs has
followed the correct procedure.
° 8LIHIGMWMSRWQEHIMRXLIMVGSYRXV]SRWTIGMƤG
LMOs - including where and how to access
such information if needed - in order to verify
whether the LMOs in question have been
approved for import.
° The rules in their country on illegal
transboundary movements in order to be aware
of the appropriate steps to take if faced with an
illegal transboundary movement.
° Information on how to respond to unintentional
transboundary movements or accidental
releases of LMOs.
The Biosafety Clearing-House is an ideal source of
information, such as decisions and declarations
that have been made under the Protocol and
contact details of the Competent National
Authorities and National Focal Points of each Party
WIIXLIRI\XWIGXMSRJSVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRSRLS[
to access the Biosafety Clearing-House).

Descriptions of some of these materials follow
below.

E-learning modules developed for Customs
SJƤGMEPW
The Secretariat of the Convention on Biological
Diversity has developed a set of e-learning modules
HIWMKRIHJSV'YWXSQWSJƤGMEPWSRXLIJSPPS[MRK
topics:
1. Introduction to the Cartagena Protocol on
Biosafety
2. Requirements on Handling, Transport,
4EGOEKMRKERH-HIRXMƤGEXMSRSJ013W
3. The role of Customs authorities under the
Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety
4. Methods for detecting, identifying and
quantifying LMOs
 %GGIWWXSERH)\GLERKISJMRJSVQEXMSRSR
LMOs through the Biosafety Clearing-House
The e-learning modules can be accessed
XLVSYKLXLI'&(ŭWIPIEVRMRK4PEXJSVQ30

Workshop materials developed for Customs
SJƤGMEPW
Training materials, which were developed for a
WIVMIWSJ[SVOWLSTWXEVKIXMRK'YWXSQWSJƤGMEPWEVI
EZEMPEFPISRXLI7IGVIXEVMEXŭW[IFWMXI31

General information about the Cartagena
Protocol on Biosafety
Biosafety and the Environment: An Introduction
to the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety. This
booklet is intended to help the public better
understand the Protocol. It is available in
English32, Spanish and French.
° Frequently Asked Questions on the Biosafety
Protocol. A set of questions and answers
covering biosafety and biotechnology, the
Biosafety Protocol and its implementation, and
how to become a Party to the Protocol. The FAQ
are available in English33 and French.
°

&MSWEJIX]4VSXSGSPWTIGMƤGXVEMRMRK
QEXIVMEPWJSV'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW
A variety of information and training materials,
particularly on the use of the Biosafety ClearingHouse, have been prepared by the Secretariat of
the Convention on Biological Diversity and others.

32

30 8LIIPIEVRMRKQSHYPIWEVIEZEMPEFPIEXLXXTWWGFHYRWWGSVK8LI
e-learning modules can also be accessed through the World Customs
3VKERM^EXMSRŭW[IFWMXIEXŚƩƉ͗ͬͬĐůŝŬĐ͘ǁĐŽŽŵĚ͘ŽƌŐͬ
31 The materials of these workshops are available on the Portal for
'YWXSQW3JƤGMEPWŚƩƉ͗ͬͬďĐŚ͘ĐďĚ͘ŝŶƚͬƉƌŽƚŽĐŽůͬĐƉďͺĂƌƚϭϴͬĐƵƐƚŽŵƐͺƉŽƌƚĂůͬ
32 LXXT[[[GFHMRXHSGTVIWWTVIWWOMXWFWGTFWYRITGFHIRTHJ
33 LXXTFGLGFHMRXTVSXSGSPGTFCJEUWLXQP
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For more information
For more information on the Biosafety Protocol, contact:
Secretariat, Convention on Biological Diversity
413, rue Saint-Jacques, Suite 800
Montreal, Quebec
Canada H2Y 1N9
Tel.: +1 (514) 288-2220
*E\  
E-mail: secretariat@cbd.int

The following links will be helpful to those seeking more information on the Cartagena Protocol on
Biosafety:
To access the Biosafety Clearing-House

http://bch.cbd.int/

To search for Competent National Authorities
and National Focal Points

http://bch.cbd.int/database/contacts/

To obtain a list of Parties to the Protocol

http://bch.cbd.int/protocol/parties

8SSFXEMREGST]SJXLIXI\XSJXLI4VSXSGSP

http://www.cbd.int/biosafety/protocol.shtml
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CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION
ON THE PROHIBITION OF THE DEVELOPMENT,
PRODUCTION, STOCKPILING AND USE
OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS AND ON THEIR
DESTRUCTION
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OPCW Mission Statement

CWC provisions related to trade in scheduled
chemicals

The Convention commits its States Parties to work
together to promote peaceful use of chemistry
for the purpose of pursuing their economic and
technological development.

The Convention contains provisions covering the
I\TSVXERHMQTSVXSJWGLIHYPIHGLIQMGEPW 8EFPI
2-3). Schedule 1 contains chemicals known to have
been developed or used as chemical weapons or
are the immediate precursor compounds used in
the production of chemical weapons. Almost none
of the compounds on this schedule are known to
LEZIER]WMKRMƤGERXPIKMXMQEXIGSQQIVGMEPYWIW

The mission of the OPCW is to implement the
provisions of the CWC to achieve the OPCW vision of
a world that is free of chemical weapons and of the
threat of their use, and a world in which co-operation
in chemistry for peaceful purposes for all is fostered.
The ultimate aim is to contribute to international
security and stability, to general and complete
disarmament, and to global economic development.
To this end, the OPCW proposes policies for the
implementation of the CWC to the Member States of
the OPCW, and develops and delivers programmes
with and for them. These programmes have four
broad aims:
1. To ensure a credible and transparent regime
for verifying the destruction of chemical
weapons and to prevent their re-emergence,
while protecting legitimate national security and
proprietary interests.
2. To provide protection and assistance against
chemical weapons.
3. To encourage international cooperation in
peaceful uses of chemistry.
4. To bring about universal membership of the
OPCW by facilitating international co-operation
and national capacity building.

How the CWC regulates trade and the
cross-border movements of certain
chemicals
8LIGLIQMGEPWI\TPMGMXP]WTIGMƤIHMRXLI'SRZIRXMSR
for monitoring purposes cover a wide range of
compounds and include chemical warfare agents,
as well as key and more distant precursors. These
chemical compounds, or families of compounds,
EVIPMWXIHMRXLIXLVIIWGLIHYPIWMRXLI'SRZIRXMSRŭW
%RRI\SR'LIQMGEPW)EGLSJXLIWIWGLIHYPIWLEW
HMJJIVIRXVIUYMVIQIRXWJSVZIVMƤGEXMSRŪXLIQSVI
stringent for those chemicals deemed to pose a
KVIEXIVVMWO%FVMIJHIWGVMTXMSRSJXLIHIGPEVEXMSRŭW
requirements, restrictions to trade and reporting
per schedule are presented in Table 2-3. A list of
scheduled chemicals appears in Table 2-4.

Under the Convention, Schedule 1 chemicals may
be acquired only in the territory of a State Party and
may be transferred only to other States Parties. All
XVERWJIVWEVIWYFNIGXXSEHZERGIRSXMƤGEXMSRERH
ERRYEPHIGPEVEXMSR6II\TSVXXSEXLMVH7XEXIMWRSX
permitted. These restrictions apply irrespective of
the amount to be transferred or the concentration
SJXLIGLIQMGEPMJXVERWJIVVIHMREQM\XYVI8VERWJIV
to any State not Party to the Convention is
forbidden under any circumstances, and States are
required to adopt penal legislation in this respect.
7SQII\EQTPIWSJPIKMXMQEXIYWIWSJWQEPP
quantities of Schedule 1 chemicals are as follows:
° 7E\MXS\MR. 8LMWREXYVEPXS\MRMWSRISJXLI
reference standards routinely acquired by the
public health authorities of coastal States in
SVHIVXSXIWXWLIPPƤWLJSVXLIXS\MRWVIWTSRWMFPI
JSVTEVEP]XMGWLIPPƤWLTSMWSRMRK 474 474
XS\MRWEGGYQYPEXIMRXLIWLIPPƤWLHYVMRK
periods of certain algae blooms (“red tides”).
Testing is essential to prevent deadly poisoning
SJLYQERWGSRWYQMRKXLIWLIPPƤWL*SVQER]
MQTSVXMRKGSYRXVMIWWLIPPƤWLXIWXMRKMWE
prerequisite to allowing any such import.
° 6MGMR8LMWREXYVEPXS\MRMWYWIHMRQIHMGEP
and pharmaceutical research and in the
development of treatments of certain types of
cancers as well as AIDS.
° Mustine. Mustine (one of the nitrogen
mustards) is a component of mustine
hydrochloride, which is used for the treatment
of certain types of cancer by chemotherapy.
Schedule 2 contains chemicals considered to
TSWIEWMKRMƤGERXVMWOXSXLISFNIGXERHTYVTSWI
of the Convention, but that also have legitimate
commercial uses. These chemicals are sometimes
XVEHIHEWQM\XYVIWSVMRJSVQYPEXMSRW
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8EFPI7YQQEV]SJ';'MQTSVXI\TSVXTVSZMWMSRW
Declaration
obligations

Schedule 1

Schedules 2 and 3

Any transfer of a Schedule 1 chemical
from one State Party to another must
FIRSXMƤIHF]FSXLXLIWIRHMRKERHXLI
receiving States Parties to the OPCW
Technical Secretariat at least 30 days
FIJSVIXLITPERRIHXVERWJIVI\GITX
JSVXVERWJIVWSJWE\MXS\MRJSVQIHMGEP
diagnostic purposes in quantities smaller
XLERQK[LIVIXLIRSXMƤGEXMSRGER
FIHSRIEXXLIXMQISJXLIXVERWJIV
Every year, each State Party must
make a detailed annual declaration of
all transfers made during the previous
]IEV8LMWHIGPEVEXMSRWLEPPFIWYFQMXXIH
RSPEXIVXLERHE]WEJXIVXLIIRHSJ
XLEX]IEVERHWLEPPMRGPYHIWTIGMƤG
information on each Schedule 1 chemical
XLEXLEWFIIRXVERWJIVVIH

States Parties are required to make initial and annual declarations on
aggregate national data for the previous calendar year on
 The quantities of each Schedule 2 chemical produced,
TVSGIWWIHGSRWYQIHMQTSVXIHERHI\TSVXIH
 The quantities of each Schedule 3 chemical produced, imported
ERHI\TSVXIH
 %UYERXMXEXMZIWTIGMƤGEXMSRSJMQTSVXWERHI\TSVXWJSVIEGL
GSYRXV]ERHGLIQMGEPMRZSPZIH
Low concentration limits for declarations of Schedule 2
GLIQMGEPW'LIQMGEPQM\XYVIWGSRXEMRMRKTIVGIRXSVPIWWSJE
7GLIHYPI&GLIQMGEPEVIRSXWYFNIGXXSER]HIGPEVEXMSRSFPMKEXMSRW
+YMHIPMRIWJSVQM\XYVIWGSRXEMRMRK7GLIHYPI%ERH%GLIQMGEPW
EVIWXMPPTIRHMRK
0S[GSRGIRXVEXMSRPMQMXWJSVHIGPEVEXMSRWSJ7GLIHYPIGLIQMGEPW
'LIQMGEPQM\XYVIWGSRXEMRMRKTIVGIRXSVPIWWSJE7GLIHYPI
GLIQMGEPEVIRSXWYFNIGXXSER]HIGPEVEXMSRSFPMKEXMSRW

Schedule 1

Schedule 2

Restrictions on
the international
transfer of
scheduled
chemicals

-QTSVXERHI\TSVXWXS7XEXIWRSX4EVX]XS
XLI'SRZIRXMSREVITVSLMFMXIH
Transfers can be made to other
7XEXIW4EVXMIWSRP]JSVNYWXMƤIHRSR
prohibited purposes (research, medical,
pharmaceutical or protective) and in a
quantity that allows the receiving State
Party to retain a national aggregate
amount of all such chemicals equal to
SVPIWWXLERSRIXSRRIEXER]KMZIRXMQI
Retransfer of Schedule 1 chemicals to a
XLMVHWXEXIMWTVSLMFMXIH

3R%TVMPXLIXVERWJIVWSJ Transfers of Schedule 3
Schedule 2 chemicals to or from chemicals to States not Party
7XEXIWRSX4EVX][IVITVSLMFMXIH shall be only for purposes not
TVSLMFMXIHF]XLI'SRZIRXMSR
Exceptions:
The recipient state should
The prohibition of Schedule
TVSHYGIERIRHYWIGIVXMƤGEXI
2 transfer to or from States
not Party to the CWC is not
)\GITXMSRW
applicable to
2SIRHYWIGIVXMƤGEXIWVIUYMVIH
• Products containing 1 per
for products containing 30 per
cent or less of a Schedule 2A cent or less of a Schedule 3
or 2A* chemical
GLIQMGEPERHTVSHYGXWMHIRXMƤIH
• Products containing 10 per
as consumer goods packaged
cent or less of a Schedule 2B for retail sale for personal use or
chemical
packaged for individual use
• 4VSHYGXWMHIRXMƤIHEW
consumer goods packaged
for retail sale for personal use
or packaged for individual use

Schedule 3

Aggregate national
HEXEVITSVXMRK
transfers,
challenges

%GGYVEXIMQTSVXERHI\TSVXHEXEEVIGVMXMGEPJSVEREGGYVEXIHIGPEVEXMSRSJEKKVIKEXIREXMSREPHEXE8LI
,EVQSRM^IH'SQQSHMX](IWGVMTXMSRERH'SHMRK7]WXIQ ,7 YWIHF]TIVGIRXSJWXEXIW IMXLIVEW4EVXMIWXS
the HS Convention or as voluntary participants) for Customs and statistical purposes is playing a growing role in
QSRMXSVMRKXLIXVERWFSYRHEV]QSZIQIRXWSJGEXIKSVMIWSJKSSHW
8LIQEMRSFWXEGPIJSV2EXMSREP%YXLSVMXMIWMRGSQTMPMRKXLIMVEKKVIKEXIREXMSREPHEXEMWXLIJEGXXLEX'YWXSQW
EYXLSVMXMIWRSVQEPP]YWISRP]EWM\HMKMXGSHIEXXLIMRXIVREXMSREPPIZIPXSMHIRXMJ]KSSHW
8LMWGSHIMHIRXMƤIWEGLIQMGEPJEQMP]FYXRSXEWTIGMƤGGLIQMGEP2EXMSREP%YXLSVMXMIWEVIXLIVIJSVIRSXEFPIXS
HIXIVQMRIJVSQXLIWXEXMWXMGWSJ'YWXSQWEYXLSVMXMIW[LIXLIVWLMTQIRXWWLSYPHFIMRGPYHIHMRXLIMVHIGPEVEXMSR
'YWXSQWTSXIRXMEPP]GERTPE]ERMQTSVXERXVSPIF]TVSZMHMRKHIXEMPIHHIGPEVIHMQTSVXI\TSVXHEXEXSXLI2EXMSREP
%YXLSVMXMIWJSVHIGPEVEXMSRW
8SMRGVIEWIGSRXVSPERHXSJEGMPMXEXIXLIMHIRXMƤGEXMSRSJGLIQMGEPWF]'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWXLI;SVPH'YWXSQW
Organization (WCO) has recommended inserting national subheadings for substances controlled under the
';'
%RI[WMQTPMƤIHVIGSQQIRHEXMSRMWGYVVIRXP]YRHIVGSRWMHIVEXMSRF]XLI;'3
-XMWMQTSVXERXXLEX7XEXIW4EVXMIWMQTVSZIXLIGSSTIVEXMSRFIX[IIRXLIMV2EXMSREP%YXLSVMXMIWERHXLEXXLI]
EKVIISRERHETTP]WMQMPEVVYPIWERHWXERHEVHWJSVGSPPIGXMRKERHVITSVXMRKHEXE
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8EFPI';'7GLIHYPIWSJ'LIQMGEPW

Schedule 1
%








(4)



(5)






(8)
&

(CAS Registry number)

8S\MGGLIQMGEPW
3%PO]P 'MRGPG]GPSEPO]P EPO]P
1I)XR4VSVM4V TLSWTLSRSƥYSVMHEXIW
)\EQTPIW7EVMR
3-WSTVST]PQIXL]PTLSWTLSRSƥYSVMHEXI (107-44-8)
7SQER
34MREGSP]PQIXL]PTLSWTLSRSƥYSVMHEXI 
3%PO]P 'MRGPG]GPSEPO]P 22HMEPO]P
(Me, Et, n-Pr or i-Pr) phosphoramidocyanidates
)\EQTPI8EFYR
3)XL]P22HMQIXL]PTLSWTLSVEQMHSG]ERMHEXI (77-81-6)
3%PO]P ,SV 'MRGPG]GPSEPO]P 7HMEPO]P
(Me, Et, n-Pr or i-Pr)-aminoethyl alkyl
(Me, Et, n-Pr or i-Pr) phosphonothiolates and corresponding alkylated or protonated salts
)\EQTPI:<
3)XL]P7HMMWSTVST]PEQMRSIXL]PQIXL]PTLSWTLSRSXLMSPEXI 
Sulfur mustards:
'LPSVSIXL]PGLPSVSQIXL]PWYPƤHI(2625-76-5)
1YWXEVHKEW&MW GLPSVSIXL]P WYPƤHI (505-60-2)
Bis (2-chloroethylthio)methane 
Sesquimustard: 1,2-Bis (2-chloroethylthio)ethane(3563-36-8)
1,3-Bis (2-chloroethylthio)-n-propane 
1,4-Bis (2-chloroethylthio)-n-butane 
1,5-Bis (2-chloroethylthio)-n-pentane 
Bis (2-chloroethylthiomethyl)ether 
O-Mustard: Bis(2-chloroethylthioethyl)ether 
Lewisites:
Lewisite 1: 2-Chlorovinyldichloroarsine(541-25-3)
Lewisite 2: Bis (2-chlorovinyl)chloroarsine 
Lewisite 3: Tris (2-chlorovinyl)arsine (40334-70-1)
2MXVSKIRQYWXEVHW
,2&MW GLPSVSIXL]P IXL]PEQMRI(538-07-8)
,2&MW GLPSVSIXL]P QIXL]PEQMRI (51-75-2)
,28VMW GLPSVSIXL]P EQMRI(555-77-1)
7E\MXS\MR 
Ricin 
4VIGYVWSVW



%PO]P 1I)XR4VSVM4V TLSWTLSR]PHMƥYSVMHIW
)\EQTPI(*
1IXL]PTLSWTLSR]PHMƥYSVMHI 
  3%PO]P ,SV 'MRGPG]GPSEPO]P 3HMEPO]P
(Me, Et, n-Pr or i-Pr)-aminoethyl alkyl
(Me, Et, n-Pr or i-Pr) phosphonites and
corresponding alkylated or protonated salts

)\EQTPI50
3)XL]P3HMMWSTVST]PEQMRSIXL]PQIXL]PTLSWTLSRMXI (57856-11-8)
(11) Chlorosarin:
O-Isopropyl methylphosphonochloridate(1445-76-7)
(12) Chlorosoman:
O-Pinacolyl methylphosphonochloridate(7040-57-5)


Schedule 2
%
(1)

(3)
&





(7)


 
 


 
 
(14)

8S\MGGLIQMGEPW
Amiton: O,O-Diethyl S-[2-(diethylamino)ethyl]
phosphorothiolate and corresponding alkylated (78-53-5)
or protonated salts
4*-&4IRXEƥYSVS XVMƥYSVSQIXL]P TVSTIRI(382-21-8)
BZ: 3-Quinuclidinyl benzilate (*)(6581-06-2)
4VIGYVWSVW
'LIQMGEPWI\GITXJSVXLSWIPMWXIHMR7GLIHYPIGSRXEMRMRKETLSWTLSVYWEXSQXS[LMGLMWFSRHIH
one methyl, ethyl or propyl (normal or iso) group but no further carbon atoms
)\EQTPIW
1IXL]PTLSWTLSR]PHMGLPSVMHI 
Dimethyl methylphosphonate 
)\IQTXMSR*SRSJSW3)XL]P7TLIR]PIXL]PTLSWTLSRSXLMSPSXLMSREXI 
22(MEPO]P 1I)XR4VSVM4V TLSWTLSVEQMHMGHMLEPMHIW
(MEPO]P 1I)XR4VSVM4V 22HMEPO]P 1I)XR4VSVM4V TLSWTLSVEQMHEXIW
Arsenic trichloride(7784-34-1)
(MTLIR]PL]HVS\]EGIXMGEGMH 
5YMRYGPMHMRSP  
22(MEPO]P 1I)XR4VSVM4V EQMRSIXL]PGLPSVMHIWERHGSVVIWTSRHMRKTVSXSREXIHWEPXW
22(MEPO]P 1I)XR4VSVM4V EQMRSIXLERISPWERHGSVVIWTSRHMRKTVSXSREXIHWEPXW
)\IQTXMSRW
22(MQIXL]PEQMRSIXLERSPERHGSVVIWTSRHMRKTVSXSREXIHWEPXW (108-01-0)

22(MIXL]PEQMRSIXLERSPERHGSVVIWTSRHMRKTVSXSREXIHWEPXW (100-37-8)
22(MEPO]P 1I)XR4VSVM4V EQMRSIXLERIXLMSPWERHGSVVIWTSRHMRKTVSXSREXIHWEPXW
8LMSHMKP]GSP&MW L]HVS\]IXL]P WYPƤHI(111-48-8)
Pinacolyl alcohol: 3,3-Dimethylbutan-2-ol(464-07-3)
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Schedule 3
%
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

8S\MGGLIQMGEPW
Phosgene: Carbonyl dichloride (75-44-5)
Cyanogen chloride(506-77-4)
Hydrogen cyanide 
Chloropicrin: Trichloronitromethane (76-06-2)

&

(6)
(7)
(8)

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

4VIGYVWSVW
4LSWTLSVYWS\]GLPSVMHI (10025-87-3)
Phosphorus trichloride 
Phosphorus pentachloride (10026-13-8)
Trimethyl phosphite 
8VMIXL]PTLSWTLMXI(122-52-1)
Dimethyl phosphite 
Diethyl phosphite  
Sulfur monochloride 
Sulfur dichloride  
Thionyl chloride  
Ethyldiethanolamine 
Methyldiethanolamine 
Triethanolamine (102-71-6)

ŝ(IƤRMXMSRWSRMQTSVXSVI\TSVX
(IƤRMXMSRWSJMQTSVXERHI\TSVXHITIRHSRXLIPIKMWPEXMSRSJ7XEXI4EVXMIWERHLIRGI7XEXIW4EVXMIWQE]HIGPEVI
MQTSVXWERHI\TSVXWSJWGLIHYPIHGLIQMGEPWMRHMJJIVIRX[E]W8SLEZIEGSQQSRYRHIVWXERHMRKSRXLIXIVQW
MQTSVXERHI\TSVXF]EPP7XEXI4EVXMIWXLI)\IGYXMZI'SYRGMPSJXLI34';SRMXWVH7IWWMSRETTVSZIHXLI
(IGMWMSR)'(IGHEXIH.YRISRŰ+YMHIPMRIWVIKEVHMRKHIGPEVEXMSRSJMQTSVXERHI\TSVXHEXEJSV
Schedule 2 and 3 chemicals”. This decision sets out the following voluntary guidelines:
Solely for the purposes of submitting declarations under the CWC (under paragraph 1, 8(b) and 8(c) of Part VII
ERHTEVEKVETLSJ4EVX:---SJXLI:IVMƤGEXMSR%RRI\ XLIXIVQŬMQTSVXŭWLEPPFIYRHIVWXSSHXSQIERXLITL]WMGEP
movement of scheduled chemicals into the territory or any other place under the jurisdiction or control of a State
4EVX]JVSQXLIXIVVMXSV]SVER]SXLIVTPEGIYRHIVXLINYVMWHMGXMSRSVGSRXVSPSJERSXLIV7XEXII\GPYHMRKXVERWMX
STIVEXMSRWERHXLIXIVQŬI\TSVXŭWLEPPFIYRHIVWXSSHXSQIERXLITL]WMGEPQSZIQIRXSJWGLIHYPIHGLIQMGEPWSYX
of the territory or any other place under the jurisdiction or control of a State Party into the territory or any other
TPEGIYRHIVXLINYVMWHMGXMSRSVGSRXVSPSJERSXLIV7XEXII\GPYHMRKXVERWMXSTIVEXMSRW
Transit operations shall mean the physical movements in which scheduled chemicals pass through the territory
of a State on the way to their intended State of destination. Transit operations include changes in the means of
transport, including temporary storage only for that purpose.
For the purposes of declaring imports, the declaring State Party shall specify the State from which the scheduled
GLIQMGEPW[IVIHMWTEXGLIHI\GPYHMRKXLI7XEXIWXLVSYKL[LMGLXLIWGLIHYPIHGLIQMGEPWXVERWMXIHERHVIKEVHPIWW
of the State in which the scheduled chemicals were produced.
*SVXLITYVTSWIWSJHIGPEVMRKI\TSVXWXLIHIGPEVMRK7XEXI4EVX]WLEPPWTIGMJ]XLIMRXIRHIH7XEXISJHIWXMREXMSR
I\GPYHMRKXLI7XEXIWXLVSYKL[LMGLXLIWGLIHYPIHGLIQMGEPWXVERWMXIH

Since 29 April 2000, Schedule 2 chemicals have
FIIRPMQMXIHXSI\Tort or import between States
Parties. In a decision taken in May 2000 by the
OPCW Conference of the States Parties, it was
GPEVMƤIHXLEXXLMWPMQMXEXMSREPWSETTPMIWXSQM\XYVIW
containing Schedule 2B chemicals in concentrations
EFSZITIVGIRX8LISRP]I\GITXMSRMWGSRWYQIV
goods packaged for retail sale for personal use or
packaged for individual use.
States Parties are required to make initial and
annual declarations on the aggregate quantities
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MQTSVXIHERHI\TSVXIHSJIEGL7GLIHYPIGLIQMGEP
including details of the aggregate amounts imported
JVSQSVI\TSVXIHXSIEGLSXLIVGSYRXV]MRZSPZIH
7SQII\EQTPIWSJ[L]E7XEXI4EVX]QMKLX[MWL
XSMQTSVXSVI\TSVXXLIWIGLIQMGEPWIMXLIVEWTYVI
compounds or as components in formulations, are
as follows:
° (MQIXL]PQIXL]PTLSWTLSREXI (114  DMMP
MWYWIHHMVIGXP]EWEƥEQIVIXEVHERXJSVJEFVMGW
(such as those used to make seat covers,
curtains and clothes) and for polyurethane
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°

°

°

°

foams (used widely in the furniture industry).
It is also an important ingredient in the
TVITEVEXMSRSJJSVQYPEXMSRW QM\XYVIW WYGLEW
automotive specialty lubricants and oils, and as
a raw material in the production of agricultural
chemicals, including pesticides.
8LMSHMKP]GSP This chemical is widely
employed in water-based dyes for the cloth
manufacturing industries, including the rural
industries of developing countries. And it is a
key component of the water-based inks used in
the manufacture of felt-tip pens and in certain
printing inks. It is also a starting chemical in the
production of specialty resins and adhesives,
and is used as a lubricant additive.
%VWIRMGXVMGLPSVMHI. Arsenic trichloride is the
key starting material in the production of most
arsenic-containing insecticides, fungicides,
herbicides, rodenticides and defoliants.
1IXL]PTLSWTLSRMGEGMH This chemical is used
as a starting material in the production of
the herbicide glyphosate and the sugarcane
ripener glyphosine.
Schedule 3 contains chemicals considered to
pose a risk to the object and purpose of the
Convention, but that typically are manufactured
in very large quantities for legitimate
commercial purposes.

7GLIHYPIGLIQMGEPWQE]FII\TSVXIHSRP]XS
a State not Party if that State issues an end-use
GIVXMƤGEXIWXEXMRKXLEXXLIXVERWJIVVIHGLIQMGEPW
will be used only for purposes not prohibited by the
Convention and that they will not be re-transferred.
8LIGIVXMƤGEXIEPWSQYWXPMWXXLIX]TIWERH
quantities of the chemicals, their end use(s), and
the name(s) and address(es) of the end user(s).
8LIIRHYWIGIVXMƤGEXIWLSYPHFIMWWYIHF]E
competent government authority of the State not
Party. Instructions and the appropriate forms are
available at the OPCW website34.
2SIRHYWIGIVXMƤGEXIWEVIVIUYMVIHJSVTVSHYGXW
containing 30 per cent or less of a Schedule 3
GLIQMGEPERHTVSHYGXWMHIRXMƤIHEWGSRWYQIV
goods packaged for retail sale for personal use or
packaged for individual use.

States Parties are required to make initial and
annual declarations on the aggregate quantities
MQTSVXIHERHI\TSVXIHSJIEGL7GLIHYPI
chemical, including details of the aggregate
EQSYRXWMQTSVXIHJVSQSVI\TSVXIHXSIEGLSXLIV
country involved.
The worldwide trade in Schedule 3 chemicals and
products containing them is vast. Product groups
include pesticides, pharmaceuticals, toiletries,
resins and plastics, urethanes, absorbents,
antistatic agents, acrylics, preparations used in
leather tannery, surfactants, corrosion inhibitors,
QEXIVMEPWYWIHMRKSPHI\XVEGXMSRERHZYPGERMWMRK
agents. Some reasons a State Party might wish to
MQTSVXSVI\TSVXXLIWIGLIQMGEPWIMXLIVEWTYVI
compounds or as components in formulations, are
as follows:
° 8VMQIXL]PTLSWTLMXI 814 TMP is used
EWEƥEQIVIXEVHERXMRWSQITPEWXMGERH
rubber products. It is also used as an optical
FVMKLXIRIVZMWGSWMX]QSHMƤIVERHERXMS\MHERX
in products ranging from lubricants to paints
and as a raw material in the manufacture of
agricultural and pesticide products.
° 7YPJYVQSRSGLPSVMHI This chemical is a
vulcanising agent used in the manufacture
of specialist rubber products, including tyres,
hoses and electrical cable covers. It is also
EVE[QEXIVMEPMRXLITVSHYGXMSRSJWYPƤHI
products ranging from fungicides to cosmetics
additives and dyes, and it is used as a treatment
for vegetable oils and to harden softwoods.
° 8VMIXLERSPEQMRITriethanolamine is a
component of many formulations used by
industries that produce chemicals from
REXYVEPKEWSVTIXVSPIYQ3MPVIƤRIVMIWYWI
it to remove sulphur. It is very widely used in
products such as oil drilling emulsions, cutting
oils, automotive coolants, surface active
EKIRXWXI\XMPIWTIGMEPXMIW[E\IWERHTSPMWLIW
herbicides, cements, pharmaceutical products
and toiletries.
The most commonly traded scheduled chemicals
are listed in table 3-1 (page 76) and all relevant
information is available at: https://www.opcw.org/
SYV[SVORSRTVSPMJIVEXMSRHIGPEVEXMSRWEHZMWIV
most-traded-scheduled-chemicals

34 LXXTW[[[STG[SVKSYV[SVORSRTVSPMJIVEXMSRHIGPEVEXMSRWEHZMWIV
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-QTSVXERXHIƤRMXMSRW
Annex on Chemicals
3RISJXLVIIERRI\IWXSXLI';'-XGSRXEMRWXLI7GLIHYPIWSJ'LIQMGEPWERHXLIGVMXIVMEJSVMRGPYWMSRSJ
chemicals in schedules.
Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS)
%YRMZIVWEPW]WXIQSJRYQFIVMRKERHREQMRKYWIHXSMHIRXMJ]GLIQMGEPWERHWTIGMƤGGLIQMGEPQM\XYVIW
Chemical weapons
%PPXS\MGGLIQMGEPWERHXLIMVTVIGYVWSVWI\GITX[LIRMRXIRHIHJSVXLSWITYVTSWIWJSVIWIIRF]XLI'SRZIRXMSR
EWRSXTVSLMFMXIHEW[IPPEWQYRMXMSRWERHHIZMGIWWTIGMƤGEPP]HIWMKRIHXSGEYWIHIEXLLEVQXIQTSVEV]
MRGETEGMXEXMSRSVWIRWSV]MVVMXEXMSRXLVSYKLXLIVIPIEWISJEXS\MGGLIQMGEPERHER]IUYMTQIRXWTIGMƤGEPP]
designed for use directly in connection with the employment of such munitions and devices.
Dual-use
The term applied to a chemical or piece of equipment that has both peaceful and chemical weapons applications.
)RHYWIGIVXMƤGEXI
The document required to transfer Schedule 3 chemicals to a “State not Party” to the Convention. In this
document, the State not Party declares that the chemicals will be used for peaceful, non-prohibited purposes.
Implementing legislation
Legislation enacted at the national level that criminalises the prohibitions of the Convention and enables the
prosecution of individuals for crimes related to chemical weapons. In many cases, implementing legislation is
EPWSVIUYMVIHMRSVHIVJSVE7XEXI4EVX]XSQSRMXSVIJJIGXMZIP]MRHYWXV]ŭWYWISJXS\MGGLIQMGEPW
2EXMSREP%YXLSVMX] 2%
The bodies established by a national government to act as liaison between the government and the Technical
Secretariat for implementation of the CWC. NAs serve many functions, including co-ordinating inspections,
monitoring the chemical industry and collecting information.
Precursor
%R]GLIQMGEPVIEGXERXXLEXXEOIWTEVXMRER]WXEKIMRXLITVSHYGXMSRSJEXS\MGGLIQMGEPMRGPYHMRKER]OI]
component of a binary or multi-component chemical weapon system.
Prohibited purposes
8LIYWISJXS\MGGLIQMGEPWSVTVIGYVWSVWMRHIZIPSTMRKSVTVSHYGMRKGLIQMGEP[IETSRWEWTVSLMFMXIHYRHIV
Article I of the CWC. The term also applies to the transfer or use of chemical weapons, preparations to use
chemical weapons militarily or assisting in the performance of these prohibited activities.
Scheduled chemicals
8S\MGGLIQMGEPWERHXLIMVTVIGYVWSVWPMWXIHMRXLI';'ŭW7GLIHYPIWSJ'LIQMGEPW7GLIHYPIGLIQMGEPWEVI
the most dangerous, and therefore the most controlled, and have few peaceful uses. The restrictions on the
chemicals listed in Schedules 2 and 3 are fewer, and they are often produced in large quantities for industrial
purposes.
Schedules
8LI7GLIHYPIWSJ'LIQMGEPWJSYRHMRXLI'SRZIRXMSRŭW%RRI\SR'LIQMGEPWPMWXWXS\MGGLIQMGEPWXLEXIMXLIVLEZI
been used as chemical weapons or are precursors to chemical weapons, and that may or may not be produced
commercially. These chemicals, divided among three schedules, are controlled under the terms of the Convention.
State Party
%WXEXIXLEXLEWWMKRIHERHVEXMƤIHSVEGGIHIHXSXLI'LIQMGEP;IETSRW'SRZIRXMSRERHJSV[LMGLXLIMRMXMEP
HE]TIVMSHLEWTEWWIH XLI';'IRXIVWMRXSJSVGIJSVEWXEXISRP]HE]WEJXIVMXWVEXMƤGEXMSRSVEGGIWWMSRXSXLI
treaty).
Technical Secretariat
The main implementation organ of the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. It includes the
Inspectorate and various support staff.
Toxic chemical
Any chemical that through its chemical action on life processes can cause death, temporary incapacitation or
permanent harm to humans or animals.
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Unscheduled chemicals
8LI'SRZIRXMSRHSIWRSXGSRXEMRWTIGMƤG
TVSZMWMSRWXSVIKYPEXII\TSVXWERHMQTSVXWSJ
unscheduled chemicals, or on chemical production
equipment and technologies. However, States
Parties have undertaken not to assist in the
proliferation of chemical weapons capabilities and
are required to “adopt the necessary measures” to
ensure penal legislation.

were reported to the National Authority. If the
declarations rely on a licensing or permit scheme,
the licences or permits should be checked against
the Customs statistics to see which imports
EGXYEPP]IRXIVIHXLIGSYRXV]ERH[LMGLI\TSVXW
were actually shipped.

1EOMRKEƤREPGLIGO

Double-checking compliance

'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWQE]ƤRHXLIJSPPS[MRKGLIGOPMWX
helpful in scrutinizing shipments:
° If the shipment is a chemical, verify it is
scheduled
° Compare packing list, bill of entry and country
of origin to make sure they match
° Check HS code
° 'LIGOMQTSVXI\TSVXPMGIRGIW
° Compare HS code with invoice description
° -RXVERWLMTQIRXXVERWMXSVI\TSVXGLIGOGSYRXV]
of destination (e.g. determining if the country is
a State Party)
° :IVMJ]XLEXMQTSVXIVERHTPEGISJFYWMRIWWI\MWX
° Verify container numbers and seals
° Inspect the merchandise
° Verify the labelling is consistent with
documentation
° Verify quantities and weight carefully
° If a theft occurs, call the police authorities
immediately and report it to the National
Authority
° )\GLERKIMRJSVQEXMSR[MXLSXLIV'YWXSQW
organizations on implementation of Convention
requirements on transfers.

States Parties have found that a regular programme
of double-checking compliance is helpful. Customs
organizations can review Customs documents to
WII[LIXLIVEPPHIGPEVEFPIMQTSVXWERHI\TSVXW

Customs facilitate the provision of import and
I\TSVX7GLIHYPIERHGLIQMGEPWXSXLI2EXMSREP
Authority for the trade declarations.

The role of Customs and border
protection agencies
Collecting export and import data
Customs and border protection agencies play a
crucial role in helping National Authorities to comply
with the Convention requirements by:
° 4VSZMHMRKHIXEMPWSJHIGPEVEFPIMQTSVXI\TSVX
data for compilation of CWC declarations
° Enforcing restrictions on the transfer of
scheduled chemicals to States not Party
° Validating data from different sources
° Enforcing national regulations, such as
implementing legislation for the Convention
XLEXQE]VIUYMVIXLIMWWYERGISJMQTSVXI\TSVX
licences for the transfer of scheduled chemicals
° Resolving discrepancies in data declared by
other State Parties that are trading partners
XLVSYKLXLII\XIRWMZIMRXIVREXMSREP'YWXSQW
network.
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For more information
The following addresses and links will be helpful to those seeking more information on the Chemical Weapons
Convention:
General information
1IHMEERH4YFPMG%JJEMVW&VERGL)\XIVREP6IPEXMSRW(MZMWMSR
Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW)
Johan de Wittlaan 32 2517 JR The Hague
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31 70 416 3300
*E\
http://www.opcw.org
Legal issues
3JƤGISJXLI0IKEP%HZMWIV34';
Tel.: +31 70 416 3708
E-mail: legal@opcw.org
Declarations, information on chemicals, transfers of chemicals
Declarations Branch, OPCW
Tel.: +31 70 416 3062
E-mail: deb@opcw.org
Support to National Authorities in all key areas
Implementation Support Branch, OPCW
Tel.: +31 70 416 3376
E-mail: ipb@opcw.org
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CITES
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How CITES regulates trade
CITES subjects the international trade in specimens
of selected species to certain controls. All imports,
I\TSVXWVII\TSVXWERHMRXVSHYGXMSRWJVSQXLI
sea of species covered by the Convention are
authorised through a licensing system. Each Party
to the Convention must designate one or more
Management Authorities to administer the licensing

W]WXIQERHSRISVQSVI7GMIRXMƤG%YXLSVMXMIWXS
advise them on the effects of trade on the status
of the species. The species covered by CITES are
listed in three Appendices, according to the degree
SJTVSXIGXMSRXLI]RIIH WIIFS\IWŰ8LI'-8)7
Appendices” and “Conditions for Trade”).
The Appendices include some whole groups, such
as primates, cetaceans (whales, dolphins and

ŝ8LI'-8)7%TTIRHMGIW
°

°

°

%TTIRHM\-MRGPYHIWWTIGMIWXLVIEXIRIH[MXLI\XMRGXMSRXLEXEVISVQE]FIEJJIGXIHF]XVEHI-RXIVREXMSREP
XVEHIMRWTIGMQIRWSJXLIWIWTIGMIWMWTIVQMXXIHSRP]MRI\GITXMSREPGMVGYQWXERGIWERHGSQQIVGMEPXVEHIMW
KIRIVEPP]TVSLMFMXIH%TTIRHM\-PMWXWSZIVERMQEPWTIGMIWERHSZIVTPERXWTIGMIW
%TTIRHM\--MRGPYHIWWTIGMIWRSXRIGIWWEVMP]XLVIEXIRIH[MXLI\XMRGXMSRFYXJSV[LMGLXVEHIQYWXFIGSRXVSPPIH
XSEZSMHXLIMVFIGSQMRKXLVIEXIRIH%TTIRHM\--EPWSMRGPYHIWWTIGMIWXLEXVIWIQFPIXLSWIEPVIEH]MR%TTIRHM\
-SV---RXIVREXMSREPXVEHIMWTIVQMXXIHFYXVIKYPEXIH%TTIRHM\--PMWXWSZIVERMQEPWTIGMIWERHRIEVP]
30,000 plant species.
%TTIRHM\---MRGPYHIWWTIGMIWXLEXEVITVSXIGXIHMREXPIEWXSRIGSYRXV][LMGLLEWEWOIHSXLIV'-8)74EVXMIW
for assistance in controlling the trade. International trade is permitted but regulated. Some 190 animal species
ERHTPERXWTIGMIWEVIPMWXIHMR%TTIRHM\---

ŝ'SRHMXMSRWJSVXVEHI
A specimen of a CITES-listed species may be traded from a State party to the Convention only if the appropriate
HSGYQIRXLEWFIIRSFXEMRIHERHTVIWIRXIHJSVGPIEVERGIEXXLITSVXSJIRXV]SVI\MX&IGEYWIVIUYMVIQIRXWZEV]
somewhat from country to country, Customs administrations should check on the national laws, but the main
GSRHMXMSRWXLEXETTP]JSVIEGL%TTIRHM\EVIHIWGVMFIHFIPS[
Appendix I specimens
An import permit issued by the Management Authority of the State of import is required. It may be issued only if
the specimen is not to be used primarily for commercial purposes and if the import will be for purposes that are
RSXHIXVMQIRXEPXSXLIWYVZMZEPSJXLIWTIGMIW-RXLIGEWISJEPMZIERMQEPSVTPERXXLI7GMIRXMƤG%YXLSVMX]QYWXFI
WEXMWƤIHXLEXXLITVSTSWIHVIGMTMIRXMWWYMXEFP]IUYMTTIHXSLSYWIERHGEVIJSVMX%RI\TSVXTIVQMXSVVII\TSVX
GIVXMƤGEXIMWWYIHF]XLI1EREKIQIRX%YXLSVMX]SJXLI7XEXISJI\TSVXSVVII\TSVXMWEPWSVIUYMVIH%RI\TSVXTIVQMX
may be issued only if the specimen was legally obtained; the trade will not be detrimental to the survival of the
WTIGMIWERHERMQTSVXTIVQMXLEWEPVIEH]FIIRMWWYIH%VII\TSVXGIVXMƤGEXIQE]FIMWWYIHSRP]MJXLIWTIGMQIR
was imported in accordance with the provisions of the Convention and, in the case of a live animal or plant, if an
import permit has been issued. A live animal or plant must be prepared and shipped to minimise any risk of injury,
HEQEKIXSLIEPXLSVGVYIPXVIEXQIRX-RXLIGEWISJWTIGMQIRWMRXVSHYGIHJVSQXLIWIEEGIVXMƤGEXIQYWXFIMWWYIH
by the Management Authority of the State into which the specimens are being brought.
Appendix II specimens
%RI\TSVXTIVQMXSVVII\TSVXGIVXMƤGEXIMWWYIHF]XLI1EREKIQIRX%YXLSVMX]SJXLI7XEXISJI\TSVXSVVII\TSVX
MWVIUYMVIH%RI\TSVXTIVQMXQE]FIMWWYIHSRP]MJXLIWTIGMQIR[EWPIKEPP]SFXEMRIHERHXLII\TSVX[MPPRSXFI
HIXVMQIRXEPXSXLIWYVZMZEPSJXLIWTIGMIW%VII\TSVXGIVXMƤGEXIQE]FIMWWYIHSRP]MJXLIWTIGMQIR[EWMQTSVXIHMR
accordance with the Convention. In the case of a live animal or plant, it must be prepared and shipped to minimise
any risk of injury, damage to health or cruel treatment. No import permit is needed unless required by national law.
-RXLIGEWISJWTIGMQIRWMRXVSHYGIHJVSQXLIWIEEGIVXMƤGEXIQYWXFIMWWYIHF]XLI1EREKIQIRX%YXLSVMX]SJXLI
State into which the specimens are being brought.
Appendix III specimens
*SVXVEHIJVSQE7XEXIXLEXMRGPYHIHXLIWTIGMIWMR%TTIRHM\---ERI\TSVXTIVQMXMWWYIHF]XLI1EREKIQIRX
Authority of that State is required. This permit may be issued only if the specimen was legally obtained and, in the
case of a live animal or plant, if it will be prepared and shipped to minimise any risk of injury, damage to health
SVGVYIPXVIEXQIRX*SVI\TSVXJVSQER]SXLIV7XEXIEGIVXMƤGEXISJSVMKMRMWWYIHF]MXW1EREKIQIRX%YXLSVMX]MW
VIUYMVIH%WJSVVII\TSVXEVII\TSVXGIVXMƤGEXIMWWYIHF]XLI7XEXISJVII\TSVXMWVIUYMVIH
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-QTSVXERXHIƤRMXMSRW
Conference of the Parties Refers to all the member States (Parties)
Every three years the Conference of the Parties meets to review the implementation of the Convention.
Introduction from the sea
The transport into a State of specimens of any species taken from a marine environment not under the jurisdiction
of any State.
Management Authority
A national management authority designated to implement the Convention.
Personal or household effects
Specimens that are personally owned or possessed for non-commercial purposes, are legally acquired and, at
XLIXMQISJMQTSVXI\TSVXSVVII\TSVXIMXLIVEVI[SVRGEVVMIHSVMRGPYHIHMRTIVWSREPFEKKEKISVEVITEVXSJE
household move.
Re-export
8LII\TSVXSJER]WTIGMQIRTVIZMSYWP]MQTSVXIH
7GMIRXMƤG%YXLSVMX]
%REXMSREPWGMIRXMƤGEYXLSVMX]HIWMKREXIHXSEHZMWIXLI1EREKIQIRX%YXLSVMX]
Species
Any species, subspecies, or geographically separate population thereof.
Specimen
Any animal or plant, whether alive or dead. It may also include any recognisable part or derivative.
Tourist souvenir specimen
%TTPMIWSRP]XSTIVWSREPERHLSYWILSPHIJJIGXWEGUYMVIHSYXWMHIXLIS[RIVŭW7XEXISJYWYEPVIWMHIRGI8LMWXIVQMW
not applied to live specimens.
Trade Export, re-export, import and introduction from the sea
Transit or transhipment of specimens Refers only to (1) specimens that remain in the control of Customs and
are in the process of shipment to a named consignee, and (2) to cross-border movements of sample collections
accompanied by an ATA Carnet.

porpoises), sea turtles, parrots, corals, cacti and
orchids, but in some cases only a subspecies or
the population of just one country is listed. Any
type of wild plant or animal may be included in the
%TTIRHMGIWERHMRWSQIGEWIWWTIGMƤGTVSHYGXW
SVMXIQWQE]FIMRGPYHIHSVI\GPYHIH3RP]XLI
Parties can add, remove or transfer species between
Appendices.

The role of Customs administrations in
the CITES process
8LIVSPISJ'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWSVFSVHIVGSRXVSP
SJƤGIVWMRXLI'-8)7TVSGIWWMWXSGSRHYGX
documentary and physical inspections, to check the
validity of the documents submitted, and to ensure
that they correspond to the actual goods. They also
combat fraud and check compliance with prohibition
ERHVIWXVMGXMSRQIEWYVIWGSPPIGXHYXMIWERHXE\IW
and, in many countries, conduct investigations at
XVEHIVWŭTVIQMWIWSVGEVV]SYXGLIGOWSRXLIXVERWTSVX
SJKSSHW[MXLMRXLIGSYRXV]'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWEPWS
help inform the public about conservation measures
MRTPEGIJSVJEYREERHƥSVE7SQIGSYRXVMIWLEZI
Customs units that specialise in CITES matters.

-RGEVV]MRKSYXXLMWQMWWMSR'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWEVI
RSXEPSRI)\TIVXWQE]EWWMWXMRXLIMHIRXMƤGEXMSRSJ
specimens, and the CITES Secretariat and various
CITES Management Authorities produce manuals
on how to identify species. Customs laboratories
SVSXLIVWGMIRXMƤGMRWXMXYXMSRWQE]EREP]WIGIVXEMR
products to determine whether they contain CITES
specimens, and CITES Management Authorities help
Customs administrations solve the problem of what
to do with the live animals or plants they seize.

CITES documents
%PPMQTSVXI\TSVXVII\TSVXERHMRXVSHYGXMSRJVSQXLI
sea of species covered by the Convention must be
authorised through a licensing system administered
by one or more Management Authorities designated
by each Party. The CITES permit provides detailed
information on the specimens being traded. Because
ZIVMJ]MRKXLI'-8)7TIVQMXSVGIVXMƤGEXIMWXLIJSGEP
point of the documentary inspection, it is important
XLEX'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWFIGSQIJEQMPMEV[MXLXLI
TIVQMXMXWZEVMSYWƤIPHWERHXLIMVGSRXIRXW WIIFS\
“Information on a typical CITES Permit”). Importers
ERHI\TSVXIVW[LSEVIQSZMRK'-8)7WTIGMQIRW
across international borders must ensure that the
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ŝ-RJSVQEXMSRSREX]TMGEP'-8)7TIVQMX
•
•
•
•
ŵ
ŵ
ŵ
•
•
•
•
ŵ
•
•
ŵ

Name and logo of the Convention
Unique number
Document type
Period of validity
)\TSVXIVŭWEHHVIWW
)\TSVXIVŭWWMKREXYVI
)\TSVXIVŭWEHHVIWW
Management Authority address
Purpose of trade
Species name
Specimen type
%TTIRHM\
Source
Quantity/units
5YSXEERHI\TSVXWXSHEXI

specimens are accompanied by the appropriate
CITES documents. Although the format of these
permits may vary somewhat from one country to
another, their contents must always comply with the
requirements of the Convention.
%RMQTSVXTIVQMXMWVIUYMVIHXSMQTSVX%TTIRHM\-
WTIGMQIRW-XMWRSXVIUYMVIHF]'-8)7JSV%TTIRHM\
II specimens, but it may be required by national
PIKMWPEXMSR%RMQTSVXTIVQMX %TTIRHM\- LEWE
ZEPMHMX]SJEQE\MQYQSJSRI]IEV8LIZEPMHMX]MW
cancelled at the moment of import.
%RI\TSVXTIVQMXMWVIUYMVIHXSI\TSVX%TTIRHM\-ERH
II specimens and is also required by the listing Party
XSI\TSVX%TTIRHM\---WTIGMQIRW%RI\TSVXTIVQMX
MWZEPMHYTXSWM\QSRXLWEJXIVXLIHEXISJMWWYERGI
Some Parties, however, may use a shorter validity
period. Within the validity period, the specimens at
MWWYILEZIXSFII\TSVXIHERHGSRWIUYIRXP]MQTSVXIH
into the country of destination.
%VII\TSVXGIVXMƤGEXIMWVIUYMVIHJSVVII\TSVXSJ
specimens included in Appendices I, II and III.
%GIVXMƤGEXISJSVMKMRMWVIUYMVIHJSVI\TSVXSJ
%TTIRHM\---WTIGMQIRWJVSQGSYRXVMIWXLEXHMH
RSXMRGPYHIXLIWTIGMIWMR%TTIRHM\---%'-8)7
GIVXMƤGEXISJSVMKMRQE]FIMWWYIHSRP]F]E
Management Authority of the country of origin; in
TVEGXMGIXLII\TSVXTIVQMXJSVQMWYWYEPP]YWIH
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• Number of the breeding operation (as appropriate)
ŵ -JEVII\TSVXXLISVMKMREPGSYRXV]SJI\TSVXERHXLI
I\TSVXTIVQMXRYQFIVERHHEXISJMWWYERGIERHXLI
WEQIJSVXLIGSYRXV]SJPEWXVII\TSVX
• Date of acquisition (for pre-Convention)
• Place and date of issuance
• Signature and stamp of the Management Authority
• Security stamp and number (as appropriate)
• Waybill number
ŵ 4SVXSJI\TSVX
ŵ (EXISJI\TSVX
ŵ )\TSVXIRHSVWIQIRX WTIGMQIRGSYRX
ŵ )\TSVXIRHSVWIQIRXWMKREXYVI YWYEPP]'YWXSQW
• Stamp of the inspection authority

3XLIVHSGYQIRXWXLEXQE]LEZIXSFIZIVMƤIHEVI
the import declaration, veterinary and phytosanitary
GIVXMƤGEXIWERHXLIFMPPSJPEHMRKERHMRZSMGIW8LI
ƥS[GLEVXMR*MKYVIHITMGXWXLIZEVMSYWWXITWJSV
verifying a CITES document. If after the inspection
XLIWMXYEXMSRMWWXMPPYRGPIEV'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWLSYPH
contact the Management Authority for assistance.
For imports, the original of the import permit must be
retained and forwarded to the Management Authority.
*SVI\TSVXWXLIIRHSVWIQIRXFS\QYWXFIGSQTPIXIH
EXXLIXMQISJI\TSVX-XWLSYPHMRGPYHIXLIUYERXMX]
SJWTIGMQIRWI\TSVXIH ER]YRYWIHFS\IWWLSYPH
be crossed out), and the place, date and Customs
SJƤGIVŭWWMKREXYVIERHWIEP%GST]WLSYPHFI
retained and forwarded to the Management Authority.
-RWSQIWTIGMƤGWMXYEXMSRWHSGYQIRXWSXLIVXLERXLI
regular permits may be used, or special provisions
QE]ETTP]XSXLIXVEHIHWTIGMQIRW JSVI\EQTPITVI
'SRZIRXMSRGIVXMƤGEXIWTL]XSWERMXEV]GIVXMƤGEXIW
QYPXMTPIYWIGIVXMƤGEXIWSVTVSZMWMSRWVIPEXIHXS
GETXMZIFVIHERMQEPWERHEVXMƤGMEPP]propagated
TPERXWTIGMQIRW -RWYGLGEWIW'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW
should contact the Management Authority for
assistance.
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For more information
Inquiries about CITES and the training course just described should be directed to:
CITES Secretariat
Capacity Building Unit
International Environment House
Chemin des Anémones
CH-1219 Châtelaine, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel.: (+4122) 917-8139/40
*E\  
E-mail: info@cites.org
The following links will be helpful to those seeking more information on CITES:
0MWXSJ1EREKIQIRXERH7GMIRXMƤG%YXLSVMXMIW

http://www.cites.org/common/directy/e_directy.html

List of species covered by CITES

LXXT[[[GMXIWSVKIRKETTMRHI\WLXQP

List of Parties to the Convention

LXXT[[[GMXIWSVKIRKHMWGTEVXMIWMRHI\WLXQP

8I\XSJXLI'SRZIRXMSR

LXXT[[[GMXIWSVKIRKHMWGXI\XWLXQP

General information on CITES

http://www.cites.org
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Ozone in the Atmosphere

6WUDWRVSKHUH
10 to 50 km
OZONE LAYER

7URSRVSKHUH
0 to 10 km

(DUWKҋVVXUIDFH

Over the years, ODS have been used worldwide in
many common industrial processes and consumer
TVSHYGXW WIIFS\Ű1EMR'EXIKSVMIWSJ3(7űERH
“Main Uses of ODS and Products That Can Contain
3(7ű *SVI\EQTPIGLPSVSƥYSVSGEVFSRW '*'W 
were once used in almost all refrigeration and airconditioning systems, and halons were widely used in
ƤVII\XMRKYMWLIVW8LITVSHYGXMSRERHGSRWYQTXMSR

of all ODS by human activities are now tightly
regulated worldwide by the Montreal Protocol and
have been reduced by 99 per cent from the historic
peak levels. The main objective of the Protocol
is to reduce and eliminate the consumption and
production of ODS according to an agreed timetable
for developed and developing countries.

ŝ1EMRGEXIKSVMIWSJ3^SRI(ITPIXMRK7YFWXERGIW
ŵ 'LPSVSƥYSVSGEVFSRW '*'W 
e.g. CFC-12 (also known as R-12 or F-12)

ŵ ,]HVSGLPSVSƥYSVSGEVFSRW ,'*'W 
e.g. HCFC-22 (also known as R-22 or F-22)

ŵ ,EPSRW &VSQSGLPSVSƥYSVSGEVFSRW 
e.g. Halon 1301

ŵ ,]HVSFVSQSƥYSVSGEVFSRW ,&*'W

•

Carbon tetrachloride

•

Methyl chloroform

•

Bromochloromethane

•

Methyl bromide

ŝ1EMRYWIWSJ3(7ERHTVSHYGXWXLEXGERGSRXEMR3(7
•

Refrigerants (gases)

•

Air-conditioning systems (and components)

ŵ *MVII\XMRKYMWLIVW

•

Refrigerators/freezers

•

Fumigants, pesticides

•

Compressors

•

Foam-blowing agents

•

Vehicles (mobile air-conditioning systems)

•

Cleaning solvents

•

Insulating boards/pipe covers

•

Aerosol propellants

•

Metered-dose inhalers (medical inhalers)
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The Montreal Protocol was signed on 16 September
1987 and entered into force on 1 January 1989. The
4VSXSGSP[EWHIZIPSTIHMRVIWTSRWIXSWGMIRXMƤG
proof that the depletion of the stratospheric ozone
layer, caused by chlorine and bromine emissions from
LYQEREGXMZMXMIW[EWMRƥMGXMRKGSRWMHIVEFPIHEQEKI
on human health and the environment. The complete
PMWXSJGSRXVSPPIH3(7GERFIJSYRHMR%RRI\IW%&'
ERH)SJXLI4VSXSGSPXI\X WII8EFPI 
In 2016, the Montreal Protocol was amended to add
TS[IVJYPKVIIRLSYWIKEWIWL]HVSƥYSVSGEVFSRW
(HFCs) to the list of substances controlled under
the Protocol and which will be phased-down. The
use of HFCs is increasing rapidly as substitutes for
ozone-depleting substances and its phase-down is
I\TIGXIHXSEZSMHYTXSHIKVII'IPWMYWSJKPSFEP
temperature rise by 2100, while continuing to protect
the ozone layer. In accordance with its article IV,
paragraph 1, the Kigali Amendment shall enter into
force on 1 January 2019, provided that at least twenty
MRWXVYQIRXWSJVEXMƤGEXMSREGGITXERGISVETTVSZEP
of the Amendment have been deposited by States
or regional economic integration organizations that
are Parties to the Montreal Protocol on Substances
that Deplete the Ozone Layer. In the event that this
GSRHMXMSRLEWRSXFIIRJYPƤPPIHF]XLEXHEXIXLI

Amendment shall enter into force on the ninetieth day
JSPPS[MRKXLIHEXISR[LMGLMXLEWFIIRJYPƤPPIH
Under the Amendment, Montreal Protocol parties
are required to gradually reduce HFC use by 80-85
per cent by the late 2040s. First reductions by most
HIZIPSTIHGSYRXVMIWEVII\TIGXIHMR1SWX
developing countries will follow with a freeze of HFCs
consumption levels in 2024, and in 2028 for some
developing countries. Details of the elements of the
agreed HFC phase-down schedule are provided in
table 2.6 below:

How the Montreal Protocol regulates
trade
Each Party to the Montreal Protocol is committed
XSGSQTP]MRK[MXLXLI4VSXSGSPŭWXEVKIXWGLIHYPIJSV
phase-out of controlled substances, and so each
Party must introduce control measures to ensure
that its government will meet its obligations.
A Multilateral Fund was created under the Montreal
Protocol to provide eligible developing countries
[MXLXLIƤRERGMEPERHXIGLRMGEPEWWMWXERGIRIIHIH
to comply with the treaty. Some eligible countries
with economies in transition receive similar support
from the Global Environment Facility.

8EFPI4LEWIHS[RWGLIHYPIJSV,*'WMR%VXMGPIERHRSR%VXMGPITEVXMIW
A5 parties (developing countries)
– Group 1

A5 parties (developing countries)
– Group 2

2SR%TEVXMIW HIZIPSTIH
countries)

Baseline
formula

Average HFC consumption
for 2020-2022 + 65% of
L]HVSGLPSVSƥYSVSGEVFSR ,'*' 
baseline

Average HFC consumption
for 2024-2026 + 65% of HCFC
baseline

Average HFC consumption for 20112013 + 15% of HCFC baseline*

Freeze

2024

2028

-

1st step

ũ

2032 – 10%

ũ

2nd step

2035 – 30%

2037 – 20%

2024 – 40%

3rd step

2040 – 50%

2042 – 30%

ũ

4th step

-

-

2034 – 80%

Plateau

2045 – 80%

2047 – 85%

2036 – 85%

*SV&IPEVYW6YWWMER*IHIVEXMSR/E^EOLWXER8ENMOMWXER9^FIOMWXER ,'*'GSQTSRIRXSJFEWIPMRIERHHMJJIVIRXMRMXMEPX[SWXITW  
 VIHYGXMSRMRERH   VIHYGXMSRMR
Notes:
 +VSYT%VXMGPITEVXMIWRSXTEVXSJ+VSYT
 +VSYT&ELVEMR-RHMEXLI-WPEQMG6ITYFPMGSJ-VER-VEU/Y[EMX3QER4EOMWXER5EXEV7EYHM%VEFMEERHXLI9RMXIH%VEF)QMVEXIW
 8IGLRSPSK]VIZMI[MRERHIZIV]ƤZI]IEVW
 8IGLRSPSK]VIZMI[JSYVXSƤZI]IEVWFIJSVIXSGSRWMHIVXLIGSQTPMERGIHIJIVVEPSJX[S]IEVWJVSQXLIJVII^ISJSJ%VXMGPI
+VSYTXSEHHVIWWKVS[XLMRVIPIZERXWIGXSVWEFSZIGIVXEMRXLVIWLSPH
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Financial and technical assistance is provided
by the Multilateral Fund in the form of grants or
concessional loans and is delivered primarily
XLVSYKLJSYVŬMQTPIQIRXMRKEKIRGMIWŭ
° United Nations Environment Programme
(UN Environment)
° United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP)
° United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO)
° World Bank
The Multilateral Fund supports various activities
in developing countries, including industrial
conversion, technical assistance, information
dissemination, training and capacity building aimed
at phasing out ODS and phasing down of HFCs. The
capacity building component includes training of
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWIWXEFPMWLQIRXERHIRJSVGIQIRX
of licensing systems and related policies, and
cooperation to combat illegal ODS and HFC trade.

Import/export licensing system and other
instruments
Most developing countries do not produce ODS
and HFCs and are completely dependent on their
imports. Consequently, monitoring the legal trade
and preventing illegal trade of these chemicals is
crucial to achieving the gradual phase-out of ODS
and phase down of HFCs and conversion to nonODS and non-HFC alternatives. The most important
of these measures is establishing and enforcing
EREXMSREPMQTSVXI\TSVXPMGIRWMRKW]WXIQXLEX
covers all ODS and HFCs controlled by the Montreal
4VSXSGSPIMXLIVXLVSYKLXLIEHNYWXQIRXSJI\MWXMRK
legislation or through the creation of new laws.
The objective of a licensing system is to ensure
XLEX3(7ERH,*'WEVIRSXMQTSVXIHSVI\TSVXIH
YRPIWWXLIMQTSVXIVSVI\TSVXIVƤVWXETTPMIWJSVERH
SFXEMRWERMQTSVXI\TSVXPMGIRGI WII*MKYVI 
%PP4EVXMIWXLEXLEZIVEXMƤIHXLI1SRXVIEP
Amendment to the Montreal Protocol must
MRXVSHYGIERMQTSVXI\TSVXPMGIRWMRKW]WXIQJSV
new, used, recycled and reclaimed controlled
substances. The elaboration or development of an
ODS and HFC licensing system is a prerequisite,
along with other control regulations and legislation
ERHXLIGSQQIRGIQIRXSJEWTIGMƤGXVEMRMRK
TVSKVEQQIJSV'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWSRXLI1SRXVIEP

Protocol. A licensing system facilitates the control
SJEGSYRXV]ŭW3(7ERH,*'WYTTP]MRGVIEWIW
the reliability of the monitoring and collection of
MRJSVQEXMSRSRMQTSVXIHERHI\TSVXIH3(7ERH
HFC quantities by chemical, and helps to identify
end users and prevent illegal imports. All Parties
have an ODS licensing system in place and will
soon introduce similar licensing systems for HFCs
after they become party to the Kigali Amendment to
the Montreal Protocol.
1SRMXSVMRKSJ3(7I\TSVXWEPWSLIPTWXSTVIZIRX
MPPIKEPI\TSVXWWYGLEWXLSWIMRXIRHIHJSVRSR4EVX]
countries.
Format
The Parties did not adopt a standard or uniform
JSVQEXJSVXLIMQTSVXI\TSVXPMGIRGI)EGL
KSZIVRQIRXMWWYIHMXWS[RMQTSVXI\TSVXPMGIRGI
as mandated by its local regulations. Customs
authorities should therefore establish close coSVHMREXMSR[MXLXLIGSYRXV]ŭW2EXMSREP3^SRI9RMX
(NOU) and the government agency that issues the
MQTSVXI\TSVXPMGIRGI WIIFIPS[JSVPMROWXSXLI
239GSRXEGXHIXEMPW 'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWLSYPH
familiarise themselves with the relevant documents
and learn to properly distinguish an authentic
PMGIRGIJVSQEJEPWMƤIHSRI
Enforcement and penalties
'YWXSQWSJƤGMEPWEW[IPPEW239 YWYEPP]
located within the environment agency) and the
prosecuting agency, usually enforce import/
I\TSVXPMGIRWMRKW]WXIQW4IREPXMIWEVIYWIHXS
HMWGSYVEKIXLIMPPIKEPMQTSVXEXMSRSVI\TSVXEXMSR
of ODS, ODS-containing products or ODS-based
equipment. Such penalties will in due course be
I\XIRHIHXS,*'W8LITIREPXMIWEVIWYFNIGXXSXLI
REXMSREPPE[WVIPEXIHXSXLIMQTSVXI\TSVXPMGIRWMRK
systems.
Seized ODS and ODS-based products and
equipment
National laws and the provisions of the import/
I\TSVXPMGIRWMRKW]WXIQTVIWGVMFI[LEXLETTIRW
to seized ODS or ODS-containing products. The
HIGMWMSRQEXVM\MR8EFPITVIWIRXWSTXMSRW
for seized ODS and ODS-based products and
IUYMTQIRX8LIWLEHIHFS\IWMRHMGEXIXLI
environmentally preferable options. However, the
QSWXETTVSTVMEXISTXMSR[MPPHITIRHSREGSYRXV]ŭW
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*MKYVI-QTSVXPMGIRWMRKTVSGIWW8LIVSPISJ'YWXSQW

8EFPI(IGMWMSRQEXVM\7IM^IH3(7ERH3(7FEWIHTVSHYGXWERHIUYMTQIRX
Option

Ozone-depleting substances
IK'*'VIJVMKIVERXWQIXL]P
bromide)

Products containing ODS
IKEIVSWSPGERWJSEQWTEMRX

Equipment containing ODS or
whose functioning relies on
3(7 IKVIJVMKIVEXSVWEMV
conditioners)

6II\TSVXMRK to the country
of origin or to any Party that
wishes, and is entitled, to
legally import the seized
goods

'SWXJSVVII\TSVXXSFIFSVRIF]
importer
• Goods at risk of being
smuggled again
• If auctioning off and disposal
are not possible

'SWXJSVVII\TSVXXSFIFSVRI
by importer
• Goods at risk of being
smuggled again
• If disposal is not possible

'SWXJSVVII\TSVXXSFIFSVRI
by importer
• Equipment at risk of being
smuggled again
• -JVIXVSƤXXMRKERHHMWTSWEPEVI
not possible

%YGXMSRMRK SJJ to a licensed
importer and deducting the
quantity from the importer‘s
allowance

-JXLIMQTSVXSJ3(7MWRSX
FERRIH
• 6ITPEGIWPIKEPMQTSVXW

If the import of ODS-containing
products is not banned
• Usually no allowances made
for imports of products
containing ODS
• This option to be avoided

If the import of ODS-based
equipment is not banned
• Usually no allowances made
for imports of equipment
based on ODS
• Increases the country‘s
dependency on ODS
• This option to be avoided

1ERHEXSV]VIXVSƤXXMRK of ODSFEWIHIUYMTQIRXF]GIVXMƤIH
service company

2SXETTPMGEFPI

2SXETTPMGEFPI

'SWXSJVIXVSƤXXMRKXSFIFSVRI
by illegal importer or by licensed
importer who bought the
equipment from Customs

(MWTSWEPSVHIWXVYGXMSR
of the seized goods
• Cost to be borne by illegal
importer or Customs
• Proper waste
management
• practices to be applied

If Montreal Protocol–approved
destruction technologies are
available
• -JEYGXMSRMRKSJJSVVII\TSVX
is not possible

6IGSZIV3(7FIJSVIHMWTSWEPJSV Before disposal, recover ODS
VIYWISVHMWTSWEP RSXTSWWMFPI ERHSXLIV[SVOMRKƥYMHWJSVVI
JSVTEMRXWSVJSEQW
use or proper disposal
• -JVIXVSƤXXMRKSVVII\TSVXMW
not possible

0SRKXIVQWXSVEKI an
intermediate option that
is costly for Customs and
VIUYMVIWEƤREPWSPYXMSR

-JVII\TSVXEYGXMSRMRKSV
disposal is not possible
• This option to be avoided

-JVII\TSVXEYGXMSRMRKSV
disposal is not possible
• This option to be avoided

-JVII\TSVXEYGXMSRMRK
VIXVSƤXXMRKSVHMWTSWEPMWRSX
possible
• This option to be avoided

Note: 3(7GSRXEMRIHMRMQTSVXIHTVSHYGXWSVIUYMTQIRXHSIWRSXGSYRXXS[EVHWEGSYRXV]ŬW3(7GSRWYQTXMSR

WTIGMƤGWMXYEXMSRERHXLIGSWXW'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW
may wish to discuss the approach presented in this
table with the NOU.
Recording of data, data management and
reporting
3XLIVMQTSVXERXEWTIGXWSJMQTSVXI\TSVX
licensing systems are the recording of data,
data management and reporting. The NOU, ODS
licensing agencies and Customs administration
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usually collaborate on the collection of data.
The NOU is in charge of reporting the data to
the Ozone Secretariat in Nairobi, Kenya, which in
turn is responsible for receiving, analysing, and
providing to the Parties data and information on
the production and consumption of ODS. Data
collection is handled differently in each country.
Customs authorities coordinate with the NOU on
data management.
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3XLIVMRWXVYQIRXW5YSXEWERHFERW
-QTSVXWERHI\TSVXWSJ3(7ERH,*'WGEREPWS
be restricted through quotas or bans. Bans are the
GSQTPIXITVSLMFMXMSRSJXLIMQTSVXSJEWTIGMƤG
ODS or HFC and also may apply to ODS-containing
products or ODS-based equipment. A quota can be
XVERWJSVQIHMRXSEFERSRGIEWTIGMƤG3(7SV,*'
is either phased out or phased down.
To comply with the phase-out schedules for ODS
and the phase down of HFCs, a country must
HIƤRIMXWERRYEPUYSXEWJSVIEGLX]TISJ3(7ERH
HFC and then gradually reduce them from year to
year. The NOU works with other relevant national
EKIRGMIWXSHIƤRIUYSXEEQSYRXWJSVMQTSVXIVW
Importers may apply for import allowances, which
EVIYWYEPP]KVERXIHFEWIHSRMQTSVXIVWŭLMWXSVMG
imports. Each time an importer wishes to import
ODS or HFC, an import permit must be issued
JSVXLIWTIGMƤIHUYERXMX]8LIMQTSVXIVQYWX
RSXI\GIIHXLIKVERXIHEPPS[ERGIJSVEWTIGMƤG
substance.
%R]4EVX]QE]ETTP]JSVI\IQTXMSRWJSVIWWIRXMEP
uses, uses as feedstock or uses as process agents
WII'LETXIV 'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWLSYPHFIE[EVI
SJWYGLI\IQTXMSRWERHLS[XLI]EVIXVERWPEXIH
into import allowances and permits.

8VEMRMRKJSV'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW
The Multilateral Fund supports training
programmes on the Montreal Protocol for Customs
SJƤGIVWMR%VXMGPIGSYRXVMIW8LMWREXMSREPXVEMRMRK
[LMGLMWGSRHYGXIHF]XLI*YRHŭWMQTPIQIRXMRK
agencies, forms part of a broader national plan for
compliance with this treaty. Known as Refrigeration
Management Plans or Terminal Phase-out
Management Plans, these strategic integrated
plans may include any of the following:
° 8VEMRMRKSJ'YWXSQWSJƤGMEPWERHVIJVMKIVEXMSR
technicians
° Policy instruments, including economic
instruments for controlling and monitoring ODS
ERH,*'MQTSVXWERHI\TSVXW
° Economic incentives for promoting the use and
consumption of non-ODS refrigerants
° Education and the dissemination of information
° Recovery and recycling of ODS and HFCs
° Institutional arrangements.

Customs training uses a two-phase approach:
after a train-the-trainer workshop delivered by the
implementing agency, the national trainers take
charge of disseminating and replicating the training
SJ'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWEVSYRHXLIGSYRXV]2EXMSREP
Customs training institutions are encouraged
to incorporate the training materials into their
curricula to promote the long-term sustainability of
the training.

Freeze, phase-out and phase down schedules
Parties to the Montreal Protocol must freeze,
reduce and phase out or phase down their
production and consumption of ODS and HFCs
EGGSVHMRKXSEWTIGMƤGWXIT[MWIWGLIHYPI
Article 5 countries must follow the schedule as
summarised in Table 2-8 for ODS. The phase down
schedule of HFCs applicable to Article 5 Parties
appears in columns 3 and 4 of Table 2-6.

Use of HS codes and other means of
identifying ODS and HFCs
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWRIIHXLIGSQQIVGMEPXVEHI
names of the imported chemical products they may
encounter (as indicated on the product packaging
and transaction or manifest papers), as well as their
GLIQMGEPGSQTSWMXMSRERHQERYJEGXYVIV WIIFS\
“Trade Names”). Furthermore, many users in small
and medium-size enterprises recognise chemicals
only by their trade names, especially solvents and
VIJVMKIVERXQM\XYVIW
All Parties to the Protocol are therefore strongly
IRGSYVEKIHXSI\GLERKIMRJSVQEXMSRERHMRXIRWMJ]
joint efforts to improve means of identifying ODS
and HFCs, thereby preventing the illegal trade in
3(7ERH,*'W'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWGERGSRWYPX92
)RZMVSRQIRXŭWQSFMPIWQEVXTLSRIETTPMGEXMSR35
which contains a database of chemicals containing
ODS and their alternatives. The current database
contains nearly 200 products. The database can be
consulted using the various criteria including: (1)
by trade/brand name of products containing ODS;
(2) by trade/brand name of products not containing
ODS; (3) by Harmonized System code listing; or (4)
by Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) code listing,
AHRAE designation, chemical name, etc. Users can
also search the database by country of companies
manufacturing or trading ODS. The application
35

OzonAction mobile apps: [[[YRITSVKS^SREGXMSRVIWSYVGIWQSFMPIETTW
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8EFPI4LEWISYXWGLIHYPISJ3(7JSV%VXMGPIGSYRXVMIW
%22)<%(for both production and consumption)
Group I: 'LPSVSƥYSVSGEVFSRW (CFC-11, CFC-12, CFC-113, CFC-114 and CFC-115)
Freeze

50% reduction

85% reduction

Phase-out (100%)

.YP]

January 1, 2005

January 1, 2007

January 1, 2010a

Group II: Halons (halon 1211, halon 1301 and halon 2402)
Freeze

50% reduction

Phase-out (100%)

January 1, 2002

January 1, 2005

January 1, 2010a

%22)<&(for both production and consumption)
Group I: Other fully halogenated CFCs (CFC-13, CFC-111, CFC 112, CFC-211, CFC-212, CFC-213, CFC-214, CFC-215, CFC-216, CFC-217)
20% reduction

85% reduction

Phase-out (100%)

January 1, 2003

January 1, 2007

January 1, 2010a

Group II: Carbon tetrachloride
85% phase-out

Phase-out (100%)

January 1, 2005

January 1, 2010a

Group III: Methyl chloroform (1,1,1-trichloroethane)
Freeze

30% reduction

70% reduction

Phase-out (100%)

January 1, 2003

January 1, 2005

January 1, 2010

January 1, 2015a

%22)<'(for both production and consumption)
Group I: HCFCs
Freeze

10% reduction

35%
reduction

 VIHYGXMSR

Annual average of
 SJFEWIPMRI

Phase-out (100%)

January 1, 2013

January 1, 2015

January 1, 2020

January 1, 2025a

2030–2040

2040

Group II: HBFCs
Phase-out (100%)
.ERYEV]a
Group III: Bromochloromethane
Phase-out (100%)
January 1, 2002a
%22)<)
Group I: Methyl bromide (applicable to production and consumption; amounts used for quarantine and pre-shipment applications
I\IQTXIH
Freeze

20% reduction

Phase-out (100%)

January 1, 2002

January 1, 2005

January 1, 2015b

a

;MXLTSWWMFPIIWWIRXMEPYWII\IQTXMSRW
;MXLTSWWMFPIGVMXMGEPYWII\IQTXMSRW

b

provides the Montreal Protocol control measures by
substance.

and publications can also be requested through the
website.

1SRXVIEP4VSXSGSPũWTIGMƤGXVEMRMRK
QEXIVMEPWJSV'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW

The following are some of the materials intended
JSV'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERHSXLIVWXEOILSPHIVW EPP
available on the OzonAction website):
° Training Manual for Customs and Enforcement
3JƤGIVW 8LMVH)HMXMSR Ʌ)R*V7T6Y
° This manual provides NOUs and Customs
trainers with guidance on how to organize
and conduct multi-phased Customs training
programmes. It includes generic agendas,

92)RZMVSRQIRXŭW3^SR%GXMSR&VERGLLEW
produced various guidelines and awareness and
training materials that can be downloaded from
the OzonAction website36. Hard copies of videos
36 LXXT[[[YRITSVKS^SREGXMSR
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°

°
°
°

concept notes, evaluation questionnaires,
as well as all the relevant training materials
and overheads. The programme focuses on
MHIRXMJ]MRK3(7ERH3(7GSRXEMRMRKQM\XYVIW
and products containing and equipment based
on ODS, as well as the different smuggling
schemes.
'YWXSQWERHIRJSVGIQIRXSJƤGIVWUYMGO
guide - Changes in the 2012 HS Nomenclature
for HCFCs and certain other Ozone Depleting
Substances
Customs Poster – En, Fr, Sp
Customs Quick Tool for Screening ODS – En, Fr,
Sp
E-Learning modules (jointly created with the
;'3 8SEGGIWW;'3ŭWIPIEVRMRKTPEXJSVQXLI
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWQYWXKIXMRXSYGL[MXL;'3ŭW
national coordinator who will provide them with
their individual/personal access codes.

8LIVIKMSREPXIEQWSJ92)RZMVSRQIRXŭW
Compliance Assistance Programme (CAP) are
PSGEXIHMR92)RZMVSRQIRXVIKMSREPSJƤGIW MR
&ERKOSO8LEMPERHJSV%WME4EGMƤGMR2EMVSFM
Kenya, for Africa; in Manama, Bahrain, for West
Asia; in Panama City, Panama, for Latin America
and the Caribbean). The regional network coordinator assisting countries in Europe and Central
%WMEMWFEWIHMRXLI92)RZMVSRQIRX4EVMWSJƤGI
These regional teams can provide any type of
technical or policy assistance required. They
coordinate Regional Networks of NOUs as well as
WTIGMƤGEGXMZMXMIWJSV'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW8LIVIKMSREP
CAP teams are in regular communication with the
NOUs in their respective regions.

These materials are also available to Customs
SJƤGIVWSRVIUYIWX
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For more information
Inquiries about implementation of the Montreal
Protocol should be directed to:
The Ozone Secretariat
Ozone Secretariat
UN Environment
United Nations Avenue, Gigiri
43&S\2EMVSFM/IR]E
Tel.: (254 20) 762 23532
E-mail: ozone.info@un.org
Satellite link, via the UN facility in Italy (when public Kenya network lines are busy):
+39 083124 3691-3
http://ozone.unep.org
92)RZMVSRQIRX)GSRSQ](MZMWMSR3^SR%GXMSR PSGEXIHFSXLMR4EVMWERHMR92)RZMVSRQIRX6IKMSREP3JƤGIW
OzonAction
UN Environment, Economy Division
1, Rue Miollis, Building VII, 75015 Paris, France
Tel.: +33 1 44 37 14 50
*E\
E-mail: ozonaction@unep.org
http://www.unep.org/ozonaction
The following links will be helpful to those seeking more information on the Montreal Protocol:
List of Parties to the Montreal Protocol
8I\XSJXLI1SRXVIEP4VSXSGSPXVIEX]
UN Environment Customs Training Manual (En, Fr, Sp,
Ru) and other material
Contacts for UN Environment CAP staff

http://web.unep.org/ozonaction/who-we-are/staff-contacts

'SRXEGXWJSV92)RZMVSRQIRX6IKMSREP3JƤGIW

http://web.unep.org/ozonaction/who-we-are/staff-contacts

3RPMRIVIWSYVGIWJSV'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWEFSYXXLI
Montreal Protocol

http://web.unep.org/ozonaction/what-we-do/Customsenforcement
http://www.greencustoms.org/
United Nations Environment Programme (OzonAction):
http://www.unep.org/ozonaction/
United Nations Development Programme:
http://www.undp.org/montrealprotocol
United Nations Industrial Development Organization:
http://www.unido.org
World Bank:
http://www.worldbank.org/montrealprotocol
http://www.cec.org

'SRXEGXWJSVXLI1YPXMPEXIVEP*YRHŭWMQTPIQIRXMRK
agencies

Commission for Environmental Cooperation (Canada,
1I\MGS9RMXIH7XEXIW [LMGLLEWHIZIPSTIHXVEMRMRKSR
S^SRIJSVIRJSVGIQIRXSJƤGIVWMR2SVXL%QIVMGE
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LXXTS^SRIYRITSVK6EXMƤGEXMSRCWXEXYWEWT
http://www.unep.org/ozone/pdfs/Montreal-Protocol2000.
pdf
http///www.unep.org/ozonaction
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ŝ-QTSVXERXHIƤRMXMSRW
%HNYWXQIRXW
Adjustments of the Montreal Protocol itself may modify the phase-out schedules of already controlled
WYFWXERGIWEW[IPPEWXLI3(4ZEPYIWSJGSRXVSPPIHWYFWXERGIWFEWIHSRRI[WGMIRXMƤGEWWIWWQIRXW
%HNYWXQIRXWEVIEYXSQEXMGEPP]FMRHMRKJSVEPPGSYRXVMIWXLEXLEZIVEXMƤIHXLI4VSXSGSPSVXLIVIPIZERX%QIRHQIRX
which introduced the controlled substance.
Amendments
Amendments to the Montreal Protocol may introduce control measures or new ODS. Each Amendment is binding
SRP]EJXIVVEXMƤGEXMSRF]XLI4EVXMIW4EVXMIWXLEXLEZIRSXVEXMƤIHEGIVXEMR%QIRHQIRXEVIGSRWMHIVIHXSFIRSR
Parties.
Article 5 country
'SYRXVMIWGPEWWMƤIHEWŰHIZIPSTMRKGSYRXVMIWűF]XLI9RMXIH2EXMSRWYWMRKPIWWXLEROK3(4XSRRIWTIVGETMXE
TIV]IEVSJ%RRI\%GSRXVSPPIH3(7SVOK3(4XSRRIWSJ%RRI\&GSRXVSPPIH3(7%VXMGPIGSYRXVMIWEVI
entitled to delay for ten years their compliance with the control measures.
Countries with Economies in Transition (CEITs)
States of the former Soviet Union, and Central and Eastern Europe that have been undergoing a process of major
WXVYGXYVEPIGSRSQMGERHWSGMEPGLERKI[LMGLLEWVIWYPXIHMRWIZIVIƤRERGMEPERHEHQMRMWXVEXMZIHMJƤGYPXMIWJSV
both government and industry. These changes have affected implementation of international agreements such
as the phase out of ODS in accordance with the Montreal Protocol. CEITs include both Article 5 and non-Article 5
countries.
Feedstock
Controlled substances used in the manufacture of other chemicals and completely transformed in the process
EVIHIƤRIHEWJIIHWXSGO
Montreal Amendment
The 1997 Ninth Meeting of the Parties in Montreal introduced inter alia a requirement that all Parties establish
MQTSVXI\TSVXPMGIRWMRKW]WXIQWJSVXVEHIMR3(7
Multilateral Fund
The Multilateral Fund for the Implementation of the Montreal Protocol provides funds to help developing
countries comply with their obligations under the Protocol to phase out the use of ozone-depleting substances
3(7 EXEREKVIIHWGLIHYPI8LI*YRHMWQEREKIHF]ER)\IGYXMZI'SQQMXXII[MXLERIUYEPVITVIWIRXEXMSRSJ
seven industrialised and seven Article 5 countries which are elected annually.
239
National Ozone Unit (usually located within the environment agency).
ODS
3^SRIHITPIXMRKWYFWXERGIWERHL]HVSƥYSVSGEVFSRW3^SRIHITPIXMRKWYFWXERGIWEVIYWIHMRVIJVMKIVEXMSR
JSEQI\XVYWMSRMRHYWXVMEPGPIERMRKƤVII\XMRKYMWLMRKERHJYQMKEXMSR,]HVSƥYSVSGEVFSRW ,*'W EVIGSQQSRP]
YWIHMREMVGSRHMXMSRMRKERHEWVIJVMKIVERXWMRTPEGISJXLISPHIVGLPSVSƥYSVSGEVFSRWWYGLEW'*'ERH
L]HVSGLPSVSƥYSVSGEVFSRWWYGLEW,'*'
Ozon Action
The United Nations Environment Programme, Economy Division (UN Environment) OzonAction Branch assists
developing countries and countries with economies in transition (CEITs) to enable them to achieve and sustain
compliance with the Montreal Protocol.
Ozone layer
8LI^SRISJXLILMKLIWXGSRGIRXVEXMSRSJS^SRIQSPIGYPIWMRXLIWXVEXSWTLIVI8LIPE]IV[LMGLPMIWETTVS\MQEXIP]
OQEFSZIXLIIEVXLŭWWYVJEGIEGXWEWEƤPXIVJSVWSQI SJXLILEVQJYPYPXVEZMSPIX 9:& VEHMEXMSR
Ozone Secretariat
The Ozone Secretariat is the Secretariat for the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer of 1985
and the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer of 1987. It is based at UN Environment
headquarters in Nairobi, Kenya.
Process agent
Some amounts of controlled substances used in the production of other chemicals (e.g. as a catalyst or an
inhibitor of a chemical reaction) without being consumed.
Production and consumption
4VSHYGXMSRMWHIƤRIHEWXLIEQSYRXSJGSRXVSPPIHWYFWXERGIWTVSHYGIHQMRYWXLIEQSYRXHIWXVS]IHF]
technologies to be approved by the Parties and minus the amount entirely used as feedstock in the manufacture
SJSXLIVGLIQMGEPW'SRWYQTXMSR! TVSHYGXMSRMQTSVXW ũI\TSVXW
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ROTTERDAM CONVENTION
ON THE PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT PROCEDURE
FOR CERTAIN HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS AND
PESTICIDES IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE
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How trade is regulated under the
Rotterdam Convention
The Rotterdam Convention contains two key
provisions: the prior informed consent or PIC
TVSGIHYVIERHMRJSVQEXMSRI\GLERKI

PIC Procedure
The PIC procedure is a mechanism used to
formally obtain and disseminate the decisions
of the importing Parties on whether they wish to
receive future shipments of those chemicals listed
MR%RRI\---SJXLI'SRZIRXMSR-XMWEPWSYWIHXS
ensure compliance with these decisions by the
I\TSVXMRK4EVXMIW
Article 10 of the Convention establishes the
obligations of the Parties to deal with imports of
substances subject to the PIC procedure. Once
a chemical is included in the PIC procedure, a
decision guidance document (DGD) containing
information on the chemical and the regulatory
decisions to ban or severely restrict the chemical
for health or environmental reasons is circulated
to Parties. Parties have nine months in which to
prepare a response regarding future imports of
the chemical. This import response can consist
SJIMXLIVEƤREPHIGMWMSRXSEPPS[MQTSVXSJXLI
chemical, not to allow import or to allow import
WYFNIGXXSWTIGMƤIHGSRHMXMSRWSVERMRXIVMQ
response, which may include a request for
additional information or assistance from the
Secretariat. To ensure that decisions are not made
in a protectionist manner, any prohibitions or
WTIGMƤGGSRHMXMSRWQYWXETTP]IUYEPP]XSHSQIWXMG
production and to imports from all sources of the
chemical.
Article 11 of the Convention establishes the
SFPMKEXMSRWSJXLI4EVXMIWXSHIEP[MXLI\TSVXWSJ
WYFWXERGIWWYFNIGXXSXLI4-'TVSGIHYVI)\TSVXMRK
Parties are obliged to take appropriate measures
XSIRWYVIXLEXI\TSVXIVW[MXLMRXLIMVNYVMWHMGXMSR
comply with the import decisions of other Parties.
Where no import response has been provided by
E4EVX]XLI]QYWXIRWYVIXLEXI\TSVXXSXLEX4EVX]
XEOIWTPEGISRP]MJXLIVIMWI\TPMGMXGSRWIRXSVXLI
chemical is already registered or used there.
The PIC procedure does not provide for a global
ban or restriction on chemicals. Instead it requires

I\TSVXIVWXSSFXEMRXLITVMSVMRJSVQIHGSRWIRXSJ
XLIGSYRXVMIWXS[LMGLXLI][MWLXSI\TSVXFIJSVI
proceeding with trade. The procedure gives Parties
the power to make informed decisions on which
GLIQMGEPWXLI][ERXXSMQTSVXERHXLYWXSI\GPYHI
those they cannot manage safely. The Convention
also requires labelling on potential health and
environmental impacts of traded chemicals.

Information Exchange
8LI6SXXIVHEQ'SRZIRXMSRJEGMPMXEXIWXLII\GLERKI
of information among the Parties on a very broad
range of potentially hazardous chemicals. The PIC
'MVGYPEVMWEOI]XSSPJSVXLIMRJSVQEXMSRI\GLERKI
provisions of the Convention. Appendices I and II of
XLI'MVGYPEVGSRXEMRWYQQEVMIWSJXLIRSXMƤGEXMSRW
SJƤREPVIKYPEXSV]EGXMSRWXSFERSVWIZIVIP]VIWXVMGX
a chemical (article 5) and of proposals for inclusion
of severely hazardous pesticide formulations in
the PIC procedure (article 6). This information may
be used by Parties to strengthen national decision
QEOMRKSRGLIQMGEPW%TTIRHM\---PMWXWEPPXLI
chemicals subject to the PIC procedure.
All the import responses submitted by Parties for
GLIQMGEPWPMWXIHMR%RRI\---EVIEZEMPEFPISRXLI
website of the Convention37. The website also
includes a list of those Parties that have failed
to submit an import response for each chemical.
8LIWIPMWXWEVIEOI]VIJIVIRGIJSVI\TSVXMRK4EVXMIW
in meeting their obligations under Article 11.
9RHIV%VXMGPI)\TSVX2SXMƤGEXMSRE4EVX]
[MWLMRKXSI\TSVXEGLIQMGEPXLEXMXLEWFERRIH
or restricted in its own territory must provide
MQTSVXMRK4EVXMIW[MXLERI\TSVXRSXMƤGEXMSR
GSRXEMRMRKWTIGMƤIHMRJSVQEXMSR-XQYWXHSMX
TVMSVXSXLIƤVWXI\TSVXSJXLIGLIQMGEPJSPPS[MRK
adoption of the ban or restriction and prior to the
ƤVWXI\TSVXSJXLIGLIQMGEPMRIEGLWYFWIUYIRX
calendar year.
Article 13, which outlines the information to
EGGSQTER]I\TSVXIHGLIQMGEPWWXEXIWXLEX
without prejudice to any requirements of the
MQTSVXMRK4EVX]IEGLI\TSVXMRK4EVX]QYWX

37 LXXT[[[TMGMRXXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
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ensure that chemicals that are subject to the PIC
procedure or are banned or severely restricted
in its territory are appropriately labelled and
accompanied by basic information on the risks or
hazards to human health or the environment.
*MREPP]%VXMGPISRMRJSVQEXMSRI\GLERKIHIGPEVIW
XLEX4EVXMIWEVISFPMKIHXSTVSQSXIXLII\GLERKISJ
WGMIRXMƤGXIGLRMGEPIGSRSQMGERHPIKEPMRJSVQEXMSR
on chemicals within the scope of the Convention,
MRGPYHMRKXS\MGSPSKMGEPERHWEJIX]MRJSVQEXMSR

Illegal or unwanted trade
Some developing countries and countries with
IGSRSQ]MRXVERWMXMSRLEZII\TVIWWIHGSRGIVR
about illegal or unwanted trade in chemicals.
The provisions of the Rotterdam Convention, in
particular the PIC procedure, serve to help countries
to reduce such trade. Furthermore, the World
Customs Organization has assigned Harmonized
System Customs codes for the chemicals included
MR%RRI\---SJXLI'SRZIRXMSRMRSVHIVXSJEGMPMXEXI
implementation and enforcement of the PIC
procedure.

The role of designated national authorities
Designated national authorities (DNAs) play an
important role in implementing the Convention.
They serve as the key point of contact for the
secretariat and in their respective countries are
responsible for submitting import responses and
for disseminating information on the PIC procedure
to the relevant government departments and
I\TSVXMRKERHMQTSVXMRKMRHYWXVMIWEQSRKSXLIVW

The role of Customs and border control
SJƤGIVWMRMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJXLI
Rotterdam Convention
The PIC procedure was developed based on the
fact that some countries, especially developing
countries or countries with economies in transition
lack the infrastructure to manage hazardous
chemicals safely. By effectively ensuring that
trade provisions relevant to the Convention are
VIWTIGXIH'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWGSRXVMFYXIHMVIGXP]XS
the protection of human health and the environment
from the potential adverse effects of these
substances, while allowing the continued use of
essential chemicals by countries with the capacity
to manage them safely. A list of all DNAs and their
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Scope of the convention
The Rotterdam Convention applies to:
° Banned or severely restricted chemicals
° Severely hazardous pesticide formulations.
The Convention does not apply to:
° Narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances
° Radioactive materials
° Wastes
° Chemical weapons
° Pharmaceuticals, including human and veterinary
drugs
° Chemicals used as food additives
° Food
° Chemicals in quantities not likely to affect human
health or the environment provided they are
imported for the purpose of research or analysis
or by an individual for his or her own personal use
in quantities reasonable for such use.

full contact details can be found on the Convention
website38.
-RTVEGXMGEPXIVQW'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWEVIXLI
gate keepers of the Convention because they
are likely to encounter the chemicals subject to
the Convention as part of their daily work. The
WYGGIWWJYPMHIRXMƤGEXMSRSJGLIQMGEPWWYFNIGXXS
the Convention, as well as a clear understanding
of where to go for further information on the
provisions of the Convention and applicable
national laws is crucial to the success of their
work. Clear communication between Customs
SJƤGIVWERH(2%WMWIWWIRXMEPJSVXLIWYGGIWWJYP
implementation of the Convention.
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWLSYPHGSRXEGX(2%W[LIR
they have questions about the applicability of the
'SRZIRXMSR*SVI\EQTPIXLI]QE][MWLXSORS[
[LIVIXLI]GERƤRHXLIVIPIZERXPIKMWPEXMSREFSYX
a chemical subject to the Convention or national
MQTSVXHIGMWMSRWJSVGLIQMGEPWPMWXIHMR%RRI\---
-HIEPP](2%WWLSYPHOIIT'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWYTXS
date on any developments that might affect their
work. As mentioned above, all import responses
communicated by Parties for each chemical listed
MR%RRI\---QE]FIJSYRHSRXLI[IFWMXISJXLI
Convention39.
38 LXXT[[[TMGMRX'SYRXVMIW'SYRXV]'SRXEGXWXEFMHPERKYEKI
IR97(IJEYPXEWT\
 LXXT[[[TMGMRXXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
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Working with Harmonized System codes
'LIQMGEPWPMWXIHMR%RRI\---SJXLI'SRZIRXMSRERH
WYFNIGXXSXLI4-'TVSGIHYVIEVIEWWMKRIHWTIGMƤG
Customs codes by the World Customs Organization
(WCO) under its Harmonized Commodity
Description and Coding System. These codes
may be found in the Harmonized System Codes
published by the WCO. They may also be found on
the Convention website40.
The HS codes should facilitate the implementation
of the Rotterdam Convention by integrating the
chemicals subject to the PIC procedure with the
I\MWXMRKW]WXIQJSVXLIMHIRXMƤGEXMSRSJGLIQMGEPW
YWIHF]'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW

Customs inspections
Is your country a Party to the Rotterdam
Convention? If so, when inspecting a shipment of
GLIQMGEPW'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW[MPPRIIHXSGSRWMHIV
the following issues:
For exports:
° -WXLIGLIQMGEPPMWXIHMR%RRI\---SJXLI
Rotterdam Convention?
° %VIXLIWTIGMƤG;SVPH'YWXSQW3VKERM^EXMSRŭW
Harmonized System codes assigned to the
chemical included in the shipping documents?
° -JXLIGLIQMGEPMWPMWXIHMR%RRI\---SJXLI
Convention, there is a need to check the
import decision of the importing country on
the Convention website41 for the chemical in
question. If the decision is “no consent” then
XLII\TSVXGERRSXTVSGIIHMJMXMWŰGSRWIRX
under certain conditions” it may be necessary to
contact the DNA in the importing country before
I\TSVXMRKXLIGLIQMGEPMRSVHIVXSIRWYVIXLEX
those conditions are met.
° -JXLII\TSVXIHGLIQMGEPMWPMWXIHMR%RRI\---SV
is banned or severely restricted in your country
check the following:
Does the chemical meet the labelling
requirements for risks/hazards to human
health and the environment? The label
should contain information on possible
40 LXXT[[[TMGMRX8LI'SRZIRXMSR'LIQMGEPW,EVQSRM^IH7]WXIQ'SHIWXEFMHPERKYEKIIR97(IJEYPXEWT\
41 LXXT[[[TMGMRX4VSGIHYVIW-QTSVX6IWTSRWIW(EXEFEWIXEFMH
PERKYEKIIR97(IJEYPXEWT\

hazards of the chemical and the safety data
sheet should contain information on how to
handle accidents and spills.
For chemicals that are to be used for
occupational purposes, ensure that
the safety data sheet, following an
internationally recognised organisation,
setting out the most up-to-date information
available, is sent to each importer.
Are any corresponding requirements under
national legislation relevant to this chemical
or group of chemicals?
° 7LSYPH]SYEWE'YWXSQWSJƤGIVLEZIER]
doubts regarding the above, contact your
(2% W JSVJYVXLIVMRJSVQEXMSRERHGPEVMƤGEXMSR
For imports:
° :IVMJ][LIXLIVXLIGLIQMGEPMWPMWXIHMR%RRI\---.
° Keep up-to-date regarding any import decision

°
°

°

°

your Government has taken with respect
to the chemical by checking the Rotterdam
Convention website42.
Is the chemical adequately labelled and
accompanied by adequate information?
Is a safety data sheet included if the chemical
is used for occupational purposes? The safety
data sheet should be in an internationally
recognized format.
Is the information on labels and safety data
sheets provided, when possible, in the language
of the importing Party.
7LSYPH]SYEWE'YWXSQWSJƤGIVLEZIER]
doubts regarding the above, contact your
(2% W JSVJYVXLIVMRJSVQEXMSRERHGPEVMƤGEXMon.

Customs training activities under the
Rotterdam Convention
The Green Customs Initiative (GCI) is an important
partner of the Rotterdam Convention Secretariat
in training of Customs authorities on the
implementation of the Convention. It is recognised
that, to implement the provisions of the Rotterdam
'SRZIRXMSREREHIUYEXII\GLERKISJMRJSVQEXMSR
is essential between those responsible for
implementation of the Convention at the national
PIZIPERHREXMSREP'YWXSQWSJƤGMEPW*YVXLIVQSVI
42 LXXT[[[TMGMRX4VSGIHYVIW-QTSVX6IWTSRWIW(EXEFEWI
XEFMHPERKYEKIIR97(IJEYPXEWT\
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REXMSREPPIKMWPEXMSRXLEXKMZIW'YWXSQWSJƤGMEPWXLI
appropriate authority to operate effectively is also
required.

relevant information on the Convention has been
made available to the WCO regional training centres
ERHXLISVKERMWEXMSRŭW'YWXSQWIRJSVGIQIRX
network.

National and sub-regional planning meetings on the
implementation of the Convention have emphasized
the importance of a mechanism to facilitate the
ƥS[SJMRJSVQEXMSRFIX[IIR(2%WERH'YWXSQW
authorities. The guidance documents developed
to assist DNAs highlight the importance of good
communication with custom authorities in the
effective implementation of the Convention43.

%PWSLIPTJYPXS'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWEVIGEWIWXYHMIW
TVITEVIHF]XLI'SRZIRXMSRŭWHIWMKREXIHREXMSREP
authorities of Jamaica and Switzerland. These case
WXYHMIWEVIMRXIRHIHXSTVSZMHIWYGGIWWJYPI\EQTPIW
of how two countries, with very different operational
VIEPMXMIWLEZIMRXIKVEXIH'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWMRXSXLIMV
national processes for implementing the Convention.

%WRSXIHEFSZIEPPGLIQMGEPWMRGPYHIHMR%RRI\---
of the Convention and subject to the PIC procedure
have been assigned Harmonized System Customs
codes by the World Customs Organization. These
codes should facilitate the integration of the
requirements of the Rotterdam Convention into
XVEMRMRKTVSKVEQQIWJSV'YWXSQWSJƤGMEPW8LI
Secretariat of the Rotterdam Convention is working
with the WCO Secretariat on how best to incorporate
XLITVSZMWMSRWSJXLI'SRZIRXMSRMRXSMXWI\MWXMRK
training programmes. In the meantime, as a mean of
increasing awareness of the Rotterdam Convention,

The Secretariat of the Rotterdam Convention will
continue to provide information on the Convention
at national and regional workshops on the
implementation of the Green Customs Initiative. The
Secretariat is also co-operating with the Secretariats
of the Basel and Stockholm Conventions to ensure
that, wherever possible, synergies in Customs
training activities among the three Conventions is
achieved. For instance, the Secretariat has developed
an interactive Manual for Customs on hazardous
chemicals and wastes under the Basel, Rotterdam
and Stockholm Conventions44.

ŝ0MWXSJGLIQMGEPWWYFNIGXXSXLI4VMSV-RJSVQIH'SRWIRX 4-' TVSGIHYVIEWEX7ITXIQFIV
GLIQMGEPWEVIMR%RRI\---ERHWYFNIGXXSXLI4-'TVSGIHYVI7IZIVEPEHHMXMSREPGLIQMGEPWEVIVIGSQQIRHIHJSV
listing1, while others are currently being evaluated2
TIWXMGMHIW2,4,5-T and its salts and ethers, alachor, aldicarb, aldrin, azinphos-methyl, binapacryl, captafol,
carbofuran, chlordane, chlordimeform, chlorobenzilate, DDT, dieldrin, dinitro-ortho-cresol ( DNOC) and its salts,
HMRSWIFERHMWWEPXWIRHSWYPJERIXL]PIRIHMGLPSVMHIIXL]PIRIS\MHIHMFVSQSIXLERI )(& ƥYSVSEGIXEQMHI
,',LITXEGLPSVLI\EGLPSVSFIR^IRIPMRHERIQIVGYV]GSQTSYRHWQIXLEQMHSTLSWQSRSGVSXSTLSWTEVEXLMSR
TIRXEGLPSVSTLIRSPXS\ETLIRIERHXVMFYX]PXMRGSQTSYRHWTPYWGIVXEMRJSVQYPEXMSRWSJQIXL]PTEVEXLMSRERH
phosphamidon, as well as dustable-powder formulations containing a combination of benomyl at or above 7 per
cent, carbofuran at or above 10 per cent and thiram at or above 15 per cent.
MRHYWXVMEPGLIQMGEPWƤZIJSVQWSJEWFIWXSW EGXMRSPMXIERXLSTL]PPMXIEQSWMXIGVSGMHSPMXIERHXVIQSPMXI 
GSQQIVGMEPSGXEFVSQSHMTLIR]PIXLIVGSQQIVGMEPTIRXEFVSQSHMTLIR]PTIVƥYSVSSGXERIWYPJSRMGEGMH
polybrominated biphenyls (PBB), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), polychlorinated terphenyls (PCT), short-chain
GLPSVMREXIHTEVEJƤRWXIXVEIXL]PPIEHXIXVEQIXL]PPIEHERHXVMW HMFVSQSTVST]P TLSWTLEXIERHXVMFYX]PXMR
compounds.



LXXT[[[TMGMRX8LI'SRZIRXMSR'LIQMGEPW6IGSQQIRHIHXS'34XEFMHPERKYEKIIR97(IJEYPXEWT\
LXXT[[[TMGMRX8LI'SRZIRXMSR'LIQMGEPW'ERHMHEXIXS'6'XEFMHPERKYEKIIR97(IJEYPXEWT\

43 LXXT[[[TMGMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR6IWSYVGI/MXXEFMHPERKYEKI
IR97(IJEYPXEWT\
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44 LXXTW]RIVKMIWTSTWMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR8IGLRMGEP%WWMWXERGI8SSPWERH1IXLSHSPSKMIW1ERYEPJSV'YWXSQW3JƤGIVWXEFMHPERKYEKI
IR97(IJEYPXEWT\
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ŝ-QTSVXERXHIƤRMXMSRW
Banned chemical
%GLIQMGEPJSV[LMGLEPPYWIW[MXLMRSRISVQSVIGEXIKSVMIWLEZIFIIRTVSLMFMXIHF]ƤREPVIKYPEXSV]EGXMSRF]
a Party to protect human health or the environment. Banned chemicals include those that have been refused
ETTVSZEPJSVƤVWXXMQIYWIWSVLEZIFIIR[MXLHVE[RF]MRHYWXV]IMXLIVJVSQXLIHSQIWXMGQEVOIXSVJVSQ
further consideration in the domestic approval process in the face of clear evidence that such action has been
taken to protect human health or the environment.
Chemical
%WYFWXERGIXLEXMWF]MXWIPJSVMREQM\XYVISVTVITEVEXMSRERHMWQERYJEGXYVIHSVSFXEMRIHJVSQREXYVIFYX
does not include any living organism. Chemicals fall into two use categories: pesticidal (including severely
hazardous pesticide formulations) and industrial.
Chemical Review Committee
The subsidiary body referred to in paragraph 6, Article 18, of the Rotterdam Convention.
Export and import
Respectively, the movement of a chemical from one Party to another Party; mere transit operations are
I\GPYHIHJVSQXLIWGSTISJXLI'SRZIRXMSR
Final regulatory action
An action taken by a Party that does not require subsequent regulatory action by that Party, the purpose of
which is to ban or severely restrict a chemical.
Party
A State or regional economic integration organization that has consented to be bound by the
Rotterdam Convention and for which the Convention is in force.
Regional economic integration organization
An organization constituted by sovereign States of a given region to which its Member States have transferred
competence in matters governed by this Convention and which has been duly authorised, in accordance with
its internal procedures, to sign, ratify, accept, approve or accede to this Convention.
Severely hazardous pesticide formulation
A chemical formulated for pesticidal use that produces severe health or environmental effects observable
[MXLMREWLSVXTIVMSHSJXMQIEJXIVWMRKPISVQYPXMTPII\TSWYVIYRHIVGSRHMXMSRWSJYWI
Severely restricted chemical
%GLIQMGEPJSV[LMGLZMVXYEPP]EPPYWI[MXLMRSRISVQSVIGEXIKSVMIWLEWFIIRTVSLMFMXIHF]ƤREPVIKYPEXSV]
EGXMSRXSTVSXIGXLYQERLIEPXLSVXLIIRZMVSRQIRXFYXJSV[LMGLGIVXEMRWTIGMƤGYWIWVIQEMREPPS[IH8LIWI
chemicals include those that, for virtually all uses, have been refused for approval or have been withdrawn
by industry either from the domestic market or from further consideration in the domestic approval process,
and where there is clear evidence that such action has been taken in order to protect human health or the
environment.

For more information
Inquiries about the Rotterdam Convention should be directed to:
Secretariat of the Rotterdam Convention
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
00100 Rome, Italy
Tel: +39 06 5705 5586
*E\)QEMPTMG$JESSVK
Secretariat of the Rotterdam Convention
United Nations Environment Programme (UN Environment)
11-13, Chemin des Anémones
CH - 1219 Châtelaine
Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: (+41 22) 917 8271
*E\  ɅɅ
E-mail: brs@brsmeas.org
Comprehensive information on the Rotterdam Convention may be found on the website www.pic.int
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The Convention
The goal of the Convention is to protect human
health and the environment from POPs. The 26 POPs
regulated as at 15 September 2017 by the Convention
as pesticides, industrials chemicals and/or byproducts are:
° Pesticides: Aldrin, Alpha
LI\EGLPSVSG]GPSLI\ERI&IXE
LI\EGLPSVSG]GPSLI\ERI'LPSVHERI
Chlordecone, DDT, Dieldrin, Endrin, Heptachlor,
,I\EGLPSVSFIR^IRI0MRHERI1MVI\
Pentachlorobenzene (PeCB),Technical
IRHSWYPJERERHMXWVIPEXIHMWSQIVW8S\ETLIRI
° -RHYWXVMEPGLIQMGEPWɅ,I\EFVSQSFMTLIR]P
,I\EFVSQSG]GPSHSHIGERI
,&'( ,I\EFVSQSHMTLIR]PIXLIV
and Heptabromodiphenyl ether
(commercial octabromodiphenyl ether),
,I\EGLPSVSFIR^IRIɅ,I\EGLPSVSFYXEHMIRI
(HCBD), Pentachlorobenzene (PeCB),
4IVƥYSVSSGXERIWYPJSRMGEGMH 4*37 
MXWWEPXWERHIWXIVW4IVƥYSVSSGXERI
WYPJSR]PƥYSVMHI 4*37* 4SP]GLPSVMREXIH
naphthalenes (PCNs), Polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs); Tetrabromodiphenyl ether
and Pentabromodiphenyl ether (commercial
pentabromodiphenyl ether);
° &]TVSHYGXWɅ%PTLELI\EGLPSVSG]GPSLI\ERI
&IXELI\EGLPSVSG]GPSLI\ERI
,I\EGLPSVSFIR^IRIɅ4IRXEGLPSVSFIR^IRI
4I'& 4SP]GLPSVMREXIHHMFIR^STHMS\MRW
and Polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDD/
PCDF), Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and
Polychlorinated naphthalenes (PCNs)
The POPs Review Committee of the Stockholm
Convention is responsible for recommending
the listing of additional chemicals under the
Convention45.

Obligations of Parties under the
Convention

°
°

°

Restricting the production and use of chemicals
PMWXIHMR%RRI\&
Reducing or eliminating the production of
unintentionally produced POPs listed in
%RRI\'
Reducing or eliminating releases of POPs from
[EWXIWSJEPPGLIQMGEPWPMWXIHMR%RRI\IW%&
or C.

3FPMKEXMSRWJSVMRXIRXMSREPP]TVSHYGIH434W XLIƤVWX
X[SSJXLIEFSZITSMRXW EVIWYFNIGXXSI\IQTXMSRW
for production and use. Any State upon becoming a
Party may register, by informing the Secretariat, for a
WTIGMƤGI\IQTXMSRJSVXLITVSHYGXMSRSVYWISJE434
XLEXMWPMWXIHJSVETEVXMGYPEVGLIQMGEPMR%RRI\%SV&
7TIGMƤGI\IQTXMSRWI\TMVIƤZI]IEVWEJXIVXLI]IRXIV
MRXSJSVGIEPXLSYKLE4EVX]QE]VIUYIWXI\XIRWMSRW
SJYTXSƤZI]IEVWJVSQXLI'SRJIVIRGISJXLI
4EVXMIW9RHIV%RRI\&ŰEGGITXEFPITYVTSWIWűEVI
also allowed for information on how each Party has
made use of the possibility to register46JSVWTIGMƤG
I\IQTXMSRWSVEGGITXEFPITYVTSWIW
To ensure the environmentally sound management
of stockpiles, wastes and products and articles
that, upon becoming wastes, consist of, contain or
are contaminated by POPs, the Convention sets the
following obligations for its Parties:
° Develop and implement strategies to identify
stockpiles, products and articles in use, and
wastes containing POPs
° 1EREKIWXSGOTMPIWMREWEJIIJƤGMIRXERH
environmentally sound manner until they are
deemed to be wastes
° Take measures to handle, collect, transport
and store wastes in an environmentally sound
manner and dispose of wastes in a way that
destroys POP content, or otherwise in an
environmentally sound manner, taking into
account international rules, standards and
guidelines.

The control measures of the Parties under the
Convention include:
° Eliminating the production and use of chemicals
PMWXIHMR%RRI\%

Under the Convention, the Parties are also obligated
to develop national implementation plans. Parties
report to the Conference of the Parties on their
national implementation measures by, among other
XLMRKWTVSZMHMRKHEXESRMQTSVXWERHI\TSVXWSf each
POP in the Convention.

45 LXXTGLQTSTWMRX8LI'SRZIRXMSR434W6IZMI['SQQMXXII3ZIVZMI[ERH1ERHEXIXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\

46 LXXTGLQTSTWMRX4VSGIHYVIW)\IQTXMSRWERHEGGITXEFPITYVTSWIW
XEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
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Finally, the Parties are obligated to facilitate
XLII\GLERKISJMRJSVQEXMSRTVSQSXITYFPMG
awareness and education, and encourage research,
development and monitoring under the Convention.

How the Convention regulates the
international trade in POPs
3FPMKEXMSRWVIPIZERXXSMQTSVXI\TSVXEGXMZMXMIW
cover intentionally produced POPs only.
The import of POPs included in the Convention is
allowed only for the purpose of environmentally
sound disposal or for a use permitted under the
Convention for the importing Party. All other
imports are prohibited.
8LII\TSVXSJ434WMRGPYHIHMRXLI'SRZIRXMSRMW
allowed only for the purpose of environmentally
sound disposal or for a use permitted under the
Convention for the importing Party. All other
I\TSVXWFIX[IIR4EVXMIWEVITVSLMFMXIH
)\TSVXMWEPWSEPPS[IHXSE7XEXIXLEXMWRSXE4EVX]
to the Convention if the State provides an annual
GIVXMƤGEXMSRMR[LMGLMXWTIGMƤIWXLIMRXIRHIHYWI
of the chemical and includes a statement in which
it commits to:
° Protecting human health and the environment
by minimizing or preventing releases
° Complying with provisions of the Convention

°

on the management of wastes and stockpiles
Complying with requirements for DDT
production and use, if applicable.

-QTSVXERHI\TSVXVIUYMVIQIRXWHSRSXETTP]XS
quantities of chemicals to be used for laboratoryscale research or as a reference standard and to
quantities of chemicals occurring as unintentional
trace contaminants in products and articles.
Quantities of POPs in articles manufactured or in
use on 17 May 2004 (date of the entry into force of
the Convention), should these articles remain in use
ERHEVIRSXMƤIHXSXLI7IGVIXEVMEXF]E4EVX]EVIRSX
covered by the Convention.

Role of Customs in implementation of the
Convention
The role of Customs administrations of the
4EVXMIWMWXSIRWYVIXLEXMQTSVXWERHI\TSVXWSJ
MRXIRXMSREPP]TVSHYGIH434WPMWXIHMR%RRI\IW%
and B of the Convention do not take place if they
are not in compliance with the Convention.
;LMPIGSRXVSPPMRKXLIMQTSVXERHI\TSVXSJ434W
YRHIVXLI'SRZIRXMSR'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWLSYPHXEOI
into consideration the obligations of their country
under the Convention. Figures 2-18 and 2-19 depict
X[SI\EQTPIWSJXLIHIGMWMSRWE'YWXSQWSJƤGIV
might face in implementing the Convention.

*MKYVI%TTVSEGLSJ'YWXSQWXSMQTSVXIHLITXEGLPSV
Import

Specific exemption for use
registered by importing Party ?

no

yes

Take measures to restrict import
-to import forruse as termiticide
e, for
wood treatment and/or in underground
cable boxes (as registered), or
-to import
p for purpose
p p
of
environmentallyy sound dispo
p sal (Art. 6,
para 1 (d) of the Convention)
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Take measures to restrict import
p to import
p for
purpose
p
p
of environmentallyy sound disposal
p
under Art. 6, para 1 (d) of the Convention
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*MKYVI%TTVSEGLSJ'YWXSQWXSI\TSVXIH4'&W
Identifyy and take into account relevant provisions
in international PIC instruments

Export

to a Party?

no

See procedures for non
nParties

yes
Identify if exported goods are

no

equipment

Restrict export to export of articles
to be used in accordance with
provisions of Part II of Annex A
and/or for purpose of
environmentally sound disposal

yes

Take measures to restrict export
to export for purpose of
environmentally sound waste
management

*SVXLITYVTSWIWSJE4EVX]ŭWVITSVXMRK
requirements under the Convention, Customs
SJƤGIVWWLSYPH
° 6IKMWXIVXLIMQTSVXWERHI\TSVXWSJIEGL
chemical
° Maintain a list of States from which chemicals
are imported
° Maintain a list of States to which chemicals
EVII\TSVXIH

Finally, Customs agencies should co-operate with
their counterparts in other Parties in order to ensure
XLEXEPP4EVXMIWWLEVIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]JSVXLII\TSVX
and import of POPs under the Convention. Customs
agencies should also co-operate closely with
national implementing agencies, in particular with
the coordinators of national implementation plans.

For more information
Inquiries about the Stockholm Convention should be directed to:
Secretariat of the Stockholm Convention
United Nations Environment Programme (UN Environment)
International Environment House
11-13, chemin des Anémones
CH-1219, Châtelaine, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: (+41 22) 917 8271
*E\  ɅɅ
E-mail: brs@brsmeas.org
Or you may contact a Stockholm Convention regional or subregional Centre at:
LXXTGLQTSTWMRX4EVXRIVW6IKMSREP'IRXVIW3ZIVZMI[XEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
Comprehensive information on the Stockholm Convention may be found on the website http://www.pops.int
Comprehensive information on the Rotterdam Convention may be found on the website www.pic.int
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The Practical Aspects of
Implementing MEAs
Although each of the international agreements described in Chapter 2 has a different
purpose, there are similarities between them at the operational level. Thus, the types of
MWWYIWE'YWXSQWSVFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVJEGIW[LIRMQTPIQIRXMRKSRIXVIEX]QMKLX
resemble those encountered in implementing other treaties.
8LIƤVWXTEVXSJXLMWGLETXIVTVSZMHIWEWRETWLSXSRGSQQSRMWWYIWMRKIRIVEPJSV
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWMRXLIMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJVIPIZERX1)%W
The remaining parts of the chapter describe in more details the following practical
EWTIGXWTIVXEMRMRKXS'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWLERHPMRKIRZMVSRQIRXEPP]WIRWMXMZI
GSQQSHMXMIWERHWYFWXERGIWGSZIVIHF]VIPIZERX1)%W
• -HIRXMƤGEXMSRSJWYWTMGMSYWMXIQW
• Seizure, storage and disposal
• Health and safety
• Cooperation with other authorities
• Legal issues
• 6ITSVXGEWIWSJMPPIKEPXVEJƤGMRIRZMVSRQIRXEPP]WIRWMXMZIMXIQW
• References to further relevant information.
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Common issues for Customs:
an introduction
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWEVIGSRWMHIVIHSRISJXLIOI]
gate-keepers when it comes to detection and
prevention of illegal trade in the items regulated by
the MEAs. Most MEAs have developed methods
and materials to assist Customs and other relevant
FSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWMRXLIMVIJJSVXWERHWYTTSVX
the implementation of these instruments. The
common issues are described below.

Inspections
'YWXSQWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWEPVIEH]LEZI
well developed structures in place to perform
inspections and checks which are part of their
daily job and responsibility. The enforcement of
trade-related control measures set out in MEAs
could require in some cases a different approach
and methodology depending on the MEA. Those
authorities at the national level responsible for
the implementation of the MEAs (hereinafter
“national competent authorities”) should be
E[EVISJXLITSWWMFPIGSRƤHIRXMEPMX]SJ'YWXSQW
methods and access to certain data. It is however
highly recommended that inspection strategies
are developed jointly between Customs or border
protection agencies and other relevant entities,
such as health or environmental entities or
MRWTIGXSVEXIWEWQYGLEWTSWWMFPI*SVI\EQTPI
F]HIZIPSTMRKVMWOTVSƤPIW[MXLMRTYXJVSQXLI
national competent authorities, getting insight in
modus operandi, trends, indicators, routes, etc.,
based on combining and analyzing information and
intelligence from different sources.

Health and Safety
Dealing with living species or environmentally
sensitive items, addressed under some of the MEA
presented in this guide, could endanger the health
ERHWEJIX]SJXLSWISJƤGIVWTIVJSVQMRKXLIGLIGOW
In addition to the standard operation procedures
JSV'YWXSQWERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWWSQI
MEAs have provisions dealing with health and
safety measures. Common precautions measures
apply in general, such as:
° Do not open and/or enter drums, trailers,
XVYGOWGSRXEMRIVWSVSXLIVGSRƤRIHWTEGIW
without appropriate prior assessment

°
°
°
°
°

(SRSXEWWYQII\EGXGSRXIRXFEWIHSRPEFIPW
solely
Do not touch hazardous materials or
specimens directly
Secure the scene
Report to and involve appropriate health,
safety and regulatory authorities
Use appropriate personal protective
equipment and adequate sampling equipment

Cooperation
Implementation, monitoring and enforcement of
SFPMKEXMSRWHIVMZMRKJVSQ1)%WVIUYMVIWWTIGMƤG
I\TIVXMWIERHGSQTIXIRGIWJVSQHMJJIVIRX
entities. Cooperation is therefore essential. Clear
communication lines between the involved entities
should therefore be in place (e.g. up-to-date contact
details, regular sharing of information, including
changes to legislation or reference documents).
Other suggestions include the development of joint
monitoring and enforcement strategies, training
programmes and provision of other types of mutual
support. Performing implementation, monitoring
and enforcement activities in an inter-agency
WIXXMRK[MPPMRGVIEWIXLIIJƤGMIRG]ERHUYEPMX]SJ
the monitoring and enforcement efforts.
There are various ways of setting up inter-agency
collaboration: either on an informal basis or on
a formal basis. The formal or informal nature of
XLIGSSTIVEXMSR[MPPHITIRHSRXLIWTIGMƤGMXMIW
SJXLIREXMSREPSVPSGEPGSRXI\X%KVIIMRKSRE
formal basis for cooperation may take more time
than establishing informal modes of cooperation.
However, formal cooperation has the advantage
of clarity and legal certainty. It also usually means
that a higher level of management is involved
MRXLITVSGIWW[MXLXLIEWWSGMEXIHFIRIƤXSJ
stability in the joint or shared efforts that are to
be undertaken to enforce environmental rules
ERHVIKYPEXMSRW)\EQTPIWSJGSSTIVEXMSRGSYPH
relate to the establishment of rules of procedure
for communication between relevant authorities,
mutual training and support, joint actions or
XLIEHSTXMSRSJNSMRXKYMHIPMRIW%RI\EQTPI
of formalizing the cooperation is by way of a
memorandum of understanding in which multiple
partners agree on the main aspects of their
collaboration.
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Legal issues
Whilst MEAs form the over-arching international
legal basis for global efforts to address particular
environmental issues, their provisions need to be
implemented into national or regional legislation
by the Parties. For up-to-date information on the
legal framework implementing the MEA in a given
State, including steps that may have been taken to
tailor the MEA to national circumstances, Customs
should check with the competent bodies at the
national level; this also relates to competences,
enforcement powers and criminalization of illegal
trade.

Free trade zones
+IRIVEPP]'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWLSYPHGLIGO[MXL
the relevant authority the applicable trade rules of
1)%WXS[LMGLXLIMVGSYRXV]MWE4EVX]MRWTIGMƤG
zones such as free trade zones47.

Reporting illegal trade
Some MEAs provide for the possibility for Parties
XSVITSVXXSEPP4EVXMIWJSVI\EQTPIXLVSYKLXLI
relevant MEA Secretariat, information on cases
SJMPPIKEPXVEJƤGOMRK48. This contributes to a better
understanding of illegal trade, facilitates addressing
the problem and preventing similar patterns
elsewhere, and helps develop policy and measures
XSƤKLXEKEMRWXMPPIKEPXVEJƤGOMRK%WMHIJVSQXLI
reporting mechanisms within the framework of the
MEA, the WCO and INTERPOL have procedures
and systems in place that facilitate the collection,
I\GLERKIERHEREP]WMWSJHEXE WIIGLETXIVSR
6ITSVXMRKGEWIWSJMPPIKEPXVEJƤGMRIRZMVSRQIRXEPP]
sensitive items) .

-HIRXMƤGEXMSRZIVMƤGEXMSRERH
inspection of suspicious items
Per Convention or Protocol, this part will go into
more detail on how to identify items possible
suspicious shipments and how to verify and check
if they conform to legal requirements.

Basel Convention on the Control of
Transboundary Movements of Hazardous
Wastes and their Disposal, Rotterdam
Convention on the Prior Informed
Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous
Chemicals and Pesticides in International
Trade and Stockholm Convention on
Persistent Organic Pollutants
This sub chapter addresses the three Conventions
dealing with hazardous chemicals and wastes
and the mechanisms to control their imports
ERHI\TSVXW8LIGSRXVSPTVSGIHYVIWTVSZMHIHMR
the Basel and the Rotterdam conventions apply,
as appropriate, to the chemicals covered by the
Stockholm Convention. These procedures are
I\TIGXIHXSIRWYVIXLEXMQTSVXMRK7XEXIWEVIRSX
confronted with hazardous chemicals and wastes
that they do not wish to receive, for instance
because they are unable to manage them in an
environmentally sound manner.
%ƤVWXWXITMWXSTIVJSVQEVMWO49 assessment of the
current situation. This assessment may provide, for
instance, information on the risks associated with
the legal trade of hazardous chemicals and wastes,
ERIZEPYEXMSRSJXLII\MWXIRGISJMPPIKEPXVEHI
XVEJƤGERHXLIMQTEGXSJMPPIKEPXVEHIXVEJƤGSR
human health, the environment and the economy.
It is recommended to perform the risk assessment
together with other relevant governmental entities,
in particular the police as well as environmental,
health and agricultural authorities. The production
of a risk assessment may rely on the following
XLVIITLEWIWVMWOMHIRXMƤGEXMSRVMWOEREP]WMW
and 3. evaluation and prioritization.
Risk indicators and search parameters are
developed following completion of the risk
MHIRXMƤGEXMSRERHEREP]WMWTLEWIWSJXLIVMWO
EWWIWWQIRX6MWOMRHMGEXSVWƥEKTSXIRXMEP
problems with a particular shipment. If Customs
[SVO[MXLIPIGXVSRMGW]WXIQWVMWOTVSƤPIWGERFI
built into their electronic systems. Risk indicators
can relate to:

47 *VIIXVEHI^SRIWEVIEVIEW[LIVIKSSHWQE]FIXVEHIH[MXLSYXER]FEVVMIVWMQTSWIHF]'YWXSQWEYXLSVMXMIWPMOIUYSXEWERHXEVMJJW
48 7IIJSVMRWXERGIYRHIVXLI&EWIP'SRZIRXMSRLXXT[[[FEWIPMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR0IKEP1EXXIVW-PPIKEP8VEJƤG'EWIWSJ-PPIKEP8VEJƤGXEFMH(IJEYPX
EWT\
 &]ŰVMWOű[IQIERXLITSXIRXMEPJSVRSRGSQTPMERGI[MXLVIPIZERXVYPIWERHVIKYPEXMSRW
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The object of the trade
Documents
Packaging
Concealment methods
Customs procedures
Routing
Individuals/companies involved
Countries concerned

When a certain shipment has been selected for
further screening, there are key questions to be
answered:
1. Is this a waste or a product? A waste is
a substance or object that it disposed of,
intended to be disposed of or required to
be disposed of by national law. Disposal
STIVEXMSRWEVIPMWXIHMR%RRI\-:SJXLI&EWIP
'SRZIRXMSRERHMRGPYHIFSXLƤREPHMWTSWEP
operations and recovery operations. In case
of uncertainty as to whether a substance or
SFNIGXQIIXWXLIŰ[EWXIűHIƤRMXMSRTVEGXMGEP
indicators that can be used are: codes used
(Customs or waste codes), the description of
XLIPSEHWYGLEWYWIHVIG]GPIHWGVETI\TMVIH
rejected, a low value of the goods and names of
the companies involved, e.g. using terms such
as recycling, waste management, environment.
2. Is this a waste falling under the scope of the
&EWIP'SRZIRXMSR#'LIGO%RRI\IW------:---
ERH-<SJXLI&EWIP'SRZIRXMSRERHREXMSREP
legislation implementing the Basel Convention
TVSZMWMSRWXSWIIMJXLI[EWXIMWGPEWWMƤIHEW
hazardous or not, or as “other” (i.e. household
waste)
3. Is this a chemical falling under the scope of
the Rotterdam or Stockholm conventions
whose international trade is regulated?
'LIGO%RRI\---SJXLI6SXXIVHEQ'SRZIRXMSR
and national legislation banning or severely
VIWXVMGXMRKGLIQMGEPWSV%RRI\IW%ERH&SJ
the Stockholm Convention,
 -WXLII\TSVXSJXLMWGLIQMGEPSV[EWXIXSXLI
country of import allowed?
5. Is the import of this chemical or waste into my
country allowed?

For more information, see the interactive Manual
for Customs on hazardous chemicals and wastes
under the Basel, Rotterdam and Stockholm
Conventions50.
Remember, when in doubt, Customs are
encouraged to contact entities responsible for the
implementation of the conventions at the national
level: Competent Authorities under the Basel
Convention51, Designated National Authorities
under the Rotterdam Convention52 and National
Focal Point under the Stockholm Convention53.

Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the
Convention on Biological Diversity
It may not be possible to distinguish a living
QSHMƤIHSVKERMWQJVSQMXWRSRQSHMƤIH
counterpart by visual inspection alone. Sampling
and detection techniques are frequently necessary
to test for the presence of an LMO. Unfortunately,
these techniques can be costly and out of the
reach of some countries. The Secretariat of the
Convention on Biological Diversity has developed
technical tools and guidance for the detection
ERHMHIRXMƤGEXMSRSJ013W1SVIMRJSVQEXMSR
MWEZEMPEFPISRXLI7IGVIXEVMEXŭW[IFWMXI54. An
e-learning module addressing sampling and
HIXIGXMSRERHXEVKIXMRK'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWMW
EZEMPEFPIXLVSYKLXLI'&(ŭWIPIEVRMRK4PEXJSVQ55.
The Parties to the Protocol have adopted an Action
Plan for Building Capacities for the Effective
Implementation of the Biosafety Protocol. Under
XLI%GXMSR4PERMHIRXMƤGEXMSRSJ013W MRGPYHMRK
their detection) is a key element requiring concrete
EGXMSR'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWLSYPHHMWGYWWXLIMV
needs for identifying LMOs with the appropriate
authorities so capacity building can be undertaken
to help meet these needs.

50 LXXTW]RIVKMIWTSTWMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR8IGLRMGEP%WWMWXERGI8SSPWERH1IXLSHSPSKMIW1ERYEPJSV'YWXSQW3JƤGIVWXEFMHPERKYEKIIR97(IJEYPX
EWT\
51 LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX'SYRXVMIW'SYRXV]'SRXEGXWXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
52 LXXT[[[TMGMRX'SYRXVMIW'SYRXV]'SRXEGXWXEFMHPERKYEKIIR97(IJEYPXEWT\
53 LXXTGLQTSTWMRX'SYRXVMIW'SYRXV]'SRXEGXWXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
54 ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬďĐŚ͘ĐďĚ͘ŝŶƚͬƉƌŽƚŽĐŽůͬĐƉďͺĚĞƚĞĐƟŽŶͬƚŽŽůƐĂŶĚŐƵŝĚĂŶĐĞͬƚŽƉŝĐϭ͘ƐŚƚŵů
55 LXXTWWGFHYRWWGSVK
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Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production, Stockpiling and
Use of Chemical Weapons and on Their
Destruction (CWC)
34';8SSPWSJ-HIRXMƤGEXMSRSJ7GLIHYPIH
Chemicals
https://www.opcw.org/our-work/non-proliferation/
HIGPEVEXMSRWEHZMWIV
%PP34';ŭWHSGYQIRXWERHXSSPWXLEXLEZIFIIR
developed to facilitate the efforts of National
Authorities in implementing national requirements
of the Convention are available on the website56,
MRGPYHMRKXLVII34';8SSPWJSVXLI-HIRXMƤGEXMSR
of Scheduled Chemicals incorporating unique
6-digit HS-codes for the relevant CWC scheduled
chemicals in accordance with the amendments
made in 2017 edition of HS Convention (effective
from 1 January 2017):
1.

Brochure on Most Traded Scheduled Chemicals
2017
This brochure57 covers 49 Schedule 2 and
7GLIHYPIGLIQMGEPWMHIRXMƤIHEWXLIQSWXXVEHIH
scheduled chemicals based on trade declarations
submitted by States Parties since 1997 up to
8LMW&VSGLYVIEPWSGSZIVWWSQII\EQTPIW
of commercial applications and industrial uses of
the chemicals obtained from the open sources.
The brochure includes correlation table between
previous 2012 version of HS 2012 and current
version of HS 2017 (see Table 3-1).
2.

Handbook on Chemicals 2017

The Handbook on Chemicals 201758 contains 1800
scheduled chemicals declared by the States Parties to
CWC from 1997 up to 2014 (it includes 49 most traded
schedule chemicals provided in Brochure on Most Traded
Scheduled Chemicals 2017)

3.

OPCW Online Scheduled Chemicals Database 2017

The OPCW Online Scheduled Chemicals Database 201759
contains 31851 scheduled Chemicals including 1800
56 LXXTW[[[STG[SVKSYV[SVORSRTVSPMJIVEXMSRHIGPEVEXMSRWEHZMWIV
57 ŚƩƉƐ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ͘ŽƉĐǁ͘ŽƌŐͬŽƵƌͲǁŽƌŬͬŶŽŶͲƉƌŽůŝĨĞƌĂƟŽŶͬĚĞĐůĂƌĂƟŽŶƐͲĂĚǀŝƐĞƌͬ
ŵŽƐƚͲƚƌĂĚĞĚͲƐĐŚĞĚƵůĞĚͲĐŚĞŵŝĐĂůƐͬ
58 LXXTW[[[STG[SVKSYV[SVORSRTVSPMJIVEXMSRHIGPEVEXMSRWEHZMWIV
LERHFSSOSRGLIQMGEPW
 LXXTWETTWSTG[SVKGEW
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scheduled chemicals of the Handbook on Chemicals
2017 and 49 chemicals of the Brochure on Most Traded
Scheduled Chemicals 2017.
4PIEWIRSXIXLEXHYIXSJEQMPMIWSJGLIQMGEPWGSZIVIH
by the CWC (Annex on Chemicals) the list of all declarable
scheduled chemicals is not possible to produce.

Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES)
Background
3ZIVWTIGMIWSJ[MPHJEYREERHƥSVEEVI
covered by the Convention. This large number
TPEGIWWMKRMƤGERXSFPMKEXMSRWSR'YWXSQWERH
FSVHIVTVSXIGXMSRWSJƤGIVW[LSQE]TL]WMGEPP]
inspect shipments to ensure a match between
their contents and their documents and who, as
non-specialists, may be compelled to verify every
species listed in a permit application or CITES
HSGYQIRX-RHIIHXLIVSYXMRII\TSVXWSJEGSYRXV]
QE]FIJEQMPMEVXSMXW'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWFYXMQTSVXW
or specimens in transit may be unfamiliar and
HMJƤGYPXXSMHIRXMJ]%REFMPMX]XSMHIRXMJ]WTIGMQIRW
correctly is essential for verifying the validity of
documents and detecting fraud, and Customs
SJƤGIVWJEGIXLIRIIHXSEHHVIWWXLMWGLEPPIRKISR
a practical level so that the trade transaction is not
hindered.
The challenges encountered in identifying
WTIGMQIRWZEV]*SVI\EQTPIERSVRMXLSPSKMWX
MHIRXMJ]MRKEFMVHMRXLIƤIPHLEWQYGLEHHMXMSREP
information on which to rely, such as habitat,
behaviour and the known ranges of species, but
identifying a bird in a crate that may be one of a
hundred birds with damaged or soiled plumage, and
perhaps from an unknown source, is quite another
QEXXIV6E[WIQMƤRMWLIHERHƤRMWLIHTVSHYGXW
QE]FITEVXMGYPEVP]HMJƤGYPXXSHIXIGXSVMHIRXMJ]ERH
the provisions that relate to parts and derivatives
may be quite different from those for whole or live
specimens.
Thankfully, many Parties, institutions,
intergovernmental agencies and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) have joined the CITES
7IGVIXEVMEXMRGVIEXMRKWTIGMIWMHIRXMƤGEXMSRXSSPWMR
the form of books, manuals and online assistance
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8EFPI'SVVIPEXMSR8EFPIFIX[IIRXLITVIZMSYWERHGYVVIRXZIVWMSRWSJ,7GSHIW
Schedule

HS 2012

HS 2017

170836-68-7

CAS

1M\XYVISJ IXL]PQIXL]PS\MHS
HMS\ETLSWTLMRER]P QIXL]P
QIXL]PQIXL]PTLSWTLSREXI '%762
41203-81-0) and Bis[(5-Ethyl-2-methylS\MHSHMS\ETLSWTLMRER]P
QIXL]PAQIXL]PTLSWTLSREXI '%762


2B04





18755-43-6

Dimethyl propylphosphonate

2B04





41203-81-0

)XL]PQIXL]PS\MHS
HMS\ETLSWTLMRER]P QIXL]PQIXL]P
methylphosphonate

2B04







&MW? )XL]PQIXL]PS\MHS
HMS\ETLSWTLMRER]P QIXL]PA
methylphosphonate

2B04







2,4,6-Tripropyl-1,3,5,2,4,6XVMS\EXVMTLSWTLMRERIXVMS\MHI

2B04





'LIQMGEP2EQI



Dimethyl methylphosphonate

2B04





78-38-6

Diethyl ethylphosphonate

2B04





84402-58-4

Methylphosphonic acid with
(aminoiminomethyl)urea (1:1)

2B04







7SHMYQ XVML]HVS\]WMP]P TVST]P
methylphosphonate

2B04







(MTLIR]PL]HVS\]EGIXMGEGMH

2B08





4261-68-1

 22(MMWSTVST]PEQMRS IXL]PGLPSVMHI
hydrochloride

2B10





4584-46-7

 22(MQIXL]PEQMRS IXL]PGLPSVMHI
hydrochloride

2B10







 22(MIXL]PEQMRS IXL]PGLPSVMHI
hydrochloride

2B10







 22(MMWSTVST]PEQMRS IXLERSP

2B11







 22(MIXL]PEQMRS IXLERIXLMSP

2B12





111-48-8

&MW L]HVS\]IXL]P WYPTLMHI

2B13





75-44-5

Carbonyl dichloride

3A01





506-77-4

Cyanogen chloride

3A02







Hydrogen cyanide

3A03





76-06-2

Trichloronitromethane

3A04





10025-87-3

4LSWTLSVYWS\]GLPSVMHI

3B05







Phosphorus trichloride

3B06





10026-13-8

Phosphorus pentachloride

3B07







Trimethyl phosphite

3B08





122-52-1

Triethyl phosphite

&







Dimethyl phosphite

3B10







Diethyl phosphite

3B11







Sulfur monochloride

3B12







Sulfur dichloride

3B13







Thionyl chloride

3B14







Ethyldiethanolamine

3B15







Methyldiethanolamine

3B16





102-71-6

Triethanolamine

3B17





108-02-1

 22(MQIXL]PEQMRS IXLERIXLMSP

2B12
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Product from the reaction of
Methylphosphonic acid and
1,3,5-Triazine-2,4,6-triamine

2B04

----------

----------



3-Quinuclidinol

&





25333-42-0

R-(-)-3-Quinuclidinol

&







(MQIXL]PXIXVES\E
HMTLSWTLEWTMVS?AYRHIGERI
HMS\MHI

2B04





4708-04-7

Propylphosphonic dichloride

2B04







Methylphosphonic dichloride

2B04





7526-26-3

Diphenyl methylphosphonate

2B04







O-(3-chloropropyl) O-[4-nitro XVMƥYSVSQIXL]P TLIR]PA
methylphosphonothionate

2B04







Methylphosphonic acid

2B04







Product from the reaction of
methylphosphonic acid and
1,2-ethanediamine

2B04

----------

----------



Phosphonic acid, methyl-, polyglycol
IWXIV )\SPMX3484

2B04

----------





Phosphonic acid, methyl-, polyglycol
IWXIV )\SPMX34

2B04

----------



363626-50-0

&MW TSP]S\]IXL]PIRI 
methylphosphonate

2B04





63747-58-0

Poly(1,3-phenylene methyl phosphonate)

2B04







Dimethylmethylphosphonate, polymer
[MXLS\MVERIERHTLSWTLSVYWS\MHI

2B04







XSQEOIXLIMHIRXMƤGEXMSRSJ'-8)7WTIGMQIRW
easier. These materials are collected and made
available in the CITES Virtual College (see link
below). The Management Authority should be
contacted for details on what tools are available
and appropriate for that country and to assist in
WSPZMRKER]HMJƤGYPXMIWIRGSYRXIVIHMRMHIRXMJ]MRK
species during inspection.
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° 7LEVOMHIRXMƤGEXMSRQEXIVMEPWHEXEFEWI63 on the

CITES Website
° iSharkFin64
° '-8)7;MOM-HIRXMƤGEXMSRQERYEP65
° List of national authorities (Management

%YXLSVMX]7GMIRXMƤG%YXLSVMX]ERHIRJSVGIQIRX
authority)66

-HIRXMƤGEXMSR

Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete the Ozone Layer

'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWRIIHXSZIVMJ][LIXLIVEWTIGMIW
in trade are CITES protected, and if they are,
whether they are accompanied by the appropriate
CITES documents. The online course “Introduction
XS'-8)7JSV'YWXSQWűMRWXVYGXW'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW
on how to conduct documentation and physical
inspections of CITES listed species.60
° -HIRXMƤGEXMSRQEXIVMEPWJVSQWXEOILSPHIVW MR
the CITES Virtual College)61
° -HIRXMƤGEXMSRQEXIVMEPWEX)2:-632)8
(restricted access)62

Checking documentation can yield many valuable
clues about whether a shipment is legitimate.
Because there is no common international
WXERHEVH'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWLSYPHEWOXLI
following questions:
° -WXLIGSRWMKRQIRXŭWGPEWWMƤGEXMSRGSRWMWXIRX
and do the Harmonized System code, ASHRAE
and UN numbers, trade name and chemical
name match?
° Are the invoice, packing list and bill of lading

60 WII'-8)7:MVXYEPGSPPIKI VIWXVMGXIHEGGIWW LXXTWGMXIWYRMEIW
61 LXXTWGMXIWYRMEIWGMXIWQSHVIWSYVGIZMI[TLT#MH!-(QERYEPW
62 LXXTWGMXIWSVKWMXIWHIJEYPXƤPIWRSXMJ)2SXMJTHJ

63
64
65
66

LXXTWGMXIWSVKIRKTVSKWLEVOVIWSYVGIWTLT
LXXT[[[JESSVKMTSEWLEVOWXSSPWWSJX[EVIMWLEVOƤRIR
LXXTW[[[GMXIWSVKIRKVIWSYVGIW[MOMCMHTLT
LXXTW[[[GMXIWSVKIRKGQWMRHI\TLTGSQTSRIRXGT
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°

°

°

°

°
°

consistent, and are they compatible with the
shipping manifest?
Is the country of origin or destination party to
the treaty, and is the paperwork consistent with
the markings of the container?
Does the container number match the
documents, and is it a genuine container
number (verify with the shipping line or owner
of the container)?
(SIWXLIMQTSVXIVŭWEHHVIWWEGXYEPP]I\MWX#
The authorised licensing agency can help to
verify that the importer has a valid licence.
If the importer is new to the trade, further
investigation is warranted.
*SVVIG]GPIHTVSHYGXWHSIWXLII\TSVXMRK
country have a recycling capacity? A list of
recycling capacities can be obtained from the
XVIEX]ŭW7IGVIXEVMEX'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWGSYPH
request an analysis of a sample of the chemical
as well as information on the source of the
chemical and the name and details of the
recycling facility.
Is the shipping route logistically and
economically viable?
Is the price realistic and in line with
international prices?

Physical inspection of cylinders and packaging can
provide important information about the validity
ERHPIKEPMX]SJXLIGSRWMKRQIRX'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW
should use the following checklist:
° Is the colour of the cylinder consistent with the

industrial standards of the chemical declared?
° Is the language on the cylinder/packaging

appropriate for the intended market?
° Are there any spelling mistakes on the cylinder/

packaging?
° Are there any inconsistencies (inappropriate

use of company logos, taglines or trademarks)?
° Is the type of valve used on the cylinder

correct?
° Has the cylinder been painted or tampered

with?
° Are the labels on the cylinders silk-screened or

spray painted (not printed or stickers)?
° %VIXLIQERYJEGXYVIVŭWGSRXEGXHIXEMPWTVMRXIH

on the cylinder?
° Is the date of manufacture consistent with the

paperwork?

8EFPI8LIQEMRWQYKKPMRKXIGLRMUYIWJSV3(7IRGSYRXIVIHF]'YWXSQWSJέGIVW
Smuggling method

Detection tip

*VSRXHSSVWQYKKPMRK-RGSYRXVMIWXLEXLEZIRSIJJIGXMZIPMGIRWMRKW]WXIQSVMR[LMGL •
shipments are never properly checked, smugglers do not even attempt to disguise
•
WLMTQIRXW

'LIGOTETIV[SVOGEVIJYPP]
6EMWIE[EVIRIWWEQSRK'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW

*EPWIPEFIPPMRKSJG]PMRHIVWERHGEVXSRWSJ3(7EWSXLIVGLIQMGEPW

•
•

'LIGOMQTSVXWVSYXMRIP]
9WIKEWMHIRXMƤIVWMJTSWWMFPI

1MWHIGPEVEXMSR'SRXVSPPIHGLIQMGEPHIGPEVIHSRXLIHSGYQIRXEXMSREWERSXLIV
GLIQMGEP WQYKKPIVWEWWYQIXLEXSJƤGMEPWEVIYRJEQMPMEV[MXLGLIQMGEPREQIWERH
GSHIW G]PMRHIVWHIGPEVIHIQTX]QMWHIGPEVEXMSRF]YRHIVMRZSMGMRK

•
•

'LIGOTETIV[SVOGEVIJYPP]
1EXGLTETIV[SVO[MXLGSRWMKRQIRX

(IGPEVIHEWVIG]GPIH:MVKMR'*'WERHLEPSRWQE]FIHIGPEVIHEWYWIHVIGSZIVIH
reclaimed or recycled because recycled imported CFCs and halons do not count
EKEMRWXEGSYRXV]ŭW3(7GSRWYQTXMSR7SQIWQYKKPIVWIZIRGSRXEQMREXIZMVKMR
'*'WWSXLI]ETTIEVYWIH

•
•

'LIGOXLII\TSVXMRKGSYRXV]ŭWVIG]GPMRK
GETEGMX]
%REP]WIEWEQTPISJXLIVIJVMKIVERX

(SYFPIPE]IVMRK which entails hiding the illegal materials behind a layer of legal
TVSHYGXW

•
•

'LIGOTETIV[SVOGEVIJYPP]
-RWTIGXGSRWMKRQIRXW

'SRGIEPQIRX or hiding chemicals among other cargo or in vehicles, boats, backpacks, •
head-loads or rickshaws
8VERWLMTQIRXJVEYH[LMGLGSRWMWXWSJIPEFSVEXIWLMTTMRKVSYXIWƤGXMXMSYW
HIWXMREXMSRWERHJEPWITETIV[SVOXSTYXSJƤGMEPWSJJXLIWGIRX

•
•

'LIQMGEPHIGPEVIHEWIUYMTQIRX such as refrigeration equipment, compressors or
EYXSTEVXW'LIQMGEPWGERIZIRFIWQYKKPIHMRWMHIXLIIUYMTQIRX

•

1EMRXEMRZMKMPERGIEXFSVHIVGVSWWMRKW
Pursue international co-operation and
GSQQYRMGEXMSR
'VSWWGLIGO[MXLXLII\TSVXMRKERHER]
XVERWMXGSYRXVMIW
-RWTIGXGSRWMKRQIRXWXLSVSYKLP]
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'YWXSQWSJƤGMEPWWLSYPHXVIEXRIYXVEPTEGOEKMRK
with no labelling, country of origin or manufacturer
as suspicious, and they should call trained
personnel for further testing (identifying) if needed.
Colour codes can now be used to identify the
WYTTSWIHGSRXIRXSJEG]PMRHIV7IIXLII\EQTPIMR
Table 3-3 using Air-conditioning and Refrigeration
Institute (ARI) codes.

I\TSVXIVSVMQTSVXIVXLIWLMTTMRKPMRIWLMTTMRK
agent, port authority, handling companies) be, if
possible, informed about this action;
JSVI\EQTPIF]MWWYMRKEŬWXSTRSXMGIŭ

Storing the load

During the time of the investigation, the load should
be stored in a safe and protected area where it
cannot harm human health and the environment
8EFPI'SPSYVWSJG]PMRHIVWJSVQEMRVIJVMKIVERXW %6-
and where evidence cannot be tampered with.
GSPSYVGSHI
+IRIVEPP]MXMWSRP][MXLXLII\TPMGMXETTVSZEPSJ
the authority that ordered the detainment that a
ODS
CFC-11: orange
shipment can be released. Port and train terminals
CFC-12: white
EVII\TIGXIHXSTVSZMHIXLIVIUYMVIHWXSVEKI
HCFC-22: light green
CFC-113: dark purple
JEGMPMXMIWEXXLITSMRXWSJPSEHMRKERHSJƥSEHMRK-R
case the container is being transported by truck,
%PXIVREXMZIW HFC-134a (R-134a): light blue (sky)
it could be required to have the container moved
2SXI%6-GSHIWEVIE97WXERHEVHERHRSXETTPMGEFPIMREPP
(preferably under escort) to an appropriate location
GSYRXVMIW
to perform the inspection and store the load safely.

Seizures, Storage and Disposal

Evidence gathering and case documentation

Basel Convention, Rotterdam and
Stockholm Conventions

Detaining the shipment

8LIKEXLIVMRKSJIZMHIRGIEMQWƤVWXXSWYTTSVXE
decision by the responsible authority with respect
to the suspicious shipment and whether to allow
XLIMQTSVXXVERWMXSVI\TSVXXSTVSGIIHSVRSX
Secondly, in the event the shipment is deemed
illegal, the investigation aims at identifying the
various elements associated with the shipment:
the nature of the shipment, the stakeholders
involved (States, individuals, companies) and where
the responsibilities may lie. This latter point is
IWTIGMEPP]MQTSVXERX[LIRMXGSQIWXSXLIƤRERGMEP
consequences of the illegal trade (i.e. who is to
cover the costs for: storing a load, taking it back
or its disposal). The third aim is to collect as much
evidence as possible, keeping in mind possible
future steps: the take-back of the shipment by the
I\TSVXIVSVMXWIRZMVSRQIRXEPP]WSYRHHMWTSWEP
in the case of hazardous wastes; and possible
administrative, civil or criminal proceedings. It is
important to collect and report as much relevant
information as possible.

Pending the outcome of an investigation, the
shipment may be detained in order to avoid further
transportation of the suspicious load into the
country or out of the country. Detaining a container
LEWƤRERGMEPGSRWIUYIRGIWERHQE]FIWIIREW
disrupting legitimate trade. It is therefore important
that the various stakeholders concerned (i.e. the

The Stockholm and Rotterdam Conventions do not
GSRXEMRWTIGMƤGTVSZMWMSRWHIƤRMRK[LEXEQSYRXW
to “illegal trade” and on how to deal with illegally
MQTSVXIHSVI\TSVXIHLE^EVHSYWGLIQMGEPWJEPPMRK
under their scope. However, national legislation
implementing these MEAs may specify this. The

What Customs should do when faced with a
possible illegal shipment depends very much on
the powers entrusted to them under the applicable
national rules and regulations. The authority to
control documents, to stop, open and physically
inspect vehicles/containers, and to detain
shipments for further investigation seems to be
commonplace. On the other hand, Customs may
not have the authority to take administrative, civil
or criminal investigation/enforcement measures,
for instance taking samples or gathering additional
evidence. The national legal and institutional
JVEQI[SVOEPWSWTIGMƤIWXLIVIWTSRWMFMPMXMIWSJ
other relevant authorities and may clarify how such
authorities should cooperate.
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(IEPMRK[MXLMPPIKEPXVEJƤG
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&EWIP'SRZIRXMSRSRXLISXLIVLERHWTIGMƤGEPP]
HIƤRIWMPPIKEPXVEJƤGERHGSRWIUYIRGIWXLIVISJ
7TIGMƤGKYMHERGISRXLMWQEXXIVMWEZEMPEFPI67.
A. Exporter or generator’s responsibility
In the event of a transboundary movement of
hazardous wastes or other wastes deemed to be
MPPIKEPXVEJƤGEWXLIVIWYPXSJGSRHYGXSRXLITEVXSJ
XLII\TSVXIVSVKIRIVEXSVXLI7XEXISJI\TSVXWLEPP
ensure that the wastes in question are:
° 8EOIRFEGOF]XLII\TSVXIVSVXLIKIRIVEXSVSV
MJRIGIWWEV]F]MXWIPJMRXSXLI7XEXISJI\TSVXSVMJ
impracticable,
° Otherwise disposed of in accordance with the
provisions of this Convention within 30 days
JVSQXLIXMQIXLI7XEXISJI\TSVXLEWFIIR
MRJSVQIHEFSYXXLIMPPIKEPXVEJƤGSVWYGLSXLIV
period of time as States concerned may agree.
To this end the Parties concerned shall not
oppose, hinder or prevent the return of those
[EWXIWXSXLI7XEXISJI\TSVX
B. Importer or disposer’s responsibility
In the event of a transboundary movement of
LE^EVHSYW[EWXIWHIIQIHXSFIMPPIKEPXVEJƤGEW
the result of conduct on the part of the importer
or disposer, the State of import shall ensure that
the wastes in question are disposed of in an
environmentally sound manner by the importer or
disposer or, if necessary, by itself within 30 days
JVSQXLIXMQIXLIMPPIKEPXVEJƤGLEWGSQIXSXLI
attention of the State of import or such other period
of time as the States concerned may agree. To
this end, the Parties concerned shall cooperate,
as necessary, in the disposal of the wastes in an
environmentally sound manner.
C. Unclear assignment of responsibilities
-RXLIIZIRXXLIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]JSVXLIMPPIKEPXVEJƤG
of hazardous wastes cannot be assigned either
XSXLII\TSVXIVSVKIRIVEXSVSVXSXLIMQTSVXIVSV
disposer, the Parties concerned or other Parties, as
appropriate, shall ensure, through cooperation, that
the wastes in question are disposed of as soon as
possible in an environmentally sound manner either
MRXLI7XEXISJI\TSVXSVMRXLI7XEXISJMQTSVXSV
elsewhere, as appropriate.
67 LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR0IKEP1EXXIVW-PPIKEP8VEJƤG+YMHERGIXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\

Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the
Convention on Biological Diversity
The Biosafety Protocol makes no mention of
WIM^YVIWSVGSRƤWGEXMSR-XHSIWLS[IZIVWXEXIXLEX
in the event of an illegal transboundary movement
SJEPMZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQXLIEJJIGXIH4EVX]
may request the Party of origin to dispose of the
LMO in question by repatriation or destruction,
EWETTVSTVMEXIERHEXMXWS[RI\TIRWI%RMPPIKEP
transboundary movement is a movement of an LMO
GEVVMIHSYXMRGSRXVEZIRXMSRSJE4EVX]ŭWHSQIWXMG
measures to implement the Protocol. Customs
ERHFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWWLSYPHFIE[EVISJXLI
rules, procedures and contact points their country
has in place for responding in the event an illegal
transboundary movement of an LMO is detected.

Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production, Stockpiling and
Use of Chemical Weapons and on Their
Destruction (CWC)
Countries should have established national
procedures to apply if an illegal shipment of
WGLIHYPIHGLIQMGEPWMWMHIRXMƤIHERHWIM^IH%R]
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWRSXE[EVISJXLIWIVYPIWWLSYPH
GSRXEGXXLI'SRZIRXMSRŭW2EXMSREP%YXLSVMX]8LI
storage requirements for seized chemicals depend
SRXLIGLIQMGEPMRZSPZIH)\TIVXWGMIRXMƤGEHZMGI
should be sought from a Competent Authority, such
as a Customs laboratory.

Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES)
The CITES Management Authority should be
informed of any seizures of CITES specimens.
Because the Convention states that any living
WTIGMQIRGSRƤWGEXIHWLEPPFIIRXVYWXIHXSXLI
1EREKIQIRX%YXLSVMX]SJXLI7XEXISJGSRƤWGEXMSR
it is the responsibility of the Management Authority
to care for and to decide on the disposal of
GSRƤWGEXIHWTIGMQIRW'YWXSQWEHQMRMWXVEXMSRW
QE]RSXLEZIXLIJEGMPMXMIWERHI\TIVXMWIXS
GEVIJSVGSRƤWGEXIHPMZIWTIGMQIRWSJTPERXWSV
animals, and such specimens may need immediate
attention, depending on the circumstances of the
seizure.
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The storage of seized products may raise health
and safety concerns, and some high value
products, such as sturgeon caviar, may be highly
perishable if not stored at the correct temperature.
&IGEYWIGSRƤWGEXMSRWQMKLXSGGYVSYXWMHISJ
normal government working hours, Customs
SJƤGIVWWLSYPHIRWYVIXLEXXLI]LEZIXLIEJXIV
LSYVWGSRXEGXMRJSVQEXMSRJSVXLI'-8)7SJƤGMEPW
ERHI\TIVXW

Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete the Ozone Layer
Table 2-7 in Chapter 2 lists all necessary
recommendations and options on seizures and
storage under the Montreal Protocol. The National
Ozone Unit should be informed at the earliest
opportunity.

Seized Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS)
and ODS-based products and equipment
National laws and the provisions of the import/
I\TSVXPMGIRWMRKW]WXIQTVIWGVMFI[LEXLETTIRW
to seized ODS or ODS-containing products. The
HIGMWMSRQEXVM\MR8EFPITVIWIRXWSTXMSRW
for seized ODS and ODS-based products and
IUYMTQIRX8LIWLEHIHFS\IWMRHMGEXIXLI
environmentally preferable options. However, the
QSWXETTVSTVMEXISTXMSR[MPPHITIRHSREGSYRXV]ŭW
WTIGMƤGWMXYEXMSRERHXLIGSWXW'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW
may wish to discuss the approach presented in this
table with the NOU.

Health and Safety
Basel Convention, Rotterdam and
Stockholm Conventions
8LIWEJIX]SJXLI'YWXSQWSJƤGIVERHWYVVSYRHMRKW
is a high priority when monitoring legal trade in
GLIQMGEPWERH[EWXIW8LII\EGXGSQTSWMXMSR
of a material is not always clear; clues that
GERWYTTSVXXLIGPEWWMƤGEXMSRSJXLIGSRXIRX
of a shipment and thus evaluate potential risks
should therefore be closely watched. There are
various ways to identify hazardous chemicals and
wastes that are subject to the control measures
under the three conventions. The administrative
I\EQMREXMSRWLSYPHJSGYWSR[LSMWMRZSPZIH
68 LXXT[[[FEWIPMRXPIKEPQEXXIVWMPPIKXVEJƤGMRHI\LXQPWYFX
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the origin and destination of the chemicals or
waste, the description and the composition of the
PSEH-QTSVXERXMRHMGEXSVWEVIJSVI\EQTPI,7
codes, waste codes and trade names. A visual
screening, labels, packaging and appearance all
TVSZMHIMRJSVQEXMSRXLEXLIPTWXLI'YWXSQWSJƤGIV
[MXLXLIMHIRXMƤGEXMSRSJXLIPSEH7EQTPMRKERH
testing are also an option, although it is strongly
recommended that these be performed by
specialists. It needs to be stressed that during the
MHIRXMƤGEXMSRSJXLIPSEHXLIWEJIX]SJXLI'YWXSQW
SJƤGIVWERHSXLIVWMWSJTEVEQSYRXMQTSVXERGI
92+PSFEPP],EVQSRM^IH7]WXIQSJ'PEWWMƤGEXMSR
and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS) and IMDG codes
as well as data information sheets give information
about possible hazardous characteristics of the
load, which should be taken into account. Before
performing a visual inspection of the content of a
container, relevant safety issues should be taken
into account.
1SVIWTIGMƤGKYMHERGISRLS[XSZIVMJ]EWLMTQIRX
that contains, or may contain, hazardous wastes
can be found in the “Training Manual for the
Enforcement of Laws Implementing the Basel
Convention: Guidance for Safe and Effective
Detection, Investigation and Prosecution of Illegal
8VEJƤGMR,E^EVHSYW;EWXIWű68. This manual
addresses general inspection of trailers and drums
and techniques for safely gathering samples.

Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the
Convention on Biological Diversity
*SVFSXLPMZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQW 013W JSV
intentional introduction into the environment and
LMOs for contained use, the Biosafety Protocol
requires that instructions for the safe handling,
storage, transport and use of the LMOs be
indicated in the documentation that accompanies
the shipment. If there are no instructions, that
fact must be indicated in the documentation
in accordance with the relevant decision of the
4EVXMIWXSXLI4VSXSGSP'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWLSYPH
refer to the documentation accompanying a
shipment of LMOs to determine whether they
should take health and safety precautions.
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Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production, Stockpiling and
Use of Chemical Weapons and on Their
Destruction (CWC)

Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES)

7EJIX]QYWXFIXLIƤVWXTVMSVMX][LIRHIEPMRK[MXL
PMZIERMQEPWERHTPERXWERHTEVXWXLIVISJ WII&S\
below “Things to remember . . .”). All animals, even
XLSWIWYTTSWIHP]XEQIGERMRƥMGX[SYRHWXLEX
range from a simple scratch to a potentially lethal
FMXI&MXIWWGVETIWERHWGVEXGLIWGERFIMRƥMGXIH
by the teeth of monkeys, cats, canines, crocodiles
and lizards; by the beaks of turtles and bills of birds,
such as parrots, birds of prey, toucans, ostriches
and pheasants; by the fangs of snakes and stingers
of scorpions, which can inject a potentially fatal
venom; and by the claws of cats, monkeys, turtles
and birds. Indeed, mammals and birds can, for
I\EQTPIXVERWQMXXSLYQERWXLIMRJIGXMSRGEYWIH
8EFPI  (SͱW ERH HSRͱXW YTSR HMWGSZIV] SJ E GLIQMGEP
by the fungus Aspergillus. Monkeys can be carriers
[IETSRSVXS\MGGLIQMGEP
of serious diseases such as hepatitis A and B,
Do’s
Ebola virus, Marburg disease and the simian
• Assess the situation
MQQYRSHIƤGMIRG]W]RHVSQIEJSVQSJ%-(7
• Try to identify the substance only with information

Because the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC)
deals with the elimination of some of the most
XS\MGWYFWXERGIWORS[RXSLYQEROMRHLIEPXLERH
safety concerns are central to its implementation.
The health and safety policy and regulations of
the Organisation for the Prevention of Chemical
Weapons (OPCW), together with the Convention
itself, lay down principles and obligations for both
the Secretariat and States Parties through which
the health and safety of all those associated with
OPCW activities will be safeguarded (see Table 3-4).

•
•

provided
Secure the scene
Report incident to the appropriate authority

Don’ts
• Take any action unless you have been trained in
LERHPMRKXS\MGGLIQMGEPW
• )RXIVGSRƤRIHWTEGIW
• Open trailers or trucks
• Open drums or other containers
• 4VIWYQIXLII\EGXGSRXIRXWSJXLIGEVKSFEWIHSR
label
• Destroy evidence

8LIMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJXLI34';ŭWLIEPXLERH
safety programme focuses on providing specialised
medical and safety support to inspection teams, as
well as advice, information and training to member
states, on request, on the health and safety aspects
of chemical weapons and defence (that is, on the
properties of chemicals, detection, protection,
decontamination and medical treatment). These
activities are performed in conjunction with the
International Cooperation and Assistance Division.
More information on the activities of the OPCW is
EZEMPEFPIJVSQIEGLGSYRXV]ŭW2EXMSREP%YXLSVMX]69.

Parrots can transmit psittacosis. Ducks and
geese can be carriers of the bacteria that trigger
FSXYPMWQ%RHVITXMPIWQSVIWTIGMƤGEPP]XYVXPIWEVI
carriers of the bacteria that cause salmonellosis.
And then there are the chemical products, such as
pesticides and fungicides that are routinely used
XSXVIEXLYRXMRKXVSTLMIWERHEVXMƤGMEPP]TVSTEKEXIH
plants. Such chemical products can release harmful
TEVXMGPIW)ZIRTPERXWEPXLSYKLIEW]XSI\EQMRI
may carry potential health and safety risks.
3RGI'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWLEZIWIIRXSXLIMVS[R
safety and that of their colleagues, they must
take steps to ensure the safety and survival of the
specimens. They must not only make certain that
the guidelines and regulations on the transport
conditions of live animals are followed, but also
monitor the specimens to ensure that they remain
healthy while under the control of Customs. If
EJXIVI\EQMRMRKXLIHSGYQIRXWERHGSRHYGXMRKE
TL]WMGEPMRWTIGXMSR'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWHIXIVQMRIXLEX
the permit is not valid or of doubtful authenticity,
they can apply the normal detention procedures
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and contact the relevant authorities. Otherwise,
they should retain the original copy (Copy 1) of
XLIZEPMHEXIHJSVIMKR'-8)7I\TSVXTIVQMX ERH
the original copy of the CITES import permit for
%TTIRHM\-WTIGMQIRW ERHJSV[EVHXLIQXSXLI
CITES Management Authority.

and animal care professionals should take on the
ground and in the air. In the case of plants, the IATA
Perishable Cargo Regulations71 applies.

'-8)7TVSZMHIWXLEXGSRƤWGEXIHPMZIWTIGMQIRW
WLEPPEJXIVGSRWYPXEXMSR[MXLXLI7XEXISJI\TSVX
FIVIXYVRIHXSXLEX7XEXIEXXLII\TIRWISJXLEX
State, or to a rescue centre or such other place as
the Management Authority deems appropriate and
consistent with the purposes of the Convention.
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWQE]XLIVIJSVIRIIHXSVIJIVXS
the CITES Management Authority on the national
PIKMWPEXMSRGSZIVMRKXLIHMWTSWEPSJGSRƤWGEXIHPMZI
specimens of CITES-listed species.

Ozone-depleting substances include a wide range
of chemicals with different chemical and physical
properties. Most of these chemicals pose a risk
to human health and the environment if handled,
stored, transported or used without proper safety
precautions. National safety regulations must be
observed.

Things to remember when dealing with potentially
hazardous CITES specimens
° Do not handle the specimens directly
° Assess potential hazards before handling cages
ERHFS\IW
° Avoid handling jute bags or other soft containers
that may contain venomous specimens
° Avoid handling any raw mammal skins and
hunting trophies
° -RWTIGXTPERXWIWTIGMEPP]EVXMƤGMEPP]TVSTEKEXIH
ones, in a well-ventilated area
° Ensure that only those people directly involved in
the inspection are present if handling jute bags or
other soft containers that may contain venomous
specimens

Health and safety of animals
*SV%TTIRHM\-ERH--WTIGMQIRWXLITVITEVEXMSRERH
shipment of any live specimen must minimise any
risk of injury, damage to health or cruel treatment,
and in the case of live animal specimens shipped
by air, conditions of transport must meet the
International Air Transport Association (IATA) Live
Animals Regulations (LAR).

Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete the Ozone Layer

The following general rules should be observed:
° Do not vent refrigerants
° Do not take samples of refrigerants without
adequate training and equipment
° Contact a designated professional for sampling
and analysis
° 9WIVIJVMKIVERXMHIRXMƤIVWSRP]MJJEQMPMEV[MXL
their use and authorised to do so
° Use leak detectors to inspect refrigerant
cylinders for leaks; inspect the cylinders and
valves for damage
° Use protective clothing (gloves, goggles) when
handling containers of pressurised gases such
as CFCs or HCFCs, as they may cause frostbite
° Store refrigerant cylinders vertically and secure
in a protected, well-ventilated area
° (SRSXI\TSWIVIJVMKIVERXG]PMRHIVWXSSTIR
ƥEQIWSVHMVIGXWYRPMKLXXLI]GSRXEMR
pressurised gases
° Handle refrigerant cylinders carefully and do not
drop them; that may lead to valve damage
° Display warnings clearly in storage areas
° Do not dispose of any refrigerant by using
methods other than recovery and recycling,
reclaim, reuse, adequate storage or destruction
° Observe local regulations and standards on the
handling, transport and storage of refrigerants

Accepted by CITES and recognised as the
international standard for transport of animals by
air, the IATA Live Animals Regulations70 specify
the minimum requirements for the international
transport of animals and wildlife and indicate
what precautions airlines, shippers, cargo agents

70 LXXT[[[MEXESVKTYFPMGEXMSRWWXSVI4EKIWPMZIERMQEPWVIKYPEXMSRW
EWT\
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Cooperation with MEA competent
national authorities and other
authorities
Basel Convention, Rotterdam and
Stockholm Conventions
%'YWXSQWSJƤGIVQMKLXRSXLEZIEPPXLIXIGLRMGEP
know-how in relation to chemicals and wastes. It is
essential to know which national, regional and even
local authorities are involved in matters pertaining
XSXLIMQTSVXXVERWMXERHI\TSVXSJGLIQMGEPW
and wastes. In addition to being aware of their
role in enforcing legal frameworks regulating the
international trade of hazardous chemicals and
[EWXIW'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWRIIHXSORS[[LSXS
contact in case of doubt, for support or if there is a
need for more information. An up-to-date contact
list of relevant authorities would therefore be useful
to Customs. These relevant authorities can support
you with, for instance:
° Training and capacity building
° Technical and legal information
° Information about licenses and consents
° -HIRXMƤGEXMSRERHGPEWWMƤGEXMSRMWWYIW
° Sampling and testing
° Contacting authorities in other countries
° Follow-up, such as the take back procedure or
prosecution
° Up- or downstream investigation
° Historical data from previous inspection or
enforcement actions.
3RXLISXLIVLERH'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWLEZIEGGIWWXS
VIPIZERXHEXEGSRGIVRMRKMQTSVXI\TSVXERHXVERWMX
SJKSSHW'YWXSQWŭQERHEXIERHPIKEPTS[IVWQE]
I\XIRHXSXLIJSPPS[MRKOMRHSJMRJSVQEXMSRERH
activities:
° Pre-arrival and pre-departure information
° Historical shipping data
° %PIVXW]WXIQXLVSYKLTVSƤPIWMRXLI'YWXSQW
systems
° Power to detain, open, break seals and inspect
containers
° Access to off-loading facilities and equipment
and storage areas
° <VE]WGERRIV
° Access to ships, trains or trucks.

6IWSYVGIW
Basel Convention
° Competent Authorities72
° Fact sheets of organizations and networks

focused on preventing and combating the illegal
XVEJƤGMRLE^EVHSYWERHSXLIV[EWXIW73
° Members of the ENFORCE Network74
° Basel Convention Regional and Coordinating
Centres75
Rotterdam Convention
° Designated National Authorities76
° Guidance to Designated National Authorities

on the operation of the Rotterdam Convention77
(page 30-31)
Stockholm Convention
National Focal Point78
Stockholm Convention regional and
subregional Centres79

°
°

Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the
Convention on Biological Diversity
Communication is central to the operation and
implementation of the Biosafety Protocol. The
Biosafety Clearing-House (BCH), in particular, plays
a crucial role, allowing Parties to post information
about their decisions under the Protocol. Customs
SJƤGIVWWLSYPHFIJEQMPMEV[MXLXLI&',ERHORS[
how to search it for various kinds of information.
Communication between the competent national
authority or authorities in a country and its Customs
SJƤGIVWMWEPWSZIV]MQTSVXERX'SQTIXIRXREXMSREP
EYXLSVMXMIWGERLIPTXSOIIT'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW
informed and up-to-date on the different LMOs
being approved, restricted or prohibited from import
into the country. National authorities should also
JEGMPMXEXIEGGIWWXSXLI&',F]'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW

72 LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX'SYRXVMIW'SYRXV]'SRXEGXWXEFMH(IJEYPX
EWT\
73 ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ͘ďĂƐĞů͘ŝŶƚͬ/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƟŽŶͬ>ĞŐĂůDĂƩĞƌƐͬ/ůůĞŐĂůdƌĂĸĐͬ/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶͲ
ĂůŽŽƉĞƌĂƟŽŶͬƚĂďŝĚͬϯϰϮϱͬĞĨĂƵůƚ͘ĂƐƉǆ
74 ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ͘ďĂƐĞů͘ŝŶƚͬ/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƟŽŶͬdĞĐŚŶŝĐĂůƐƐŝƐƚĂŶĐĞͬWĂƌƚŶĞƌƐŚŝƉƐͬ
E&KZͬKǀĞƌǀŝĞǁͬƚĂďŝĚͬϰϱϮϲͬĞĨĂƵůƚ͘ĂƐƉǆ
75 LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX4EVXRIVW6IKMSREP'IRXVIW3ZIVZMI[XEFMH
(IJEYPXEWT\
76 LXXT[[[TMGMRX'SYRXVMIW'SYRXV]'SRXEGXWXEFMHPERKYEKI
IR97(IJEYPXEWT\
77 LXXT[[[TMGMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR(2%+YMHERGIXEFMH
PERKYEKIIR97(IJEYPXEWT\
78 LXXTGLQTSTWMRX'SYRXVMIW'SYRXV]'SRXEGXWXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
 LXXTGLQTSTWMRX4EVXRIVW6IKMSREP'IRXVIW3ZIVZMI[XEFMH
(IJEYPXEWT\
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Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production, Stockpiling
and Use of Chemical Weapons and on
Their Destruction (CWC)
The National Authority plays an important role
in the implementation of the Convention and in
the communication associated with it. Although
the OPCW is the mechanism through which
GSQTPMERGIMWZIVMƤIHXLI2EXMSREP%YXLSVMX]MWXLI
mechanism through which compliance is achieved
and demonstrated. Each State Party is required
to “designate or establish a National Authority to
serve as the national focal point for effective liaison
with the Organization and other States Parties”.
The National Authority must be designated by the
date of the entry into force of the Convention for
the State Party concerned.
States Parties enjoy wide discretion in determining
the size, structure, composition and mandate
of their National Authorities. State Parties may
either assign the task of National Authority to
ERI\MWXMRKKSZIVRQIRXHITEVXQIRXSVEKIRG]
SVGVIEXIERIRXMVIP]RI[IRXMX]WTIGMƤGEPP]JSV
XLMWJYRGXMSR)EGL7XEXI4EVX]ŭWEGXYEPWMXYEXMSR
(such as whether it possesses chemical weapons,
chemical weapons production facilities, Schedule 1
JEGMPMXMIWEWMKRMƤGERXGLIQMGEPMRHYWXV]SVI\TSVX
import activities relevant to the Convention, as well
as the resources it can allocate) determines the
composition, structure and mandate of its National
Authority.
The National Authority can be either a centralised
entity with responsibilities covering all aspects
of national implementation of the Convention
or a decentralised entity that acts as liaison
between the OPCW and the several government
HITEVXQIRXWSVEKIRGMIWVIWTSRWMFPIJSVWTIGMƤG
aspects of national implementation. OPCW States
Parties have structured their National Authorities in
a variety of ways.
As the national focal point for liaison with the
OPCW and other States Parties, the national data
collection point and the facilitator of national
implementation, an effective National Authority is

80 LXXT[[[STG[SVK
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of central importance to the effectiveness of the
Convention itself. To meet its basic obligations,
each State Party must be in a position to:
° Submit all the required declarations
° Act as liaison with the OPCW
° Co-operate with other States Parties
° Facilitate OPCW inspections
° Respond to OPCW requests for assistance
° 4VSXIGXXLIGSRƤHIRXMEPMX]SJGPEWWMƤIH
information
° Monitor and enforce national compliance
° 'SSTIVEXIMRXLIƤIPHSJGLIQMGEPEGXMZMXMIWJSV
purposes not prohibited under the Convention.
%PPXLIWIJYRGXMSRWMRZSPZIE7XEXI4EVX]ŭW2EXMSREP
%YXLSVMX]XSEKVIEXIVSVPIWWIVI\XIRXERHXLI
mandates of National Authorities have been
HIƤRIHGSVVIWTSRHMRKP]7MRGIXLIIRXV]MRXSJSVGI
SJXLI'SRZIRXMSRI\TIVMIRGILEWWLS[RXLEXQER]
2EXMSREP%YXLSVMXMIWJEGIWMKRMƤGERXGLEPPIRKIW
in carrying out the varied tasks assigned to them
under the Convention.
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW[MPPƤRHXLEXGPSWIGSSTIVEXMSR
with the National Authority in their country will
greatly assist in the effective implementation of
the CWC obligations related to trade in chemicals.
A complete list of National Authorities with
their contact details is available at the OPCW
website80. In those countries in which the National
Authority is still being formed, the Permanent
Representative to the OPCW of those countries,
usually the diplomatic mission posted in The
Hague (Netherlands) or Brussels (Belgium), can
be contacted for advice. A full list of Permanent
Representatives to the OPCW is available at the
OPCW website as well.

Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES)
*SVE'YWXSQWSVFSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVEWWMWXERGI
with CITES matters should be a telephone call
E[E]-XMWXLIVIJSVIMQTSVXERXXLEXSJƤGIVWLEZI
on hand the contact names, details and numbers
they may need (contact details and useful links
can be found in chapter 2). They also should be
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fully informed about CITES and, most important,
about any changes in CITES or in national controls
that could have an impact on their work. That very
important task falls to the CITES Management
Authority81 82-XWLSYPHWIRH'YWXSQWSJƤGIW
regular updates on CITES.

Information sharing, communication and
international cooperation
)2:-632)8
ENVIRONET, which includes the CITES Enforcement
Authorities Forum, is a secure real-time global
GSQQYRMGEXMSRXSSPJSVMRJSVQEXMSRI\GLERKI
and cooperation, managed and coordinated by the
WCO Secretariat. It is accessible to all authorities
responsible for wildlife and other environmental
law enforcement, including Customs, police and
wildlife authorities, as well as other enforcement
authorities with similar responsibilities.
ENVIRONET aims to:
° Share best practices;
° Provide downloadable training materials,
MHIRXMƤGEXMSRKYMHIWQERYEPWERHSXLIV
background information valuable for
environmental enforcement;
° )\GLERKIMRJSVQEXMSRSRWIM^YVIWERH
TSWWMFPISRKSMRKXVEJƤGOMRK
° 'VIEXIHMWGYWWMSRJSVYQWSRWTIGMƤGXSTMGW
° *EGMPMXEXIEWWMWXERGIF]I\TIVXWJVSQ
international organizations, competent national
EYXLSVMXMIWERHI\TIVMIRGIH'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW
° Facilitate cooperation between Customs
administrations, competent agencies and
international organizations.
The ENVIRONET library provides selected folders
managed by the CITES Secretariat which contain
comprehensive information on CITES such
as CITES sample permits, CITES alerts, CITES
2SXMƤGEXMSRWXSXLI4EVXMIWSRIRJSVGIQIRX
matters, and other relevant materials and
information.83

International Consortium on Combating Wildlife
Crime (ICCWC)
In order to bring coordinated support to the national
wildlife law enforcement agencies, and to subregional and regional enforcement networks, CITES
and four other inter-governmental organizations
agreed to form the International Consortium
on Combating Wildlife Crime (ICCWC) in 2010.
The ICCWC partners are the CITES Secretariat,
-28)6430XLI9RMXIH2EXMSRW3JƤGISR(VYKWERH
Crime, the World Bank and the World Customs
Organization.
-'';'ŭWQMWWMSRMWXSWXVIRKXLIRGVMQMREPNYWXMGI
systems and provide coordinated support at
national, regional and international level to
GSQFEX[MPHPMJIERHJSVIWXGVMQI-RXLMWGSRXI\X
the Consortium works for, and with, the wildlife
law enforcement community, since it is frontline
SJƤGIVW[LSIZIRXYEPP]FVMRKGVMQMREPWIRKEKIHMR
wildlife crime to justice. ICCWC seeks to support
the development of law enforcement that builds on
socially and environmentally sustainable natural
resource policies, taking into consideration the
need to provide livelihood support to poor and
marginalized rural communities.
&EWIHSRXLI'SRWSVXMYQŭW7XVEXIKMG1MWWMSR
ICCWC partners have been providing, since
the launch of ICCWC in 2010, coordinated law
enforcement support in many different countries
and regions across the world.
Key activities delivered under the auspices
of ICCWC include the development and
implementation of the tools, built on the technical
I\TIVXMWISJEPP-'';'TEVXRIVWEW[IPPEWXLVSYKL
I\XIRWMZIGSRWYPXEXMSRW[MXLI\TIVXWJVSQEGVSWW
XLIKPSFIJVSQEZEVMIX]SJVIPEXIHƤIPHW
-'';';MPHPMJIERH*SVIWX'VMQI%REP]XMG8SSPOMX
 TVSZMHIWKSZIVRQIRXSJƤGMEPW'YWXSQW
police and other relevant enforcement agencies
with a framework to conduct a comprehensive
analysis of their response to wildlife and forest
crime and identify their technical assistance needs.
8LIGSYRXV]ŭWGETEFMPMXMIWEVIEWWIWWIHMRVIPEXMSR

81 LXXTW[[[GMXIWSVKIRKGQWMRHI\TLTGSQTSRIRXGT
82 LXXTWGMXIWSVKIRKVIWSYVGIWIRJSVGIQIRXCJSGEPCTSMRXW
83 *SVQSVIHIXEMPWLS[XSKIXEGGIWWXS)2:-632)8WII'-8)72SXMƤGEXMSRXSXLI4EVXMIW2SSJ.YRIŚƩƉƐ͗ͬͬĐŝƚĞƐ͘ŽƌŐͬƐŝƚĞƐͬĚĞĨĂƵůƚͬĮůĞƐͬ
ŶŽƟĨͬͲEŽƟĨͲϮϬϭϱͲϬϯϵ͘ƉĚĨ
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International Consortium on Combating Wildlife Crime

ICCWC Indicator Framework
for Combating Wildlife and Forest Crime
A self-assessment framework
for national use

Wildlife and Forest Crime
Analytic Toolkit
REVISED EDITION

ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES
ASSESSMENT TEMPLATE

INTERNATIONAL CONSORTIUM ON COMBATING WILDLIFE CRIME

to relevant legislation, law enforcement measures,
prosecutorial and judicial capacities, factors that
drive offences, the effectiveness of preventive
measures, and the availability and use made of
data.
The Toolkit is available in English84, French85
and Spanish86. See the Toolkit Fact Sheet87 and
implementation step by step guide88 for more
details.
-'';'-RHMGEXSV*VEQI[SVOJSV;MPHPMJIERH
*SVIWX'VMQI89 (2016) is a self-assessment tool
designed for use by countries at national level to
measure and monitor the effectiveness of their law
enforcement responses to wildlife and forest crime.
It can be used in conjunction with or independently
from the Toolkit and consists of 50 indicators
against which countries can measure their own
progress.

84
85
86
87
88








86

It consists of Assessment Guidelines90 that
provide an overview of the ICCWC Indicator
Framework, and introduce the 50 indicators and
the eight enforcement outcomes they are grouped
under. It also provides practical guidance on
completing an assessment using the ICCWC
Indicator Framework discusses the analysis of
VIWYPXWMRGPYHMRKXLIQSVIHIXEMPIHI\TPSVEXMSRSJ
results using the ICCWC Toolkit. It also includes
an Assessment Template91 that provides the full
measurement details of all 50 indicators to conduct
the national assessment.
The Indicator Framework is available in English92,
French93, Portuguese94 (template only) and
Spanish95.

LXXTWGMXIWSVKGSQQSRVIWSYVGIWTYF-'';'C8SSPOMXCZCIRKPMWLTHJ
LXXT[[[YRSHGSVKHSGYQIRXW;MPHPMJI8SSPOMXCJTHJ
LXXT[[[YRSHGSVKHSGYQIRXW;MPHPMJI8SSPOMXCWTHJ
LXXTWGMXIWSVKWMXIWHIJEYPXƤPIWIRKTVSKMGG[G8SSPOMXC*EGXC7LIIXC)2+THJ
LXXTWGMXIWSVKWMXIWHIJEYPXƤPIWIRKTVSKMGG[G8SSPOMX MQTPIQIRXEXMSR  WXIT F] WXIT ZTHJ
LXXTWGMXIWSVKWMXIWHIJEYPXƤPIWIRKTVSKMGG[G)-'';'-RH*;%WWIWWQIRXCKYMHIPMRIWCERHCXIQTPEXICGPMGOEFPIƤREPTHJ
LXXTWGMXIWSVKWMXIWHIJEYPXƤPIWIRKTVSKMGG[G-'';'-RH*;%77)771)28+9-()0-2)7*-2%0THJ
LXXTWGMXIWSVKWMXIWHIJEYPXƤPIWIRKTVSKMGG[G-'';'-RH*;%77)771)28C8)140%8)*-2%0THJ
LXXTWGMXIWSVKWMXIWHIJEYPXƤPIWIRKTVSKMGG[G)-'';'-RH*;%WWIWWQIRXCKYMHIPMRIWCERHCXIQTPEXITHJ
LXXTWGMXIWSVKWMXIWHIJEYPXƤPIWIRKTVSKMGG[G*-'';'-RH*;%WWIWWQIRXCKYMHIPMRIWCERHCXIQTPEXITHJ
LXXTWGMXIWSVKWMXIWHIJEYPXƤPIWIRKTVSKMGG[G-'';'-RH*;%77)771)28C8)140%8)*-2%06IZ.YP]TSVXTHJ
LXXTWGMXIWSVKWMXIWHIJEYPXƤPIWIRKTVSKMGG[G7-'';'-RH*;%WWIWWQIRXCKYMHIPMRIWCERHCXIQTPEXITHJ
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-'';'+YMHIPMRIWSR1IXLSHWERH4VSGIHYVIW
SJ-ZSV]7EQTPMRKERH%REP]WMW96 (2014) was
developed in support of the deployment of forensic
technology to combat elephant poaching. To
complement the Guidelines, ICCWC has also
developed a training video on ivory sampling that
is available in English97 and French98, as well as in
Arabic99 and Chinese100.

Best Practice Guide for
Forensic Timber Identification

Guidelines on
Methods and Procedures
for Ivory Sampling and
Laboratory Analysis
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TERPOL

INTERNATIONAL CONSORTIUM ON COMBATING WILDLIFE CRIME

&IWX4VEGXMGI+YMHIJSV*SVIRWMG8MQFIV
-HIRXMƤGEXMSR101 (2016) facilitates the use of
JSVIRWMGWGMIRGIXSGSQFEXMPPMGMXXVEJƤGOMRKMR
timber, and covers the whole chain of custody,
providing information on best practices and
procedures from the crime scene to the court
room, to ensure that forensic data are credible and
admissible in court.

;MPHPMJI'VMQIERH1SRI]0EYRHIVMRKXVEMRMRK
TVSKVEQ (2016) is a four day workshop to help
Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs), investigators,
prosecutors and judges to overcome the
investigative, legal and procedural challenges
related to wildlife crime and money laundering
cases. It aims to develop capacity to standardise
procedures in detecting illegal transactions and
suspicious activities, and to investigate, prosecute
and adjudicate money laundering cases related to
[MPHPMJIXVEJƤGOMRK-RHMZMHYEPTVSKVEQQIQSHYPIW
are being tailored to the needs of the different
practitioners, to help them choose effective
WXVEXIKMIWYRHIVWXERHGSQTPI\GVMQMREPTEXXIVRW
VIGSRWXVYGXƤRERGMEPXVERWEGXMSRWERHETTP]
relevant procedures or statutes.

 LXXTW[[[YRSHGSVKHSGYQIRXW;MPHPMJI+YMHIPMRIWC-ZSV]THJ
 LXXTW[[[]SYXYFIGSQ[EXGL#Z!8K[K0-36O JIEXYVI!]SYXYFI
 LXXTW[[[]SYXYFIGSQ[EXGL#Z!Z1:V^Q4]% JIEXYVI!]SYXYFI
 LXXTW[[[]SYXYFIGSQ[EXGL#Z!,<FJ)G9G JIEXYVI!]SYXYFI
100LXXTW[[[]SYXYFIGSQ[EXGL#Z!06[U>MCS JIEXYVI!]SYXYFI
101LXXTW[[[YRSHGSVKHSGYQIRXW;MPHPMJI+YMHIC8MQFIVTHJ
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;SVPH;MPHPMJI'VMQI6ITSVX102 takes stock of the
present wildlife crime situation with a focus on illicit
XVEJƤGOMRKSJWTIGMƤGTVSXIGXIHWTIGMIWSJ[MPH
JEYREERHƥSVEERHTVSZMHIWEREWWIWWQIRXSJ
XLIREXYVIERHI\XIRXSJXLITVSFPIQEXXLIKPSFEP
PIZIP8LIƤVWXIZIVVITSVXTYFPMWLIHMRPSSOW
at seven large industrial sectors that make use of
wild sourced products and are vulnerable to wildlife
and forest crime: seafood; pets, zoos and breeding;
food, medicine and tonics; art, décor and jewellery;
cosmetics and perfume; fashion; and furniture. It
includes a quantitative market assessment and a
series of in-depth illicit trade case studies based on
evidence from 164,000 seizures in 120 countries,
covering nearly 7,000 species.

Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete the Ozone Layer

More on ICCWC103.

In order to implement the three conventions at the
national level, Parties should develop regulatory
infrastructures. Each Convention requires that
4EVXMIWXEOIWTIGMƤGQIEWYVIWXSHIZIPSTER
appropriate legal and institutional framework
for the implementation and enforcement of
the conventions. For instance, under the Basel
Convention, each Party is required to consider
MPPIKEPXVEJƤGMRLE^EVHSYW[EWXIWEWGVMQMREPERHXS
introduce appropriate national/domestic legislation
XSTVIZIRXERHTYRMWLMPPIKEPXVEJƤG

All treaties offer similar advice on communication:
'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWLSYPHFIE[EVISJXLIREXMSREP
contact point for each MEA to which their country
is a Party, and they should receive regular updates
from contact points on how to implement the
treaties.

Legal issues
Basel, Rotterdam and Stockholm
Conventions
2EXMSREPPIKMWPEXMSR

World Wildlife Crime Report
Trafficking in protected species

Transit

Research

2016

102LXXTW[[[YRSHGSVKHSGYQIRXWHEXEERHEREP]WMW[MPHPMJI;SVPHC
;MPHPMJIC'VMQIC6ITSVXCCƤREPTHJ
103LXXTWGMXIWSVKIRKTVSKMGG[GTLT
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In case of a movement of a waste falling under
scope of the Basel Convention, via one or more
transit country Parties, these countries also have to
FIRSXMƤIHERHGSRWYPXIHEWTEVXSJXLIRSXMƤGEXMSR
procedure and agree to the transit. They also retain
the right to perform checks and verify the document
accompanying the movement (s). The Basel
'SRZIRXMSRHIƤRIWŰXVERWMXűEWEQSZIQIRXŰXLVSYKLű
a State, it is therefore important to check what is
meant by “transit” within a given Party. The Basel
'SRZIRXMSRHSIWRSXGPIEVP]HIƤRIXLITVSGIHYVIW
to be applied in cases where the waste is legally
HIƤRIHEWSVGSRWMHIVIHXSFILE^EVHSYW[EWXIW
only by the State of transit. For practical reasons,
MXMWVIGSQQIRHIHXLEXXLII\TSVXIVSVXLI7XEXI
SJI\Tort, through negotiations or by some other
QIERWQEOIWEVVERKIQIRXWJSVXLIRSXMƤGEXMSRXS
be provided to the competent authority of the State
of transit in accordance with the Basel Convention.
With respect to the Rotterdam Convention, any
Party requiring information on transit movements
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XLVSYKLMXWXIVVMXSV]SJGLIQMGEPWPMWXIHMR%RRI\---
may report its need to the Secretariat. Other than
this provision, the Rotterdam Convention does
not regulate transit movements. The Stockholm
Convention is silent on the matter of transits.

Exceptions
Basel Convention
Radioactive waste that is covered under other
international control systems and wastes which
derive from the normal operation of ships,
the discharge of which is covered by another
MRXIVREXMSREPMRWXVYQIRXEVII\GPYHIHJVSQXLI
scope of the Basel Convention.
Stockholm Convention
The Stockholm Convention only to those chemicals
MHIRXMƤIHERHPMWXIHEW434WMRMXW%RRI\IW%&SV
C. In general, the Stockholm Convention prohibits
the intentional production and use of POPs and bans
their trade across international boundaries. However,
XLI'SRZIRXMSRGEREPPS[WSQII\GITXMSRWXS
XLIWIVYPIWJSVWTIGMƤG434W[LIRYWIHMRWTIGMƤG
applications by Parties that have registered for such
YWIW8LIMQTSVXERHI\TSVXSJ434W[EWXIWMWEPWS
allowed for the purpose of environmentally sound
disposal, taking into account relevant international
rules, standards and guidelines, such as provided by
the Basel Convention PIC procedure.
7TIGMƤG)\IQTXMSRWERH%GGITXEFPI4YVTSWIW
%VIKMWXIVSJWTIGMƤGI\IQTXMSRW104 is established
in accordance with Article 4 of the Stockholm
Convention, to identify Parties that have registered
WTIGMƤGI\IQTXMSRWPMWXIHMR%RRI\%SV%RRI\&
The register has been amended by various decisions
of the Conference of the Parties. Two registers of
acceptable purposes105 have been established in
relation to DDT and PFOS / PFOS-F. The registers
have also been amended by various decisions106 of
the Conference of the Parties.
Rotterdam Convention
The Rotterdam Convention does not apply to:

104LXXTGLQTSTWMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR)\IQTXMSRW6IKMWXIVSJ7TIGMƤG)\IQTXMSRWXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
105LXXTGLQTSTWMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR)\IQTXMSRW6IKMWXIVWSJ%GGITXEFPI4YVTSWIWXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
106LXXTGLQTSTWMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR)\IQTXMSRW(IGMWMSRW6IGSQQIRHEXMSRWXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\

Narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances;
Radioactive materials;
Wastes;
Chemical weapons;
Pharmaceuticals, including human and
veterinary drugs;
° Chemicals used as food additives;
° Food;
° Chemicals in quantities not likely to affect
human health or the environment provided they
are imported:
- For the purpose of research or analysis; or
- By an individual for his or her own personal
use in quantities reasonable for such use.
°
°
°
°
°

2SRTEVXMIWXSXLI&EWIP6SXXIVHEQSV
Stockholm Conventions
Basel Convention
,E^EVHSYWERHŰSXLIVű[EWXIWQE]RSXFII\TSVXIH
to or imported from a State not Party to the Basel
Convention unless the Party and the non-Party
have entered a bilateral or multilateral agreement
regarding transboundary movements of wastes that
does not derogate from the environmentally sound
management of wastes as required by the Basel
Convention (article 11).
Stockholm Convention
)\TSVXMWEPPS[IHXSE7XEXIXLEXMWRSXE4EVX]XS
the Convention if the State provides an annual
GIVXMƤGEXMSRMR[LMGLMXWTIGMƤIWXLIMRXIRHIHYWISJ
the chemical and includes a statement in which it
commits to:
° Protecting human health and the environment by
minimizing or preventing releases
° Complying with provisions of the Convention on
the management of wastes and stockpiles
° Complying with requirements for DDT production
and use, if applicable.
Rotterdam Convention
Because of the requirement of the trade neutrality of
the Import Response, a Party deciding not to consent
SVTVSZMHMRKWTIGMƤIHGSRHMXMSRWXSXLIMQTSVXSJ
certain chemicals, must also refuse, or allow only
YRHIVXLIWEQIWTIGMƤIHGSRHMXMSRWMQTSVXWSJ
these chemicals from any source, including from
non-Parties (article 10 paragraph 9).
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Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the
Convention on Biological Diversity
2EXMSREPPIKMWPEXMSR
The Biosafety Protocol requires that each Party
takes the necessary legal, administrative and other
measures to implement its obligations under the
Protocol, including measures aimed at preventing
and, if appropriate, penalizing transboundary
movements of LMOs carried out in contravention
of its domestic measure to implement the Protocol.
Many countries are adopting new legislation or
EQIRHMRKI\MWXMRKPE[WMRSVHIVXSMQTPIQIRXXLI
Protocol in their jurisdiction. These laws often
MRGPYHIVYPIWHIƤRMRKLS[EGSYRXV][MPPHIGMHI
whether it will allow the import of an LMO, prohibit
the import of an LMO or impose restrictions on the
MQTSVXSJER013'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWWLSYPHORS[
what systems their country has in place for making
HIGMWMSRWSR013WERHLS[XSƤRHMRJSVQEXMSRSR
the decisions that have been made under any such
systems.

2SRTEVXMIW
Although countries that are not Parties to the
Biosafety Protocol are not bound by its provisions,
they may be required indirectly to abide by its terms
MJXLI]EVIXVEHMRKMRPMZMRKQSHMƤIHSVKERMWQW
with Parties. Article 24 of the Protocol requires
the transboundary movements of LMOs between
Parties and non-Parties to be consistent with the
objective of the Protocol. The Biosafety ClearingHouse, which is used by both Parties and nonParties, includes numerous records of decisions on
LMOs that have been taken by non-Parties.

Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production, Stockpiling and
Use of Chemical Weapons and on Their
Destruction (CWC)
2EXMSREPPIKMWPEXMSR
All States Parties are required to adopt the
necessary measures to implement the Chemical
Weapons Convention (including the enactment of
penal legislation) and to inform the OPCW of any
legislative and administrative measures they have
taken.
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National implementing legislation is also important
for submission of the information needed for an
EGGYVEXIREXMSREPHIGPEVEXMSRERHJSVI\TSVXMQTSVX
GSRXVSPWYRHIVXLI';'8LIJSVQEXERHI\XIRX
SJXLIPIKMWPEXMSR[MPPHITIRHSRXLI7XEXI4EVX]ŭW
PIKEPW]WXIQXLII\XIRXSJMXWHIGPEVEFPIGLIQMGEP
industry and whether it possesses chemical
weapons.
States Parties to the CWC are obliged to implement
its various requirements in their national law and
VIZMI[I\MWXMRKPIKMWPEXMSRJSVER]MRGSQTEXMFMPMXMIW
with the Convention. Primary legislation typically
covers:
° (IƤRMXMSRW
° Composition, mandate and powers of the
National Authority
° Prohibitions of certain activities
° Penalties for violations
° )\XVEXIVVMXSVMEPETTPMGEXMSRXSREXMSREPW
° Requirement to submit data relevant for
declarations
° Requirement to co-operate with inspections
° 6IUYMVIQIRXXSTVSXIGXGSRƤHIRXMEPMRJSVQEXMSR
Subsidiary regulations typically cover:
° Licensing of production facilities
° -QTSVXI\TSVXGSRXVSPW
° Procedures for submitting declarations-related
data
° Procedures for inspections.
The following activities are usually prohibited by
penal law. The law will state that no person shall,
under any circumstances:
° Develop, produce, otherwise acquire, stockpile,
own, possess or retain chemical weapons, or
transfer, directly or indirectly, chemical weapons
to anyone
° Use chemical weapons
° Assist, encourage or induce, in any way, anyone
to engage in any activity prohibited to a State
Party under the Convention
° Transfer to or receive from any person in a State
not Party any Schedule 1 or 2 chemicals
° Transfer any Schedule 3 chemicals to a State
RSX4EVX][MXLSYXƤVWXSFXEMRMRKERIRHYWI
GIVXMƤGEXIMWWYIHF]XLIGSQTIXIRXKSZIVRQIRX
authority of the State not Party
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° Engage in any military preparations to use

chemical weapons
° Use riot control agents as a method of warfare.

Free-trade zones
8LIJVIIƥS[SJKSSHWMRJVII^SRIWERHJVII
ports is a revenue generator, and thus is vital
to the economic health of some States Parties.
However, the controls of environmentally sensitive
commodities and substances should be applied
and enforced in these zones as implied by the
obligation under MEAs to prohibit certain activities
in any place under its control. And yet overregulation could choke off international trade. The
States Parties must therefore achieve a balance.
The legislation, regulations and procedures
applicable in the free zone or port will determine
whether the port authority will routinely be aware
of illegal transfers and in a position to enforce
the Convention. In cases in which the violation is
brought to the attention of the port authority by
ERSXLIV7XEXI4EVX]XLI';'MWI\TPMGMX%VXMGPI:--
paragraph 2, stipulates that the State Party shall
co-operate and afford the appropriate form of legal
EWWMWXERGI8LII\XIRXXS[LMGLXLI'SRZIRXMSRMW
being enforced in free zones or free ports varies.
Some States Parties to the Convention have drafted
their legislation in such a way that the Convention
can be stringently enforced in their free zones or
ports.

2SRTEVX]
Under the terms of the Convention, the transfer
of Schedule 1 chemicals to States not Party is
forbidden.
A similar ban on the transfer of Schedule 2
chemicals to and from States not Party came into
force in April 2000. The following types of products
EVII\GPYHIHJVSQXLIFERSRXVERWJIVWSJ7GLIHYPI
2 chemicals to or from States not Party:
° Products containing 1 per cent or less of a
Schedule 2A or 2A* chemical
° Products containing 10 per cent or less of a
Schedule 2B chemical
° 4VSHYGXWMHIRXMƤIHEWGSRWYQIVKSSHW
packaged for retail sale for personal use or
packaged for individual use.

It is permitted to transfer Schedule 3 chemicals to
both State Parties and States not Party. However,
ERI\TSVXMRK7XEXI4EVX]QYWXSFXEMRERIRHYWI
GIVXMƤGEXIJVSQXLIVIGMTMIRX7XEXIRSX4EVX]XS
ensure that the chemicals are being used for
purposes not prohibited under the Convention. An
IRHYWIGIVXMƤGEXIMWRSXVIUYMVIHJSV
° Products containing 30 per cent or less of a
Schedule 3 chemical
° 4VSHYGXWMHIRXMƤIHEWGSRWYQIVKSSHW
packaged for retail sale for personal use or
packaged for individual use.
The Convention does foresee that States Parties
may consider other measures regarding the transfer
SJ7GLIHYPIGLIQMGEPWXS7XEXIWRSX4EVX]ƤZI
years after the Convention enters into force.

Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES)
2EXMSREP0IKMWPEXMSR
National laws for implementing CITES empowers
KSZIVRQIRXSJƤGMEPWXSEGXTPEGIWPMQMXWSRLYQER
actions and articulates policy in relation to the
regulation of international wildlife trade. Although
international agreements like CITES are legally
binding on States that adhere to them, they are
KIRIVEPP]RSXWIPJI\IGYXMRK8LMWQIERWXLEXXLI]
GERRSXFIJYPP]MQTPIQIRXIHYRXMPWTIGMƤGHSQIWXMG
measures have been adopted for that purpose. It
is therefore absolutely essential that CITES Parties
have legislation in place which allows them to
implement all aspects of the Convention.
Only through adequate legislation which is
TIVQERIRXP]YTXSHEXIERHIJƤGMIRXP]IRJSVGIH
both at the borders and within countries, can
CITES really work. Adequate national legislation
is key to effective wildlife trade controls by the
State agencies charged with implementing the
Convention. It is also a vital prerequisite for
ensuring that a State Party complies with the
provisions of the Convention.
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Creating and adopting effective and enforceable
legislation is not an easy task and the Convention
provides some guidance to Parties on what to
include in their implementing legislation:
° Set forth the conditions for trade in specimens
of CITES-listed species (Convention Articles III
to VII);
° Requirement that Parties designate a
1EREKIQIRX%YXLSVMX]ERHE7GMIRXMƤG
%YXLSVMX] %VXMGPI-< ERH
° Requirement that Parties prohibit trade in
specimens in violation of the Convention,
penalize such trade and allow for the
GSRƤWGEXMSRSJWTIGMQIRWMPPIKEPP]XVEHIHSV
possessed (Article VIII).
More on CITES and national legislation is available
on the CITES website107.

Exceptions
In its Article VII, the Convention allows or requires
4EVXMIWXSQEOIGIVXEMRI\GITXMSRWXSXLIKIRIVEP
provisions of the Convention. This situation can
VIWYPXMRI\IQTXMSRWXSXLIRSVQEPTVSGIHYVIW
in which no CITES documentation is required, or
in special procedures in which trade is regulated
but the specimens are subject to the provisions
SJER%TTIRHM\HMJJIVIRXXSXLISRIMR[LMGLMXMW
listed, or documents other than the normal CITES
documentation are required.
)\GITXMSRWQE]MRGPYHI
° Specimens in transit or transshipment
° Pre-Convention specimens
° Personal or household effects
° 'ETXMZIFVIHERMQEPWERHEVXMƤGMEPP]TVSTEKEXIH
plants
° )\GLERKIFIX[IIRVIKMWXIVIHWGMIRXMƤG
institutions
° 8VEZIPPMRKI\LMFMXMSRW
There are special rules in these cases, but a permit
SVGIVXMƤGEXIMWKIRIVEPP]WXMPPVIUYMVIH
Furthermore, some Parties have domestic
legislation with trade controls that are stricter than
those required by CITES. In such cases compliance
with the basic CITES regulations may not be
WYJƤGMIRXXSIRWYVIXLEXXVEHIMWPIKEP
107LXXTWGMXIWSVKPIKMWPEXMSR
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2SRTEVXMIW
;LIRERI\TSVXSVVII\TSVXMWXSSVERMQTSVX
is from, a State not a Party to the Convention,
comparable documentation, issued by the
competent authorities in that State, that
substantially conforms to the requirements
SJ'-8)7JSVTIVQMXWERHGIVXMƤGEXIWQE]FI
accepted in lieu thereof. The Parties recommend
that particular attention be given to inspecting
specimens in transit from or to non-Parties and to
the documents that accompany them.

Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete the Ozone Layer
Exemptions from calculation of consumption
of controlled substances´
8LIJSYVQEMRI\IQTXMSRWJVSQGEPGYPEXMSRSJ
consumption of controlled substances under the
Montreal Protocol are as follows:
 8LIMQTSVXWERHI\TSVXWSJVIG]GPIHERHYWIH
ozone-depleting substances are not taken into
EGGSYRXMRGEPGYPEXMRKE4EVX]ŭWGSRWYQTXMSR
provided such data are reported to the Ozone
Secretariat
2. The use of methyl bromide for quarantine or
pre-shipment treatment does not count as
consumption for the country. National Ozone
Units can provide more information on this
category of use
3. Feedstock and process agents, where the
chemicals are used in chemical processes and
result in non-ODS products
4. Equipment containing ODS is not controlled
by the Montreal Protocol. However, the Ozone
Secretariat holds a list of countries that do
not manufacture for domestic use and do not
wish to import products and equipment whose
continuing functioning relies on CFCs and
halons. National Ozone Units can provide more
information.
The Montreal Protocol also includes provisions
JSVI\IQTXMRKXLITVSHYGXMSRERHGSRWYQTXMSRSJ
certain ozone depleting substances for three broad
WIXWSJI\IQTXMSRWGVMXMGEPYWIWSJQIXL]PFVSQMHI
essential uses for all other chemicals controlled
F]XLI1SRXVIEP4VSXSGSP I\GITXJSV,'*'W ERH
PEFSVEXSV]ERHEREP]XMGEPYWIW'YWXSQWSJƤGIVW
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should consult their National Ozone Units about
SXLIVI\IQTXMSRWXLEXQE]ETTP]MRXLIMVGSYRXV]

2SR4EVXMIW
For Parties to the Montreal Protocol, ODS imports
JVSQSVI\TSVXWXSGSYRXVMIWRSXTEVX]XSXLI
Protocol are forbidden.

6ITSVXMRKGEWIWSJMPPIKEPXVEJƤGMR
environmentally sensitive items
WCO enforcement instruments
Global Information and Intelligence Strategy
(GIIS) and Risk Assessment Indicators
Risk management is central to reconciling
the requirements of enforcement, security
and facilitation. Intelligence, in turn, is a key
component of risk management. To assist its
members in constructing their national information
and intelligence systems, the World Customs
Organization (WCO) has developed and periodically
updated its Global Information and Intelligence
Strategy (GIIS, EC0132E1).
Since 2005, the WCO has developed Standardized
6MWO%WWIWWQIRXW1SHIP6MWO-RHMGEXSVW4VSƤPIW
(EC0149E7). Among other things, this tool contains
WTIGMƤGMRHMGEXSVWJSV1)%VIPEXIHXVEJƤGOMRK8LI
MRHMGEXSVWLIPT'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWXEVKIXKSSHWERH
conveyances either for physical inspection or for
post-importation audit, thereby allowing them to
STIVEXIQSVIIJƤGMIRXP]ERHIJJIGXMZIP]
Both of these tools have proven effective
in collecting and analysing data, enhancing
international co-operation and providing members
with guidelines.

;'3'YWXSQW)RJSVGIQIRX2IX[SVO ')2 
ERHXLI6IKMSREP-RXIPPMKIRGI0MEMWSR3JƤGIW
(RILO)
8LI;'3'YWXSQW)RJSVGIQIRX2IX[SVOɅ ')2 
suite was developed to provide Customs
administrations with the latest technology tools to
successfully meet the challenges of the digital age
in the fight against transnational organised crime.
As the pioneer of the CEN suite, the web-based
CEN application assists the Customs enforcement
community in gathering non-nominal data and

information for intelligence purposes, enhancing
KPSFEPTVSƤPMRKEXXLIWXVEXIKMGXEGXMGEPERH
operational level, also in the area of environmental
GVMQI8LIHEXEMRXLI')2MWGPEWWMƤIHMRXSƤJXIIR
commodities, including environmentally-sensitive
commodities such as CITES and hazardous
material based on the Basel and Rotterdam
Conventions. The application also allows the input
SJMRJSVQEXMSRSRJEYREERHƥSVETVSLMFMXMSRW[LMGL
are not covered by the CITES Convention, as well as
ozone depleting substances, pesticides etc.
To supplement intelligence gathering capabilities
of Customs, the WCO also developed the
')2GSQQETTPMGEXMSRJSVXLII\GLERKIERH
dissemination of information during special border
enforcement operations. CENcomm is a webbased communication platform permitting a closed
YWIVKVSYTSJSJƤGIVWXSI\GLERKIQIWWEKIWZME
encrypted channels, in real time, for the duration of
an operation. CENcomm also hosts a number of
WTIGMƤGPSRKXIVQTVSNIGXWWYGLEW)2:-632)8
[LMGLɅMWEGSQQYRMGEXMSRW]WXIQJSVMRJSVQEXMSR
I\GLERKIMRXLIEVIESJIRZMVSRQIRXEPGVMQI
bringing together national authorities, international
organizations, and other stakeholders such as the
transport industry. The use of CENcomm grows
every year, with an average of ninety operations
and projects making use of this communication
platform every year.
The primary users of the CEN suite on the global
EVIREEVIXLI;'3ŭW6IKMSREP-RXIPPMKIRGI0MEMWSR
3JƤGIW8LIYRMUYIREXYVISJXLMW6-03RIX[SVO
SJJIVWEREHHIHPE]IVSJMRJSVQEXMSRI\GLERKIXS
XLIEPVIEH]I\MWXMRKGLERRIPWFIX[IIRXLI;'3ERH
Member administrations at the strategic level. Each
SJXLIIPIZIR6-03SJƤGIWGSZIVWERYQFIVSJ;'3
Member States and responds to their intelligence
needs at the regional level.
In addition to intelligence related requests, the RILO
network supports its member administrations by
TVSZMHMRKXLIQɅSTIVEXMSREPWYTTSVXHIWMKRMRKɅERH
implementing target-oriented intelligence analysis
projects and regional intelligence-led operations,
facilitating mutual administrative assistance and
promoting and maintaining regional co-operation
with other law enforcement agencies and
organizations.
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For more information on RILO activities in different regions, please contact:
6IKMSREP-RXIPPMKIRGI0MEMWSR3JƤGIJSV%WME4EGMƤG
Customs Department
721 Eonju-ro, Gangnam-gu
135-702 Seoul – KOREA

6IKMSREP-RXIPPMKIRGI0MEMWSR3JƤGIJSV1MHHPI)EWX
Customs Department
43&S\
11416 Riyadh – SAUDI ARABIA

6IKMSREP-RXIPPMKIRGI0MEMWSR3JƤGIJSV'IRXVEP%JVMGE
Direction générale des douanes
Quai de la marine 05
B.P. 4049
Douala – CAMEROON

6IKMSREP-RXIPPMKIRGI0MEMWSR3JƤGIJSV2SVXL%JVMGE
Administration des douanes et Impôts Indirects
Avenue Ennakhil
Hay Ryad
Rabat – MOROCCO

6IKMSREP-RXIPPMKIRGI0MEMWSR3JƤGIJSV)EWXIVRERH
Central Europe
Polish Customs Service
Ministry of Finance
Swietokrzyska St. 12
00-916 Warsaw – POLAND

6IKMSREP-RXIPPMKIRGI0MEMWSR3JƤGIJSV7SYXL%QIVMGE
Dirección nacional de Aduanas
60 Plaza Sotomayor
Valparaiso – CHILE

6IKMSREP-RXIPPMKIRGI0MEMWSR3JƤGIJSV'-7'SYRXVMIW
Central Enforcement Department
Federal Customs Service of Russia
Novozavodskaya St. 11/5
121087 Moscow – RUSSIA
6IKMSREP-RXIPPMKIRGI0MEMWSR3JƤGIJSV)EWXERH
Southern Africa
Ministry of Finance
Praça dos Trabalhadores
Rua Consiglier Pedroso 436, 1° andar
Maputo – MOZAMBIQUE
.SMRX-RXIPPMKIRGI3JƤGIJSVXLI'EVMFFIER
Caribbean Customs Law Enforcement Council
4 Manoel St.
43&S\
Castries – ST. LUCIA
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6IKMSREP-RXIPPMKIRGI0MEMWSR3JƤGIJSV;IWXIVR%JVMGE
Rue René Ndiaye angle Carde
B.P. 4033
Dakar – SENEGAL
6IKMSREP-RXIPPMKIRGI0MEMWSR3JƤGIJSV;IWXIVR)YVSTI
Zollkriminalamt (ZKA)
Bergisch Gladbacher St. 837
51069 Köln – GERMANY

%RSXIEFSYXXLI;'3[IFWMXI8LI[IFWMXILEWFSXLETYFPMGEVIE
ERHETVMZEXISRI8LITYFPMGEVIE LXXT[[[[GSSQHSVK MW
HIWMKRIHXSTVSQSXIXLIZEVMSYWPIKEPMRWXVYQIRXWQEREKIHF]XLI
;'37IGVIXEVMEX%GGIWWXSXLITVMZEXIEVIEMWVIWXVMGXIHXS;'3
QIQFIVW
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INTERPOL’s Ecomessage
It is generally agreed that environmental crime is
SRISJXLIQSWXTVSƤXEFPIERHJEWXIWXKVS[MRK
areas of international criminal activity. Criminal
RIX[SVOWERHW]RHMGEXIWQSXMZEXIHF]LMKLTVSƤXW
and low risks, have established an international
industry that:
° Endangers the health and welfare of
communities and future generations
° Compromises the natural heritage and
ecological integrity of the planet
° Unfairly disadvantages those companies
complying with environmental laws
° Flouts environmental law as well as many other
laws.
It is important to keep in mind that environmental
crime can be both local and transnational. For
I\EQTPIMPPIKEPHYQTMRKSJLE^EVHSYW[EWXI
obviously affects the site of the incident. But
the generators and transporters of the waste,
as well as the agents, principals and witnesses,
may be far from the scene, and frequently reside
beyond national borders. In those situations, the
environmental crime is effectively countered only by
good international co-operation.
1SVIXLEREUYEVXIVGIRXYV]SJI\TIVMIRGI
TIVWYEHIH-28)6430XLEXXLIXMQIP]I\GLERKISJ
pertinent information is crucial to any campaigns
that target international environmental crime.
INTERPOL also learned, however, that information
I\GLERKIFIX[IIRZEVMSYWGSYRXVMIWGERWYJJIV
from disruptive complications because:
° The required information often must be
collected from widely scattered sources
° Countries do not have uniform reporting
methods
° There has been no international repository for
the collection, storage, analysis and circulation
of information useful in efforts against
environmental crime
° Investigators in one country often have not
known which law enforcement agency or
agencies were their appropriate contacts in
other countries.
INTERPOL resolved these shortcomings by creating
a reporting system and database of environmental
crime cases (INTERPOL Resolution (1994),

AGN/63/RES/12). This system of Ecomessages
covers all major environmental crime, including:
° Illegal transboundary movements and illegal
dumping of wastes;
° Illegal transboundary activities involving ozonedepleting and radioactive substances;
° -PPIKEPXVEJƤGMRWTIGMIWSJ[MPHƥSVEERHJEYRE
° 8VERWREXMSREPƤWLIVMIWGVMQI

)GSQIWWEKI[LEXMXMWERHLS[MXJYRGXMSRW
-28)6430ŭW+IRIVEP7IGVIXEVMEXMR0]SR*VERGI
serves as a central collection point for information
SRMRXIVREXMSREPIRZMVSRQIRXEPGVMQI-28)6430ŭW
Ecomessage systematically accepts environmental
crime data and enters it into a computerised data
collection facility at the General Secretariat.
The Ecomessage system uses a simple, carefully
designed form to transmit details of a particular
crime to INTERPOL. The standardised design of the
communication permits:
° 7TIIH]ERHQIXLSHMGEPIRXV]SJXLIVITSVXŭW
details in a format that is compatible with the
INTERPOL database
° )JƤGMIRXGVSWWVIJIVIRGMRKSJXLIHEXEEKEMRWX
other entries in the computerised database
° 3VKERMWIHERHQIERMRKJYPI\XVEGXMSRSJXLEX
data in a way that facilitates applications such
as criminal intelligence analysis.
An Ecomessage report must be transmitted to
INTERPOL via a standardised procedure and
routing. This systematic approach helps to ensure
the validity of the data transmitted. Assured
validity increases the reliability of the information
MR-28)6430ŭWHEXEFEWIERHTVSZMHIWQSVI
dependable results when that information is used.
In any one country, many government law
enforcement agencies may enforce environmental
laws, and the environment ministry or agency
itself may have various enforcement authorities.
The Customs agency often intercepts and seizes
contraband consignments of waste shipments. If
the case concerns pollution on surface waters, the
water police and coast guard authorities may be
involved. National and local police departments
also often play a role in environmental law
enforcement, as do attorneys general and other
government agencies.
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Any of these agencies may gather the information
required for an Ecomessage report. When the
information is gathered, however, it should be
brought to the INTERPOL National Central Bureau
(NCB) of the reporting country. The NCB is usually
found in the international relations department of
XLIREXMSREPTSPMGI-JHMJƤGYPX]MWI\TIVMIRGIHMR
locating the NCB in their country the INTERPOL
General Secretariat should be contacted:

INTERPOL General Secretariat
200, quai Charles de Gaulle,
69006 Lyon, France
*E\  
Tel.: +33 (0) 4 7244 7000
E-mail CCC-OperationsRoom@INTERPOL.int

-XMWXLI2'&ŭWVIWTSRWMFMPMX]XSXVERWQMXXLIHIXEMPW
of an Ecomessage to the INTERPOL General
Secretariat. This responsibility is outlined in
INTERPOL circular letter reference 38/DII/SD2/E/
INT/WG/2/ENV/94 of 9 June 1994, which should
FISRƤPIMRIZIV]-28)64302'&[SVPH[MHI

)GSQIWWEKIMRZIWXMKEXSVWMR'SYRXV]<GER
ask for information about the waste broker
in Country Y, or the carrier involved. They can
also ask anything else for which international
MRJSVQEXMSRI\GLERKI[MPPLIPTXLIMVGEWIEPSRK
° (EXEGSPPIGXIHMR-28)6430ŭWGSQTYXIVWGER
be accessed by the professional analysts who
work in the INTERPOL Analytical Criminal
Intelligence Unit. When adequate reliable data
are available, very useful analyses can be
conducted to reveal the criminals involved, as
well as the size, structure and dynamics of the
criminal enterprise or network involved.
Although INTERPOL has been using the
Ecomessage for years, the database is still
too small to produce a truly global analysis of
the criminality associated with international
environmental crime. The system needs more
data via Ecomessage reports. Once statistically
WMKRMƤGERXQEWWIWSJHEXEEVIEGUYMVIHXLI]GER
be analysed and used to construct a worldwide
picture of the illegal international environmental
crime.

Ecomessage Form
When the INTERPOL General Secretariat receives
an Ecomessage, the information it contains is
IRXIVIHMRXS-28)6430ŭWGSQTYXIVMWIHHEXEFEWI
7IZIVEPMQTSVXERXFIRIƤXWEVIKIRIVEXIHF]XLMW
process:
° The information is immediately screened
against all other information in the INTERPOL
computer, which can produce important
JIIHFEGO*SVI\EQTPIMJ'SYRXV]<VITSVXW
the arrest of Mr. A on charges of illegally
transporting waste, the processing of the
Ecomessage may produce information that
Mr. A is also wanted by Country Y for a similar
offence, or that he has already been convicted
in Country Z for a related offence. Information
on concurrent warrants for arrest, or prior
convictions, is of great interest and importance
to prosecuting attorneys.
° The Ecomessage form also has provision for
the reporting country to ask questions, and
it provides a mechanism for international
GSSTIVEXMSR*SVI\EQTPIWYTTSWIE
waste broker has shipped an illegal load of
LE^EVHSYW[EWXIMRXS'SYRXV]<JVSQ'SYRXV]
Y. Using the questioning possibilities of
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)\EQTPIWSJXLI)GSQIWWEKIJSVQETTIEVMR*MKYVI
8LIWX]PITVIWIRXIHMRXLMWI\EQTPIGERFI
used to transmit the Ecomessage to the INTERPOL
General Secretariat in Lyon, France.
Anyone preparing an Ecomessage form should
keep all entries in the same numbered and
lettered sequence, which is important to maintain
compatibility with the INTERPOL database. A
properly prepared form will enter easily into the
database and is much more likely to produce
results.
If the information for a particular item on the form
is not available, mark it as «unknown» or simply
leave it blank.
The complete Ecomessage form should be
delivered to the local INTERPOL National Central
Bureau.
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ECOMESSAGE FORMS
)<%140)- +)2)6-'*361
7YFNIGX
1.1 A brief description of the crime
1.2 Code/operation name, reference number as generated by your authority
1.3 Legal description of the offence (Reference number, Citation of legislation violated
and legally possible penalties)
1.4 Law enforcement agency with primary responsibility for the case. Include name, address and
contact details
2. Place and method of discovery
2.1 Place where offence was discovered (e.g. name of a port of city). If on sea or open
countryside, indicate distance and direction to a known reference point.
 'MX]'SYRXV])\GPYWMZI)GSRSQMG>SRI ))> SV7IE
2.3 Latitude and longitude
2.4 How the crime was discovered (e.g. customs inspection, informant information, patrols etc.)
3. Date and time
3.1 Date and time when the crime was discovered
3.2 Date and time when the crime was committed (if different from 3.1)
4. Contraband products
4.1 Items seized: e.g. animal parts (type and condition), timber, money, weapons, ammunition,
hazardous waste etc.
4.2 Quantity: specify/estimate the volume and units of measure
4.3 Value: specify/estimate the value and currency
5. Identity of person(s) involved
Note: Items 5.1. to 5.12. must be completed for each person involved.
5.1. Date of arrest
5.2. Family name (and Maiden name)
5.3. First name(s)
 7I\
5.5. Alias(es)
5.6. Date of birth
5.7. Place of birth
5.8. Nationality
5.9. Address
5.10. Telephone number
5.11. Email
5.12. Information contained on passport or national ID - Include numbers, place & date of issue,
period of validity
5.13. Profession
5.14. Bank account/credit card number(s)
5.15. Role in the offence e.g. courier, dealer, etc.
5.16. Role in any company mentioned in item 6
5.17. Additional information about the person e.g. links to other criminals or crimes
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6. Companies involved
Note: Items 6.1. to 6.6. must be completed for each business involved.
6.1.
6.2.
6.3.
6.4.
6.5.

6.7.
6.8.

Type: legal type of company
Name: legal name and any trade names
Activities
Address and telecommunications details of headquarters
Registration number
&YWMRIWWEHHVIWWERHTLSRIJE\ -JRSXWEQIEWMXIQ
Bank account/credit card number(s)
Additional information about the company e.g. links to criminals or crimes

7. Means of transport and route
Type of transport used in the commission of the crime, State if it has been seized
8. Vessel
 8]TISJZIWWIPLMWXSV]VIGIRXERHTVIZMSYWƥEKWXEXI
8.2 Has the vessel been blacklisted? If so, when and with which international Regional Fishing
Monitoring Organization
8.3 IMO number
8.4 MMSI number
8.5 Hull number
8.6 Owner details including name, address and nationality
8.7 Flag state, registration document or number
8.8 Catch logbook number
8.9 Cargo manifest(s) or bill of lading
8.10 Is there a radio transmission logbook
8.11 Is there an engine logbook
 (SIWXLIZIWWIPLEZIER]GSYRXV]PMGIRWIWJSVƤWLMRKMR))>
8.13 Does the vessel have any quotas on species in EEZ
9. Locations and routes
9.1 Country and town/port of origin
 'SYRXV]SJTVSZIRERGI'SYRXV]SJPEWXVII\TSVX
9.3 Country/countries of transit
9.4 Country and address of destination: destination declared on transport documents and the real
destination, if different.
10. Modus operandi
(IWGVMFIXLIQSHYWSTIVERHMTVIGMWIP]MRGPYHMRKGSRGIEPQIRXQIXLSHYWISJ[IETSRWJEPWMƤIH
HSGYQIRXWIUYMTQIRXERHƤRERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXW2SXIPMROWXSSXLIVGEWIW
-HIRXMƤGEXMSRSJHSGYQIRXWYWIH
Types of documents, including authorisations, transport documents, invoices, etc. Specify if altered or
fraudulent.
12. Additional information
Other relevant information not covered elsewhere
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-28)6430WYTTSVXVIUYMVIH
(S]SYVIUYMVIJYVXLIVMRJSVQEXMSRJVSQJSVIMKRGSYRXVMIW IKEJVIMKLXJSV[EVHMRKGSQTER]ŭWLMWXSV]SJ
violations) or operational support from INTERPOL to progress enquiries?
14. Evaluation
ŝ-WXLIWSYVGISJMRJSVQEXMSR#
(A) always reliable

(B) sometimes reliable

(C) unreliable

< YRXIWXIH

ŝ-WXLIMRJSVQEXMSR
(1) known to be true

(2) known to the source but
not the person reporting

(3) not known to the source but
corroborated

(4) not known to the source
and cannot be corroborated
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Further information
Basel, Rotterdam and Stockholm
Conventions
Training and capacity building materials
° Interactive Manual for Customs on hazardous
chemicals and wastes under the Basel,
Rotterdam and Stockholm conventions108
° E-learning module for law enforcement
SJƤGIVWSRLE^EVHSYWGLIQMGEPWERH[EWXIW
under the Basel, Rotterdam and Stockholm
Conventions109
° Guidance Elements for Detection, Prevention
ERH'SRXVSPSJ-PPIKEP8VEJƤGMR,E^EVHSYW
Waste110
° Basel Convention Training Manual on
-PPIKEP8VEJƤGJSV'YWXSQWERH)RJSVGIQIRX
Agencies111
° Guidance on the implementation of the Basel
Convention provisions dealing with illegal
XVEJƤG TEVEKVETLWERHSJ%VXMGPI 112

Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the
Convention on Biological Diversity
Training and capacity building materials:
° Biodiversity e-learning platform113
° Video: the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety114
° Handling, Transport, Packaging and
-HIRXMƤGEXMSR115
° 'SPPEFSVEXMZI4SVXEPJSV'YWXSQW3JƤGMEPW116
° 7EQTPMRK(IXIGXMSRERH-HIRXMƤGEXMSR117

Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production, Stockpiling and
Use of Chemical Weapons and on Their
Destruction (CWC)
Other useful information:
° 8I\XSJXLI'SRZIRXMSR120
° %RRI\SR'LIQMGEPW121
Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)
Training and capacity building materials
° CITES Training materials & Green Customs
Knowledge Series (from CITES Virtual College)122
Other useful information
° CITES Website123
° List of Parties to the Convention124
° 8I\XSJXLI'SRZIRXMSR125
° International Consortium on Combating Wildlife
Crime (ICCWC)126
° ICCWC tools127

Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete the Ozone Layer
Training and capacity building materials:
° Other useful information:
° 8I\XSJXLI1SRXVIEP4VSXSGSPũXLIHMXMSR
(2016)128

Other useful information:
° 8I\XSJXLITVSXSGSP118
° Compliance Committee119

108LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX4SVXEPWHS[RPSEHEWT\#H!92)4*%3',;6'
43471%29%0'97831)RTHJ
LXXTW]RIVKMIWTSTWMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR8IGLRMGEP%WWMWXERGI8SSPsandMethodologies/Eleaningmoduleforlawenforcement/tabid/3534/
PERKYEKIIR97(IJEYPXEWT\
110LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR0IKEP1EXXIVW-PPIKEP8VEJƤG+YMHERGIXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
111LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR0IKEP1EXXIVW-PPIKEP8VEJƤG+YMHERGIXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
112LXXT[[[FEWIPMRX-QTPIQIRXEXMSR0IKEP1EXXIVW-PPIKEP8VEJƤG+YMHERGIXEFMH(IJEYPXEWT\
113LXXTWWGFHYRWWGSVK
114LXXTWFGLGFHMRXTVSXSGSPGTFCQIHMECZMHISWLXQP
115LXXTWFGLGFHMRXTVSXSGSPGTFCEVXWLXQP
116LXXTWFGLGFHMRXTVSXSGSPGTFCEVXGYWXSQWCTSVXEP
117LXXTWFGLGFHMRXTVSXSGSPGTFCHIXIGXMSRWLXQP
118LXXTWFGLGFHMRXTVSXSGSPXI\X
LXXTWFGLGFHMRXTVSXSGSPGTFCEVXCMRJSWLXQP
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120LXXTW[[[STG[SVKGLIQMGEP[IETSRWGSRZIRXMSR
121LXXTW[[[STG[SVKGLIQMGEP[IETSRWGSRZIRXMSRERRI\IW
ERRI\SRGLIQMGEPW
122 ŚƩƉƐ͗ͬͬĐŝƚĞƐ͘ƵŶŝĂ͘ĞƐͬĐŝƚĞƐͬŵŽĚͬƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞͬǀŝĞǁ͘ƉŚƉ͍ŝĚсϱϴ
123 LXXTWGMXIWSVK
124 ŚƩƉƐ͗ͬͬĐŝƚĞƐ͘ŽƌŐͬĞŶŐͬĚŝƐĐͬƉĂƌƟĞƐͬŝŶĚĞǆ͘ƉŚƉ
125 ŚƩƉƐ͗ͬͬĐŝƚĞƐ͘ŽƌŐͬĞŶŐͬĚŝƐĐͬƚĞǆƚ͘ƉŚƉ
126 ŚƩƉƐ͗ͬͬĐŝƚĞƐ͘ŽƌŐͬĞŶŐͬƉƌŽŐͬŝĐĐǁĐ͘ƉŚƉ
127 ŚƩƉƐ͗ͬͬĐŝƚĞƐ͘ŽƌŐͬĞŶŐͬƉƌŽŐͬŝĐĐǁĐ͘ƉŚƉͬdŽŽůƐ
128 ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬŽǌŽŶĞ͘ƵŶĞƉ͘ŽƌŐͬĞŶͬŚĂŶĚďŽŽŬͲŵŽŶƚƌĞĂůͲƉƌŽƚŽĐŽůͲƐƵďƐƚĂŶĐĞƐͲĚĞͲ
ƉůĞƚĞͲŽǌŽŶĞͲůĂǇĞƌͬϮϱϰϭϱ
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This Guide is available in both hard copy and electronically. It can be downloaded from
LXXT[[[KVIIRGYWXSQWSVK
For more information
For more information on the Green Customs Initiative, contact:
Green Customs Initiative Secretariat
UN ENVIRONMENT Law Division
43&S\
Nairobi, Kenya
Tel.: + 254 20 7624011
E-mail: unenvironment-greencustomsinitiative@un.org
green.customs@unep.org
www.greencustoms.org
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%FSYXXLI92)RZMVSRQIRX0E[(MZMWMSR
The UN Environment Law Division is the lead Division charged with carrying out the functions of UN
Environment that involve the development and facilitation of international environmental law, governance
ERHTSPMG]8SJYPƤPMXWQERHEXIXLI0E[(MZMWMSR[SVOJSGYWIWSR
•
•
•
•
ŵ

Leading the international community in the progressive development of environmental law;
Supporting States in the development and implementation of legal and policy measures that address
emerging environmental challenges;
Facilitating harmony and inter-linkages among environmental conventions;
Working with MEA Secretariats to support States in implementing their treaty obligations;
)RLERGMRK7XEXIWŭTEVXMGMTEXMSRMRVIKMSREPERHKPSFEPIRZMVSRQIRXEPJSVYQW
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THE GREEN CUSTOMS GUIDE to Multilateral Environmental Agreements
The Green Customs Guide provides information and guidance to Customs and other
FSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWXSEWWMWXMRXLIMVIJJSVXWXSQSRMXSVERHJEGMPMXEXIXLIPIKEPXVEHIERH
to detect and prevent the illegal trade in environmentally sensitive items such as ozone
HITPIXMRKWYFWXERGIWXS\MGGLIQMGEPWLE^EVHSYW[EWXIIRHERKIVIHWTIGMIWERHPMZMRK
QSHMƤIHSVKERMWQW
8LMW+YMHII\TPEMRWXLI+VIIR'YWXSQW-RMXMEXMZIERHTVSZMHIWERSZIVZMI[SJXLIVIPIZERX
trade-related treaties and organizations that are included in this initiative. Information
MWTVSZMHIHSRLS[XVEHIMWVIKYPEXIHERHXLIVIWTSRWMFMPMXMIWSJ'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWERH
border protection agencies in implementing the various controls are described. Specialised
XIVQMRSPSK]MWI\TPEMRIHERHWSYVGIWSJJYVXLIVMRJSVQEXMSRERHEWWMWXERGIMWTVSZMHIH
8LI+YMHIMWHIWMKRIHXSFIYWIHEWTEVXSJEXVEMRMRKGYVVMGYPYQJSV'YWXSQWSJƤGIVWSV
FSVHIVGSRXVSPSJƤGIVWSVEWEWXERHEPSRIVIWSYVGI
For more information, contact:
UN Environment Law Division
43&S\2EMVSFM/IR]E
Tel: +254 20 7624011
E-mail: green.customs@unep.org
unenvironment-greencustomsinitiative@un.org
Website: www.greencustoms.org
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